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Chassis Frame and Counterweight

01 STILL GmbH   Stand: 2/1995 ( Ersatz für Stand:            )

1
2

3
4

Chassis Frame

The chassis frame is constructed of electrically
welded steel plate.

Detachable fuel and hydraulic oil tanks are
mounted inside left-hand and right-hand frame
sections respectively for extra protection.

Counterweight

The removable rear counterweight is secured  to the
frame weldment by 4 bolts.

1 = hex hd bolt M24x130, 8.8 DIN 933

Torque loading: 710 Nm

2 = lock ring

3 = spherical washer C 25 DIN 6319

4 = ball cup D 28 DIN 6319

Weight of the counterweight

7032/7038  =  1,170 kg

7033/7039  =  1,514 kg

7034/7040  =  1,915 kg

7048  =  1,985 kg

7049  =  2,395 kg

7050  =  2,715 kg
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Driver�s cab

02 STILL GmbH   Stand: 2/1995 ( Ersatz für Stand:            )

Bolted to the frame at the front end and to the
counterweight at the rear, the cab is mounted at 4
points on rubber type anti-vibration mounts.

Removal

- Remove panel from front cowl

- Remove floor plate

- Remove upswept type exhaust pipe (if fitted)

- Remove  cover plates left and right of inspec-
   tion plate, giving access to the rear rubber
   mounts (above counterweight)

- Disconnect the 3 connectors at the steering
   column (Fig. 1, page 3)

- Disconnect the wiring harness from the steer-
   ing column

- Remove the screws which secure steering
   column to hand pump (steering wheel opera-
   ted pump) - Fig. 1, page 3)

- Disconnect the connections on warning horn,
   brake fluid reservoir and master cylinder,
   located in the front cowl (Fig. 2, page 3)

1 = rubber type anti-vibration mount

2 = allen screw M10 x 80, 8.8

3 = washer

4 = hex nut; welded to the support
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Driver�s cab

03 STILL GmbH   Stand: 2/1995 ( Ersatz für Stand:            )

Driver�s cab (removal)

Detach earthing or ground connection

Remove panel to which is mounted the electronic
control unit inside front cowl

Disconnect brake line at master cylinder (Figure 2).
Refit fluid passage bolt to prevent brake fluid from
flowing out

Remove M10 x 80 allen screws front and rear

Slig cab using an overhead hoist or remove cab with
the aid of a second lift truck
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Configuration of steer axle

The articulating steer axle suspended from the
counterweight is mounted in 2 neoprene blocks. The
stub axles are supported in the axle beam on tapered
roller bearings. Steering is limited by stop screws on
the stub axles.

1 axle beam
2+3 fixing plates
4       Tension sleeve (depending on design)
5 Washer (depending on design)
6 Lock ring
7 socket head screw
8 neoprene blocks

Steer axle removal

CAUTION: Remove steer axle only with mast in
position on the truck!
Risk of tipping!

- Apply the parking brake.
-Securely chock the front wheels to prevent
  rolling of the truck.
- Slacken steer wheel nuts.
- Jack up rear of the truck at counterweight (x)
  and place wooden blocks under the counter-
  weight in front of the axle.
- Remove wheels.
- Disconnect the hydraulic connections at steer
  cylinder.

CAUTION: Prepare for oil spillage when
disconnecting the hydraulic connections!
Catch oil in a pan of adequate capacity
and dispose of the used oil in accordance
with laws and regulations.

- Remove the 4 socket head screws which re-
   tain the steer axle in place.
- Slide a hand pallet truck under the steer axle
   with wooden blocks placed on the fork ends
   of the hand pallet truck.
- Using a lever, drive steer axle out of roll pins
  and lower the axle onto the hand pallet truck.

Steer axle installation
- Reverse the removal procedure.
- The slots of the roll pins must face the direc-
   tion of forward travel.

-Torque the 4 socket heads to:  M
A
 = 195 Nm

CAUTION: Do not swap hydraulic connec-
tions left and right!
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Wheel hub - Removal and Dismantling

1 axle beam
2 stub axle
3 radial sealing ring
4 tapered roller bearing
5 wheel hub
6 roll pin
7 hub cap
8 nut
9 washer
10 tapered roller bearing
11 wheel bolt
12 ball seat nut

- Slacken ball seat nuts (12) and remove
wheel.

- Pull hub cap (7) from wheel.

- Slacken nut (8)

- Remove washer (9) with roll pin (6).

- Withdraw the hub.

- Remove radial sealing ring (3) then remove
tapered roller bearings (4) and (10) from hub.

- If necessary, drive out of wheel hub outer
races of tapered roller bearings (4) and (10).

Wheel hub - Reassembling and Installation

- Apply a smear of grease to the sealing lips of
the radial sealing ring.

- Before re-assembling the hub, repack with
grease F: cavity between inner race and
bearing cage of tapered roller bearings, and
the bearing spaces identified by an �x� on the
drawing.

- To reassemble the hubs, reverse the procedure.

- Tighten nut (8) while rotating the wheel hub.
Torque loading:

          7032 - 34 / 38- 40 M
A
 = 225 Nm

 7048 - 50 M
A
 = 470 Nm
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Checking the steering angles

The steering angle a must amount to 80° - 82°.
To facilitate the measurement use the complementary
angle b for the setting. It should amount to 98° - 100°.

IMPORTANT: Ensure that the wheel lock is
limited by the stop screws (1) and not by the
cylinder stroke.

Wheel angle stop adjustment

The wheel stop angle is limited by the stop
screws (1).
- By operating on stop screws (1), set both

steering angles to  80° - 82°.

- Check opposite angles.

- Check for adequate clearance between wheels
and truck frame.

- Check that the wheel lock is not limited by
the cylinder stroke.

02
Steer axle
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Right-hand bend

Left-hand bend

steering lock
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Stub axle - Removal and Dismantling

1 nut
2 washer
3 king pin
4 plug
5 stub axle
6 hex. hd. screw
7 nut
8 spacing washer
9 wiper ring
10 tapered roller bearing
11 spacer
12 grease nipple
13 tapered roller bearing
14 wiper ring
15 O-Ring
16 spacing washer

- Remove the wheel.

- Press out the pin located between track rod
and stub axle.

- Slacken nut (1).

- Remove washer (2).

- Press the king pin (3) down through the stub
axle and remove the king pin.

- Remove the stub axle from the axle.

- Remove from the stub axle: spacing
washers, �O� ring, wiper rings, tapered roller
bearings and spacer (items 8-16).
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Stub axle - Reassembling and Installation

1 nut
2 washer
3 king pin
4 plug
5 stub axle
6 spacing washer
7 wiper ring
8 tapered roller bearing
9 spacer
10 tapered roller bearing
11 wiper ring
12 O-Ring
13 spacing washer
14 pin

- Insert spacer (9) into the stub axle.

- Install both tapered roller bearings (8 & 10)
after having first repacked them with a
sufficient amount of FL grade grease!

- Apply a smear of FL grade grease to the
sealing lips of the wiper rings (7 & 11).

- Install wiper rings (7 & 11), �O� ring (11) as well
as both spacing washers (items 13 & 6).

- Install the stub axle into the axle beam.

- Drive in the king pin (3) from below after having
first applied a light smear of oil to it.

- Fit the washer (2) into position on the king
pin.

- Install a new nut (1) and tighten to a torque of:
M

A
 = 290 Nm (7032-34/38-40)

M
A
= 310 Nm (7048-50)

- Press the pin (14) into the track rod and secure
with roll pins.

- Install wheel.

- Lubricate the steer axle with FL grade grease.

Lubricating the steer axle with grease

- Operate the linkage during steering.

- Using a grease gun, lubricate with FL grade
grease the fittings with which the steer axle is
equipped until a small amount of fresh grease
oozes out at the lubricating points.

02
Steer axle
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Track rod removal

The steer axle is fitted with two track rods arranged
between the steering cylinder and the two stub axles.

1 stub axle
2 piston rod
3 sealing rings
4 roll pins
5 pin
6 track rod
7 ball joint

- Remove the roll pins (4).

- Using a press, press out the pins (5).

Track rod installation

- Reverse the removal procedure.

Install pins cylinder end with a maximum press
force of

                         max. 21 kN

and pins stub axle end with a maximum press
force of

                          max. 26 kN
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Steering cylinder removal

�  Remove track rods.

�  Disconnect hydraulic connections after
    having marked them for identification.

WARNING: Hydraulic oil may spill when
disconnecting lines; be prepared
for oil spillage!

�  Slacken the four fixing screws (1).    .
    Steering cylinder installation

�  Retighten the fixing screws  (1).
    Torque loading:
M

A
= 210 Nm  (7032-34/38-40)

M
A
= 295 Nm (7048-50)

� Reconnect hydraulic connections.
CAUTION:
Do not swap hydraulic connections!
�  Install track rods.

NOTE: For steering cylinder dismantling and
reassembling refer to F.G. 06.

Lubricating the steer axle with grease

� Operate the linkage during greasing while the
   steer axle is off load.
� Using a grease gun, lubricate with FL grade
   grease the 8 fittings with which the steer axle
   is equipped until a small amount of fresh
   grease oozes out at the lubricating points.

NOTE: When lubricating the upper bearing, the
grease need not ooze out of the upper sealing
ring, it may also escape from the bottom.

02
Steer axle
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Technical Data for Maintenance Service
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Functional Group 03

Power axIe type AE 25 - 02
Toque loadings frame / power axle MA= 640 Nm
Torque loadings axIe housing / gead reduction box MA = 295 Nm

Toothed hollow shaft
End play + 0,03 mm

 - 0,06 mm

Torque loadings centring flage / wheel hub ZS M 6 X 16 10-9 MA = 14 Nm

Torque loadings brake backplate / axIe housing SKS M 12 X 30 10-9 MA = 110 Nm

Torque loadings half shaft ZS M 10 X 30 10-9 MA = 69 Nm

Gearbox oil capacity: approx. 3,75 litres
grade SAE - 90 EP - 61512

Grade of grease lithium soap based grease
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Power Axle
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Description

The power axle consists of a double reduction spur-
type gearbox (1) comprising differential assembly with
two- bearing driving pinion, to which a D.C. electric
motor (2) is flange mounted, as well as of a long axle
housing (3) and an axle housing which is an integral
part of the gear case (1).

1 = différential gear reduction box
2 = D.C. drive motor
3 = long half-shaft housing to which the

brake backplate is bolted
4 = fixing screws

5 : short half-shaft housing / gearbox half to
which the brake backplate is bolted

6 = mast pivot locating points

The long axle housing (3) with the double reduction
spur- type gearbox (1) are rigidly bolted to the frame
and the mast pivots are bolted to the half-shaft
housings.
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Drive motor

half shaft half shaft

Spur-type reduction gearbox with differential assembly

Power Axle
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1 Gearcase
2
3 dowel pin
4 allen screw
5 tapered roller bearing
6 dif ferential
7 gear
8 roll pin
9 hex hd bolt
10 shim 100 X 115 X 0,5 -0,8
11 tapered roller bearing
12 gear with shaft
13 shim 60 X 72 X 0,6 -0,8
14 circlip
15 connector

16 sealing ring
17 oil drain plug
18 lid
19 plug
20 Idriving dog
21 chevron seal
22 tapered roller bearing
23 toothed hollow shaft
24 �O�ring
25 shim 68 X 58 X 0,1 +0,5
26 �O�ring
27 chevron seal
28 cover
29 spring washer
30 hex hd bolt M 8 X 20 8.8

Power Axle
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Spur-type reduction gearbox with dfferential assembly
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Power Axle removal

Remove mast assembly

Chock truck securely to prevent rolling

Drain oil at oil drain plug (2); catch oil in pan

Slacken wheelnuts Remove wheels

Clearly mark the electric cables before disconnecting
them from the drive motor

Disconnect hydraulic brake lines at brake master
cylinder

Disconnect brake cables at the parking brake

With sling around power axle attach chain to overhead
hoist

Remove mounting boits (3) right and left

Carefully manoeuvre the power axle clear of truck

Power Axle rnounting

With the overhead hoist manoeuvre power axle into f
rame

Insert the 14 mounting bolts with their 14 washers
but do not tighten at this stage

Torque all mounting bolts (3) to M
A
= 640 Nm

Remove overhead hoist

Reconnect drive motor cables

Reconnect hydraulic brake lines to brake master
cylinder

Reconnect brake cables to parking brake

Install wheels

Install mast

Checking oil level:
Unscrew dipstick, push it in as far as it will go and
then withdraw again (do not screw in for checking the
oil level)

Oil capacity: 3,75 litres
Gearbox oil: SAE 90 EP - 51512

Power Axle
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1 = Oil f iller neck with dipstick
2 = Oil drain plug
3 = Mounting bolts
4 = Tension washers
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Item Description
1 Spring washer DIN 137
2 Hex hd bolt M 6 X 20 8.8
3 Washer 68 X 58 X 0.5
4 Chevron seal A 40 X 55 X 7 - P 70
5 �O�ring seal 32 X 2 - P 70
6 Tapered roller bearing 32008 X - CL 7 A
7 �0� ring seal 65 X 3 - P 90
8 Cover
9 Allen screw M 12 X 35 10.9 MA 120 Nm
10 Lid 32,2 X 11
11 Tapered roller bearing 32008 X - CL 7 A
12 Toothed hollow shaft

Power from the drive motor is transmitted via a shaft
with spline to the double reduction gears. The pinion
shaft in gearbox is supported both sides on tapered

roller bearings, and the sealing between drive motor
and gearbox is with chevron seal.

Power Axle
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Arbre creux à denture = A

Adjusting instructions for supportîng the toothed
hollow shaft on taper rollier bearings.

1. Assemble both taper roller bearings onto toothed
hollow shaft. After that determine dimension �A�
across tapper roller bearing outer races.

2. Determine installation demension �B�.

3. Determine centring collar length �C� on cover.

4. Thickness of shims D = B - (minus) (A + C + 0,06
mm)

5. Add or remove shims as per actual dimension =
�D� + (plus) 0,03 mm (pree-load) up to - (minus)
0,06 mm (free play).

6. Assemble both taper roller bearings which must
be repacked with grease up to half of the max.
capacity. In exceptional cases gearbox oil SAE
140 EP can be used as a substitute.

7. Using a fitting tool (mandrel), pre-assemble outer
race of taper roller bearing (opposite the cover).

8. Install toothed hollow shaft.
9. Using a fitting tool, pre-assemble by. around 20

mm outer race of taper roller bearing (cover side).
10.Install layer of shims as per para. 5, and by

tightening the cover bolts evenly i * n corner
to corner sequence bring taper roller
bearing outer race into final position.

Power Axle
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Wheel hub removal

Jack up truck securely from the side the removal is
performed or drain the oil from the reduction gearbox
if both sides of the truck are chocked. Remove the
wheelnuts and withdraw the drive wheel.

Remove the half-shaft (6) - see page 9.

Remove the brake drum (1) after having first released
the parking brake.

Remove the allen screws (7).
Remove the centring flange (8).
Remove hub (3).

Wheel hub installation

NOTE: If the wheel hub is not provided with wheel
studs (2), press new studs into the wheel hub using
a press.

Tap both outer races of the taper roller bearings
(10+11) into the wheel hub.
Grease inner race of taper roller bearing (10) and
insert it into wheel hub.
Press radial seal (12) into wheel hub.

Pack wheel hub with grease and slide it on axle
housing.
Grease inner race of taper roller bearing (9) and tap
until properly seated.
Apply Loctite 572 to centring flange (8) and position
it on the axle housing (centring occurs automatically
on taper roller bearing), install allen screws (7) and
tighten to specified torque.
Torque loading: M

A 
= 69 Nm

Refer to page 9 for half-shaft installation.

Power Axle
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Wheel hub 7032-34 / 7038-40
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Half-shaft rernoval

Jack up truck securely from the side the removal is
performed or drain the oil from the axle.

Remove wheelnuts.
Remove drive wheels.

Remove screws (1) securing half-shaft to hub.

Using two of the screws, pull half-shaft (3) from
housing. Two appropriate tapholes exist in the shaft
flange.

Carefully withdraw the half-shaft from the axle housing.

Half -shaft removal and installation

Half-shaft installation

Install chevron type sealing ring (2).

Slide 0-ring (4) on half-shaft.
Carefully install half-shaft (3) into axle hoîusing and
assemble it to bevel gear in ~ dif f erential. It may be
necessary to drive it in with a hammer and a block of
hardwood.

Bolt half-shaft (3) and wheel hub (5) firmly together.

Toque loading M
A
 = 69 Nrn

Follow same procedure for other half-shaft.

Power Axle
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Wheels and Tyres

Contents Page
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Synoptical Table on Tyres 2

Superelastic tyred wheels 3 & 4

Pneumatic tyred wheels 5, 6 & 7
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Wheels and Tyres
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Wheels and Tyres
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Superelastic (puncture-proof) tyres

Front / size 23 x 9 -10 (5)
Track 945 mm / 1045 mm
Disc wheel (2) 6.50 F- 10
Lemmerz No. 6552 - 4 - 0
Ball seat nut (1) front
M 14 DIN 74361

MA = 195 Nrn

Rear / size 23 x 9 -10 (5)
Track 932 mm
Disc wheel (3) 6.50 F- 10
Lemmerz No. 6551 -1 - 0
Ball seat nut (4) rear
M 18 DIN 74361

MA = 425 Nrn
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Wheels and Tyres

Superelastic twin tyres

Front / size 23 x 9 - 10 (1)
Track 1220 mm
Disc wheel (3) 6.50 F- 10
Lemmerz No. 0.19639-0
Ball seat nut (2) front
M 14 DIN 74361

MA = 195 Nm

Rear / size 23 x 9 - 10 (1)
Track 932 mm -
Disc wheel (4) 6.50 F- 10
Lemmerz No. 6651 -1 - 0
Ball seat nut (5) rear
M 18 DIN 74361

MA = 425 Nrn
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Wheels and Tyres

Pneumatic tyres

Front / size 23 x 9 -10 (5) 16 / 20 PR
Track 945mm / 1045 mm
Disc wheel (2) 6.50 F- 10
Lemmerz No. 6552 - 4 - 0
Ball seat nut (1) front
M 14 DIN 74361

MA = 195 Nm

Rear / size 23 x 9 -10 (5)16 PR
Track 932 mm
Disc wheel (3) 6.50 F- 10
Lemmerz No. 6651 -1 - 0
Ball seat nut (4) rear
M 18 DIN 74361

MA = 425 Nm
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Wheels and Tyres

Twin pneumatic tyres

Front / size 23 x 9 - 10 (5) 16 PR
Track 1220 mm
Disc wheel (1) 6.50 F- 10
Lemmerz No. 0.19639 - 0
Ball seat nut (2) front
M 14 DIN 74361

MA = 195 Nm

Rear / size 23 x 9 -10 (5) 16 PR
Track 932 mm
Disc wheel (4) 6.50 F- 10
Lemmerz No. 6551 -1 - 0
Ball seat nut (3) rear
M 18 DIN 74361

MA = 425 Nm
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Wheels and Tyres

Pneumatic tyres

Front / size 225 / 75 R 10
Track 945mm / 1045 mm
Disc wheel (2) 6.50 F- 10
Lemmerz No. 6552 - 4 - 0
Ball seat nut (1) front
M 14 DIN 74361

MA = 195 Nm

Rear / size 225 / 75 R 10
Track 932 mm
Disc wheel (3) 6.50 F- 10
Lemmerz No. 6651 -1 - 0
Ball seat nut (4) rear
M 18 DIN 74361

MA = 425 Nm
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Technical Data for Maintenance Service
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Steering control unit (comprising the manual pump)
for 7032-34 / 7038-40

Make Danfoss
Model OSPC 10OLs 150 - 8027.
Pump capacity 100 cm3/rev
Pressure relief valve 120 +5/0 bar
Shock cushioning valve 200 +20/0 bar

Steering control unit (comprising the manual pump)
 for7048-50

Make Danfoss
Model OSPO 100 ILS 150 - 8268
Pump capacity 100 cm3/rev
Pressure relief valve 140 +5/0 bar
Shock cushioning valve 200 +20 /0 bar

Priority valve

Make Danfoss
Model OLSA 152 B 8007
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Operation

The truck is equipped with a hydrostatic servo-steering
system. There is no mechanical linkage between
steering wheel and steer axIe. The systern has
load-sensing steering with a priority valve. The oil
supply comes from the normal truck hydraulic
system, ie. no independent auxiliary unit is used.
The manual pump (steering wheel operated pump)
and the priority valve are connected together to form
on single unit.

In the event of main hydraulic pump failure, the truck
can be steered in conventional manner, although the
effort necessary to steer the rear wheels wili be
somewhat higher!

1. Steering column
2. Load-sensing steering control unit to, which a

priority valve is flange-connected
3. Hydraulic pump
4. Hydraulic tank
5. Steer cylinder
6. Truck hydraulic control valves (truck main hyd.

system)
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Steering control unit

The steering control unit (1) is bolted to the flange of
the steering column by four socket head screws (3).
The priority valve (2) is bolted to the steering unit by
two socket head screws.

The steering unit incorporates the following valves
which have been pre-set by the maker.

Pressure relief valve:120+ 5/0 bar
(on 7032-34/7038-40 models)
Pressure relief valve:140 +5/0 bar
(on 7048-50 models)
Shock cushioning valve:200 +20/0 bar

DO NOT ADJUST - PRESET AT FACTORY:
No adjustrnent to the valve settings may be caffied
out as the valves are preset

1 = steering unit
2 = priority valve

Steering unit with priority valve - Removal

-Remove floor plate

-Remove protective cover of steering unit

-Disconnect hydraulic pipe connections at priority
 valve.

CAUTION:
Prepare for oil spillage when disconnecting the
hydraulic connectionsi Catch oil in a pan of adequate
capacity and dispose of the used oil in accordance
with laws and regulations.

-Remove the four socket head screws (3)

-Clear steering unit with priority valve from below

Steering unit with priority valve - Installation

-Reverse the above procedure to install the unit

Torque loading of
socket head screws (3): M

A
 = 46 Nm
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Priority valve

The priority valve (1) is a hydraulic control unit whose
function it is to establish, via a mechanically spring-
loaded spool (5), priority flow to the power steering
circuit in all operating conditions. The spool is
controlled via the LS orifice of the steering unit.
Do not attempt to adjust priority valve as this is neither
possible nor necessary.

1 priority valve

2 plug for the pre-loaded spring

3  pre-loaded spring

4 O-ring seal

5 sliding spool

6  restrictor fitting, screwed type

7 plug

8 LS restrictor valve (integrated)

Workshop Manual     7032 - 34 / 38 - 40 / 48 - 50
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Cleaning the prîority valve

Contaminants in the system hydraulic oil will cause
improper operation of the priority valve. Freedom of
movement of the spool in the valve body will be
impaired due to foreign particles, resulting in heavy
steering.

In such a case the cause of improper operation can
almost always be corrected by cleaning the priority
valve.

Priority valve disassembly
(For figures of item numbers see page 4)

- Remove floor plate
- Remove protective cover of steering unit
- Disconnect hydraulic pipe connections at priority
  valve.

CAUTION: Prepare for oit spillage when disconnecting
the hydraulic connections! Catch oit in a pan of
adequate capacity and dispose of the used oil in
accordance with laws and regulations.
- Remove the four socket head screws from priority
 valve and disengage the priority valve from the steering
 unit.

Cleaning the priority valve

-Remove plugs (2+7)
-Withdraw spool (5) from valve body - Remove screwed
 type restrictor (6) - Remove ILS restrictor valve (8)
-Clean all parts and dry with compressed air

Priority valve reassembly

-Assemble all parts in reverse order of disassembly

-Replace all seals with new parts before assembling
 the priority valve with the steering unit

-Reconnect the hydraulic lines
CAUTION: Be carefui not to swap the connections!

Torque loadings:
Plug (2) 50 + 10 Nm
Plug (7) 50 ± 10 Nm

Torque loadings: (7032-34/7038-40)
T connection: Fluid passage bolt  40 Nm
P connection: Male stud fitting 100 Nm
L connection: Male stud fitting 70 Nm
R connection: Male stud fitting 70 Nm
EFconnection: Banjo fitting 100 Nm

Torque loadings: (7048-50)
T connection: Fluid passage bolt 40 Nm
P connection: Banjo fitting 100 Nm
L connection: Banjo fitting 70 Nm
R connection: Banjo fitting 70 Nm
EFconnection: Male stud fltting 100 Nm

The socket head screws securing the priority valve
to the steering unit must be torqued to
M

A
 = 65 ± 5 Nm
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Steer cylinder disassembly

1 = steer cylinder
2 = fitting
3 = hex. hd bolt
4-8 = packings & seals (repair kit)
9 = guide bush
10 = retaining ring
11 = piston rod

CAUTION:
Hydrautic oil may spili when disconnecting hydraulic
fines; be prepared for oit spillage! Catch oit in pan of
adequate capacity and dispose of the used oil in
accordance with laws and regulations.
- Remove steer cylinder.

See Functional Group 02.
- Remove retaining ring (10).
- Withdraw guide bushing (9).
- Withdraw piston rod (11).
- Remove retaining ring and guide bush on the

other end.

Steer cylinder reassembly
- Use a new repair kit.
- Install new seal (8).
- Install piston rod (11).
- Install guide bush (9) together with packing

rings & seals (4-7).
- Install retaining ring to secure guide bush.
- Reinstall the steer cylinder

For instadlation see Functional Group 02.
- Bleed steering system by quickly turning the

steering wheel several times to full lock in both
directions.
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Construction

The hydraulic servo brake is mounted to the brake
backplate (19). The retaining plate provided for
attaching the return springs (1+2) is fastened to a
support which is an integral part of the brake
backplate. The wheel cylinder is arranged below the
support.
Opposite the support is located the automatic adjuster
(4).
The brake shoes (5+6) on one hand are retained
against both sides of the support by the tension of
the return or pull-off springs (1+2), on the other hand
against the forked heads of the adjusting screws (8+9)
of the adjuster unit, by the tension of pull-off spring
(7).
In axial direction the brake shoes (5+6) are held in
place on the brake backplate by compression springs
(10+11).
An opening through which passes the brake cable is
provided in the brake backplate for parking brake
operation.
The eye on the brake cable is attached to a hooklike
lever. The thrust rod (12) whose free end rests in the
thrust piece (13) of the primary shoe (6) is attached
to the lever which is pivoted via a pin to the secondary
shoe (5).
When the parking brake is not operated, the thrust
rod, the thrust piece as well as lever (15) are held by
the pre-tensioning force of the compression spring
(14) in their initial position.
______________________________________
Item  7032-34/7038-40      7048-50
______________________________________
3       M6x20, 8.8               M8x12, 8.8
          Torque ld.= 9,5Nm   Torque ld.= 23 Nm
______________________________________
16     M6x20, 8.8               M8x20, 8.8
          Torque ld.= 9.5Nm   Torque ld.= 15 Nm
______________________________________
17     M12x30, 10.9           M16x45, 10.9
          Torque ld.= 110Nm  Torque ld. = 275 Nm
______________________________________
18     M10x30, 8.8             M14x25, 8.8
          Torque ld.= 46Nm    Torque ld. = 125 Nm
______________________________________
Item  3  =  fixing, retaining plate
Item 16 =  fixing, wheel cylinder
Item 17 =  fixing, brake backplate
Item 18 =  fixing, automatic adjuster
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Brake shoe replacement

- Chock up the truck
- Remove wheels
- Release parking brake by pressing button and

pushing lever completely forward
- Slacken back the nuts of brake cable ends up to

the last thread
- Remove brake drums (see page 5)
- Remove half shaft and automatic adjuster as well

Installation

- Fit new brake shoes and reinstall automatic adjuster,
tightening fixing screw only by hand.
Before installation inspect automatic adjuster for free
movement, if necessary apply a light smear of
grease to the threads of adjusting screws (9+10).
Check the star wheels (5+6) as well as the lugs on
the plate (7) for wear.
Adjust the automatic adjuster to dimension �L�,
ensuring that the clearance between the adjusting
screw and the star wheel is the same on either side
of adjuster unit.

- Install half shaft and wheel hub (see F.G. 03).

Basic adjustment

- Refit brake drums
- Fully depress brake pedal, allowing for centring of

brake shoes
- Tighten fixing screw of automatic adjuster to  torque

specified (see page 2)
- Remove brake drums
- Perform adjustment with the aid of vernier calipers

in which case the correct dimension is 207.7 -0.5
mm (7032-34/38-40) and 269.3-0.5 mm (7048-50)
respectively over brake shoes

- Refit brake drums and wheels
- Adjust parking brake

NOTE:
The play x and y has been set by the brake
manufacturer as specified in a table and should on
no condition be altered. The adjusting screws
(9+10) with their respective washers must not be
interchanged.
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General

Reliability and operation of the braking system are
affected by correct brake adjustment.
NOTE: In order to keep the brakes in perfect operating
condition it is necessary to brake the truck once or
twice a day while driving at a higher speed (unladen!).
This will prevent linings from becoming glazed, at the
same time allowing for the formation of carbon due to
friction which is indispensable for high brake
effectiveness. Before testing the brakes it will be
necessary to set the 5-position switch to position 1.
Automatic adjuster
The function of the automatic brake shoe adjuster (3)
consists in centring the brake, automatically
compensating for lining wear. If the foot brake is
applied during forward travel, brake shoe (2) is
adjusted, whereas brake shoe (1) is adjusted when
brake applications are made during reverse drum
rotation.
Principle of Operation
When a brake application is made while the truck is
moving forwards the adjusting screw (10) with gear
(5) is axially displaced until it makes contact with
plate (7). When the screw is axially moved by a furt-
her degree, plate (7) is caused to rotate around its
pivot point (8). When the brake lining gets worn, the
tongue of plate (7) engages the next tooth of gear (6).
When the brake is released, gear (6) is turned by a
notch. This causes the adjuster screw (9) to move
outwards, as a result of which adjustment of brake
shoe (2) is accomplished. For adjustment of brake
shoe (1) the procedure is reversed: Gear (5) is rotated,
causing the adjuster screw (10) to move outwards.
When cleaning the automatic brake shoe adjuster,
the adjuster screws (9+10) with washers (11+12) must
not be interchanged.
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General

Irrespective of whether the hydraulic service brake or
parking brake is applied, brake lining wear will
automatically be compensated for owing to the brake
shoe adjusting device.
Therefore: Never retighten the nuts located on the
brake cables should braking prove to be inefficient,
as this may otherwise result in an undue pre-loading
of the brake shoe levers to which the cables are
fastened.
Should, therefore, effectiveness of parking brake turn
out to be inadequate, check whether pedal reserve (=
minimum clearance between pedal underside and
floor plate, pedal fully depressed) has dropped below
the maximum permissible limit (20% maximum).
Should this be the case, inspect the wheel brakes
and also the automatic adjuster mechanism and
locate fault.
Once the fault has been cured, carry out basic
adjustment of footbrake which must be followed by
an adjustment of the parking brake as instructed.
In the case of a worn brake drum, the brake shoes
can, where necessary, be freed of the brake drum in
which case the gear type adjusters (5+6) must with
the aid of an appropriate tool be turned back against
the spring-loaded tongue (7) until the drum can readily
be withdrawn (rotating both gears at the same time
will facilitate the operation).
This procedure is only allowed if the brake drum can
no longer be withdrawn.
If drum wear is not excessive and the drum can readily
be withdrawn (which is normally the case), it will - in
order to prevent the automatic adjuster mechanism
from getting damaged - be necessary to lift the spring-
loaded tongue (7) off the gear type adjusters (5+6)
when the latter are turned back to free the brake drum.
Turning out the inside diameter of the brake drums
on a lathe in the event of wear
Turning out the brake drums on a lathe is permissible
in which case the inside diameter of the brake drum
should following the machining operation not loose
more than 0.25% of its original thickness - 203.8 mm
(271 mm) max. In such a case it still is possible to
use standard brake linings of  normal thickness.
If in the event of a higher degree of brake drum wear
(f.i. scoring marks) more material is required to be
removed from the inside surface of the brake drum, it
is permissible to remove or turn off up to 0.75% of the
inside diameter  - 204.8 mm (272.35 mm) max. In
such a case it will be necessary to use oversize brake
linings.
Such oversize linings are, however, not available as
replacement parts.
If oversize brake linings of a given make are procured

on the local market (commercial type linings), the
oversize brake lining thus procured must match the
turn-off dimension of the brake drum, i.e. the lining
must if necessary be machined to obtain the
thickness required.

Values in brackets apply to 7048-50 models.
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Adjustment
Before adjusting the parking brake, the foot brake must
be adjusted.
- Release the parking brake.
- Adjust the nuts at the cable ends until the cable

bushings just make contact with the underside of
their bearing block, or there is a perceptible gap of
0.5 mm (Thus the free play at the brake shoe lever
is compensated for).

- Pull parking brake lever until the 2nd tooth of ratchet
is engaged. There must now be a drag on the brake
shoes when the wheels are rotated by hand. Should,
however, a somewhat higher resistance be felt on
one of the wheel brakes, slacken the respective
parking brake cable.

- Braking must take effect the instant the 3rd tooth
of ratchet is engaged, i.e. it should at this stage no
longer be possible to rotate the wheels by hand.

- Full braking action must be achieved when the 4th
tooth of ratchet is engaged.

NOTE: Correct adjustment of the parking brake can
be achieved only if service braking on each wheel is
balanced, i.e. the difference in braking power between
one wheel brake and the other must not exceed 20%.
If the footbrake brakes unevenly, the parking brake
should display about the same percentage of uneven
braking.  Never attempt to adjust the parking brake
evenly if the footbrake is out of adjustment.
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Master Cylinder

1 = compensation port
2 = feed port
3 -- piston
4 = primary seai
5 = secondary seal

clearance = 1 mm
Linked to the brake pedai via a bell crank, the master
cylinder is located in the front cowl.
�A clearance (S) of 1 mm is necessary between the
pedai push- rod and master cylinder piston, Lack of
clearance would resuit in the primary seal blocking
the compensation port in which case brake fluid which
under a temperature rise would normaly expand into
the reservoir, would be prevented from doing so.

Reservoir

The reservoir is the fluid supply tank for the hydraulle
brake system. The fluid quantity must always be kept
up to the required level. Le. up to the �max� mark on
the transparent container. The air bleed hole in the
reservoir filler cap ensures that the system is
constantly filled. It must always be open to allow brake
fluid to flow into the master cylinder. At routine
maintenance intervals and 1 also on other occasions,
remove and clean the filler cap with alcohol and blow
the air bleed hole clean from the inside. Should the
minimum fluid level in the reservoir be reached due to
abnormal loss, the contact plate on the float stem
completes the electrical circuit which is indicated to
the driver by a lamp on the dashboard.
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Electrical installation

Contents Page

Technical Data for Maintenance Service 1

Electrical installation - General description 3

Testing the insulation resistance 6

Driving controls 7
- Dash panel 13
- Directional control switch
- Warning horn
- Travel sender unit 17
- Angle of rotation sensor, hydraulics 18
- Control valve switches 20
- Foot brake switch / Parking brake switch 21

Engine speed sensor 22
Tachogenerator 24
Alternator 25
Throttie positioning solenoid (LPG model) 26
Servomotor injection pump (diesel model) 27
Shutoff solenoid 28
Shutoff valve
Coolant temperature sender 29
Batteries 30
Truck wiring 31

Fuses 32
28

Contactor panel 29
- Main power fuse 29
- Glow plug relay (series resistor) (diesel model) 33
- Contactors, starting/driving 34
- Current sensor 36

with p.c.b.
Electronic Controller 37
- P.c.b. ‘traction control circuit’ 38
- Pc.b. ‘engine starting via generator’ 47
- Pc.b. ‘servomotor’ (diesel model) 52
- P.c.b. ‘throttle valve regulator’ (LPG model) 73
- Pc.b. ‘charge compensator’ (LPG model) 76
- Power board 78
- Rc.b. ‘solenoid stop control’ (dieselmodel) 79
- Pc.b. ‘control circuit fuses’ (LPG model) 79
- Base plate, relay 80
- Table on engine speeds for p.c.b. 81
Electric fan 82
- Coolant temperature sensor

Connectors
- Hand tool- refer to issue 1, will not be reprinted - A -D
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Electrical installation

Mechanical configuration

The electrical installation is composed of two main
sections.

1 The SCR control equipment is mounted to the

front cowling on the RH side. It consists of:
- power board - P.C.b.
- drive control - p.c. b.
- engine starting via generator - p.c. b.
- throttle positioning solenoid (TFG=LPG model)
- p.c.b.- servomotor (DFG=diesel model)
- p.c. b.- electronic charge compensating/ balancing

device (TI‘G=LPG model)
- p.c.b.- shut-down solenoid (DFG=diesel model)
- p.c.b.- control circuit fuse ffG=LPG model)

- Master Board (base plate)

2 Protected by a cover, the contactor panel is

located on the LH side and is accessible from unter
the engine bonnet. Mounted on the contactor panel
are:

- contactor, driving 1 K4
- contactor, starting 1 K3
- p.c.b. with current sensor 1A6/1 U1
- glow plug relay (DFG=diesel model) 9K3

The components listed below also belong to the
electrical installation (see illustration page 4)

A. Dash panel comprising

 3 keyswitch S1
 4 directional control switch

for fwd - neutral - rev. 1S1
 5 hour meter 6P1
 6 5-stage switch 1S14

various indicator lights
 7 horn button in the steering

wheelhub 4S1

B. Within the front cowl arealleg

compartment:
1 electronic contro! unit A4
8 accelerator pedal control

transmitter (floor plate) 1B1
9 brake switch 1S12

(front cowling, LH side)
10 warning horn 4H1

(front cowling, LH side)

C. Drive motor/Generator

- brush wear monitoring
11 tachogenerator 6B7
12 rpm sensor 6B9

D. Under the engine bonnet

13 starter batteries G1/G2
14 servomotor for injection pump

(DFG=diesel model) 9M7
2 contactor panel ‘ A5

15 ignition system (7G=LPG model)
16 throttle positioning solenoid

(TFG=L13G model) 9Y3
17 alternator 9G2
18 preheat resistor

(DFG=diesel model) 9R8
19 shut-down solenoid 9Y5
20 angle of rotation sensor, hydraulics 2R2
21 parking brake switch 1S4
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Electrical installation

General Description

Electrical supply is by means of two 12-volt/43 Ah
starter batteries which are wired in series.

The 28-volt/10/55 alternator supplies exciting current
to the power board for generator and drive motor.

The supply voltage for the printed circuit boards (5/15
volts) is generated in the power board and the printed
circuit board respectively.

There does not exist an electric starter as generator
«IGII is the means of starting the engîne.

Connections between d.c. generator and drive motor
are the bipolar type, Le. they are completely isolated
electrically from truck frame. Wiring conforms to VDE
0100 standards. Also of the bipolar type, the electrical
connections between power board and excitation
windings of drive motors and generator are not
grounded. The remaining wiring is of the unipolar type.

Routing ot truck cables meets VDE 0117 require-
ments. All control voltages are with negative against
the body (frame).

There are differences in the electrical system o
diesel and LPG powered models, viz.:

DM (diesel model)
- glow plug system
- servomotor for injection pump
- p.c.b. for servomotor
- p.c.b. for shut-down solenoîd
- shut-down solenoid

TFG (LPG model)
- control unit for 12-volt ignition system!
- throttle positioning solenoid
- p.c.b. for throttle positioning solenoid
- p.c.b. for control circuit fuses
- 12-volt central tapping between batteries
- charge balancing/compensating circuit for batteries
- shut-off valve
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Insulation test

Preparation for testing

Before carrying out test: Disconnect or rernove
all printed circuit boards incorporated in
electronic control unit, and then disconnect
connectors
X5 (power board lA2) and
X22 (p.c.b. 9A2 diesel engine shut down
controller/p.c.b. A7 control circuit fuse).

Testing the insulation resistance (earthing)

After any repair work on electric components on
contactor panel and/or electrical machines (generator/
drive motor) it will be necessary to test the insulation
resistance before installation or putting the truck back
into service again.

The insulation material used on the truck must have
a resistance of a least 190 000 ohms (190 kohms).

Testing against the body - figures 1, 2, 3, 5 and 6

Testing armature and stator against field winding -
figures 4 and 7
Check armature and stator of both drive motor and
generator and associated leads in the circuit.
The test should be carried out by applying a d.c. voltage
of 500 volts at the minimum. The megger (e.g. Isolavi
8) used for checking for earthing must supply a current
rating of at least 1 mA.
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Drive controls

Keyswitch S1

Located on the RH section of the dash panel on the
steering column, keyswitch S1 is operated with a
removable key to prevent unauthorised use of the
truck.

The keyswitch is used for starting the engine and
operating the electrical equipment belonging to the
engine.

The keyswitch incorporates a starter safeguard lock
preventing the key from being turned to the „START“
position once the engine has started.

It is only after the key has been turned to the ‘OFF’
position and the engine has stopped turning that a
second attempt to start the engine can be made.

The keyswitch has 3 positions:

0 = ‘OFF’ . 1 = ‘ON’ , 2 = ‘START’
(key turned clockwise)

When released from the ‘START’ position the
keyswitch will automatically return to the ‘ON’ po-
sition.

The keyswitch has 3 connections on its reverse:

30/S1 supply line from pos. (+) battery terminal
(24 volts)

50/S1 p.c.b. 9A4 ‘engine starting via generator’
supplied with battery voltage in ‘START’position
of keyswitch

15/S1  the electrical system is supplied with battery
voltage in ‘START’ and ‘ON’ position of
keyswitch

Starting
The starting operation can only be carried out with
directional control lever in neutral and engine
completely stopped. The engine will start with a delay
of around 1 sec.

The rieutral position is indicated by indicator light H3.
Indication of ‘preglow’ is by start indicator lamp 6H12
(diesel model).

Turning off the engine
Turn key S1 to the ‘OFF’ position.
The engine of LPG model will continue running until
total consumption of residual gas quantity!
(see: relay 9K4).
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Drive controls

Directional control switches

Manual change of direction of travel
Well protected by the dash panel, the switch as-
sembly controlling the direction of travel is mounted
on a base plate welded to the steering column.

The double-type directional control lever is supported
on a die-cast bracket. The direction switch can be
switched to 3 positions:
„forwards“ - „neutral“ - „reverse“
The directional control lever is locked in the different
spring-loaded positions by a notch and cam with roller.
Arranged between the two bearing points of the
bracket, a plastic switching segment on the direction
control lever actuates the following waterproof
microswitches (2):

1S1 - forwards
1S2 - reverse
1S15 - neutral

Microswitches
Rest position: contact 1 - 2 closed

contact 1 - 4 open

Note: Earlier models are fitted with standard mi-
croswitches that are not waterproof. Both microswitch
designs are interchangeable.

Two-pedal control
(one pedal for each direction of travel)

The accelerator transmitter 1 Bl is operated by two
pedals (one for forward travel, the other for reverse
travel) mounted on a common shaft together with a
lever (H).
This lever comprises a return spring (F) which ensures
that both pedals upon being released automatically
retum to the initial or rest position. The pedals are
mechanically linked to a rocker (S) via control rods
(Z). Located on the rocker and provided with
appropriate notches, cam (N) operates the waterproof
microswitches 1S1, 1S2, 1S15, causing them to
actuate.
The control rods must be adjusted so that the stroke
of the rocker ist 18 mm, pedal travel being 5 +/- 2
mm.

Microswitches
Rest position: contact 1 - 2 closed

contact 1 - 3 open
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The figure in brackets apply model fitted with
two-pedal control
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Drive controls

Directional control switches

Manual/foot-operated change of direction of travel

Microswitches 4(3)/1S1 (fwd. travel) and 4(3)/1S2 (rev.
travel) on truck model feàturing manual control of
direction of travel are connected to p.c. board IlAl
(X3) ‘traction circuit control’ via connections 4/X32,
5/X32 and 2,1/X29, and on truck model fitted with two-
pedal directional control to the same p.c. board via
connections 2,3/X88 and 2,1/X29.
Connection 1 of 1S1 and 1S2 is connected to earth
(negative) via 18Z/1A1.
When the opposite direction of travel is selected,
connection D16/1A1 (V = fwd. travel) or D24/1A1
(R = rev. travel) is connected via direction switch to
18Z/1A1.

Neutral position switch 1S15

Connection 2/1S15 is brought via 6/X32 or 6/X88 and
3/X29 respectively to board 26D/9A4 (p.c.b. ‘engine
starting via generator’).
When the directional control is placed in NEUTRAL,
26D/9A4 is connected to earth (-) via 1S15.

The neutral position is indicated by indicator light H3
which lights with a delay of arourid 1 second.

Two-pedal control - Adjustments

(foot-operated changes of direction)
- The control rods must be adjusted so that the

stroke of the rocker is 18 mm, pedàl travèl being 5
± 2 mm.

- Adjust microswitch IIS15 so that it is in the centre
of the notch.

- Bring mounting bracket (1) of accelerator
transmitter into central position.

- By twisting accelerator transmitter (2) adjust
voltage until it is between 3.3 - 3.5 volts (proceed
as described in Section ‘Travel sender unit 1B1
(accelerator pedal control transmitter).

- Adjust microswitches 1S1 and 1S2 so that they
are actuated the instant aroùhd 4.2 to 4.5 volts of
transmitter voltage are reached.

Once the adjustments are completed seal the screws
with varnish.
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Two pedal control (double pedal drive)
Direction of travel is controlled by two accelerator pedals,
the right pedal is pressed for forward travel and the left
pedal for reverse travel.
Mechanically interconnected by linkage, pedals move in
opposite direction in relation to each other when pressing
the pedal for the opposite direction of travel.
Controlled by pedal movement, two potentiometers
(transmitters 1B3 and 1B4) are mounted to the underside
of the right pedal. When pedals are un-operated, the
potentiometers are in their neutral position.

Electrical connections of accelerator transmitters

Transmitter (travel sender)  1B3:
+10.8volts — 1/X16

set-point value — 2/X16
0 volts — 5/X16

Transmitter (travel sender) 1B4:
+10.8volts — 8/X16

set-point value — 3/X16
0 volts — 4/X16

Basic adjustment
With the engine switched off, proceed as follows.
- Bring both pedals to dimension H above the floor plate.

(R7032...40: Remove non-slip rubber matting)
 R7032... 40 : H = 83 ±5 mm ; dimension G = 52.5 ±1 mm
R7048 - 50 : H  = 78 ±5 mm ; dimension G = 88.4 ±1 mm

- Plug universal measuring adaptor Mark II plus into
connector X16 accessible from beneath the floor plate.

- Turn keyswitch ON.
- Connect digital  multimeter to measuring adaptor :

Transmitter 1B3
1/X16 (+)  — 2/X16 (- )

Transmitter 1B4
8/X16 (+)  — 3/X16 (- )

- Both pedals un-operated, potentiometer in midposition:

Meter reading for each of the two potentiometers should

be between 4.95 and 5.05 volts.

Slacken screws * and carry out adjustment by operating

on potentiometers.

- Pedal for rev. travel depressed fully :

1/X16 (+)  —  2/X16 (- ) voltage  8.8 - 9.3 volts.

  8/X16 (+)  —34/X16 (- ) voltage  0.7 - 1.4 volts

Adjustment is achieved by altering the length of

screwed rod U.

 - Pedal for fwd. travel depressed fully :

1/X16 (+)  —  2/X16 (- ) voltage  0.7 - 1.4 volts.

8/X16 (+)  —  3/X16 (- ) voltage   8.8 - 9.3 volts.

Adjustment is achieved by turning screw X (slacken

locknut W).

Workshop Manual 7032 - 34 / 38 - 40 / 48 - 50

Drive controls
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P.c.b. 9A7 (9A8) „two-pedal control“

P.c.b. 9A7 (9A8) and power board 1A2 are
mechanically joined by screws. P.c.b. 9A7 (9A8)
constitutes the link between drive sender
potentiometers 1B3/1B4 and p.c.b. 1A1 „drive
control“.
P.c.b. 9A7 (9A8) produces the 10-volt supply voltage
for transmitters 1B3/1B4, processes the set-point
value signal supplied by the transmitters, conveying
it to p.c.b. 1A1 as an information on direction. At the
same time the information on neutral position is
transmitted to p.c.b.  9A4 „engine starting via
generator“.
P.c.b. 9A7 (9A8) combines the functions of both p.c.b.
9A2 (DIESEL model) ‘shut down controller’ and p.c.b.
A7 (LPG model) ‘control circuit fuse’. As a result,
p.c.b. 9A7 (9A8) is of universal application, no mat-
ter whether the truck is fitted with two-pedal control
or not.

Electrical settings on p.c.b.
„two pedal control“
Parking brake applied Keyswitch ON

Accelerator pedals un-operated

Adjustment:
Adjusting neutral position of accelerator pedal:

Adjust potentiometer R112 until light-emitting
diodes V20 and V21 glow with even brightness.

Adjusting the neutral position monitor circuit:
 Adjust potentiometer R115 until light-emitting
diodes V38 and V39 glow with even brightness.

Adjusting the end stroke of accelerator pedal for fwd.
travel:
Fully depress accelerator pedal for fwd. travel.
Adjust potentiometer R114 until light-emitting
diodes V 28 and V29 glow with even brightness.

Adjusting the end stroke of accelerator pedal for rev.
travel:
Fully depress accelerator pedal for rev. travel.
Adjust potentiometer R113 until light-emitting
diodes V28 and V29 glow with even brightness.

Green LED : V20,V21 ; V28,V29 ; V38,V39
Red    LED : V14 — will come on in the event of

  an incorrect setting.

Once the adjustment has been completed, seal
potentiometers.
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Drive controls

Retrofitting a „two-pedal control“ with p.c.b.“

Belkow you will find a description on how to proceed
when replacing the previous two-pedal control with
switching cams on the underside of the floor plate by
the actual standard design using two potentiometers.

The conversion kit consists of:
- Floor plate, p.c.b. and wiring harness.
Only 7032-34/38-40  models: Support for external

  cooling fan and tension roller.
Procedure
- Place the truck on a dry, level surface and

disconnect the starter batteries.
- Lift floor plate, disconnect connectors X88 and    X45

from the connection point located under the floor
plate, then remove floor plate.
7032-34/38-40 :

- Replace support for external fan and tension roller.
The support must be replaced to provide for a
sufficient amount of clearance for the parts  which
operate mechanically and are located  under the
floor plate.

- Remove cover from controller and withdraw p.c.b.
A7 ‘control circuit fuse’ (VW & KHD engines) or,
depending on truck model, p.c.b.  9A2  ‘engine shut
down controller’ (MB engine),  from power board 1A2,
then fit new p.c. board.

Modification to leads :
Connectors X27 ; X29 ;  on controller unit :
- Remove leads 1, 2 and 4 from connector X27, as

well as 1,2,3 and 4 from connector X29, sever the
ends of the leads if necessary.

- Remove connection X88 and X45 (sever leads or
attach them to wiring harness after having
insulated them first - reserve).

Connect wiring harness to controller unit:
- The wiring harness must pass through the water-

proof grommet.

- Connect leads to connectors X27 and X29, and   earth
lead to master board.

- Connect wiring harness to the connection point on
the underside of the floor plate (X16) and carefully
route harness.

- Make truck ready for operation

END of fitting operation

Electrical settings on p.c.b.
 „two-pedal control“
Parking brake applied
Keyswitch ON
Accelerator pedals un-operatedt

Adjustment:
Adjusting neutral position of accelerator pedal::
Adjust potentiometer R112 until LEDs V20 and V21
glow with even brightness.

Adjusting the neutral position monitor circuit:
Adjust potentiometer R115 until LEDs V38 and V39
glow with even brightness.

Adjusting the end stroke of accelerator pedal for fwd.
travel:
Fully depress accelerator pedal for fwd. travel.

Adjust potentiometer R114 until LEDs V28 and V29
glow with even brightness.

Adjusting the end stroke of accelerator pedal for rev.
travel:
Fully depress accelerator pedal for rev. travel.

Adjust potentiometer R113 until LEDs V28 and V29
glow with even brightness.

Green LED : V20, V21 ; V28, V29 ; V38, V39

Red LED  : V14 — will come on in the event of
an incorrect setting.

Once the adjustment has been completed, seal
potentiometer.
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 1 Indicator lights

 (from left to right)

 1 — 6H1 coolant temperature warning light

 2 — 6H2 oil pressure warning light

 3  — 6H3 fuel level warning light

 4  — 6H5 air cleaner warning light

 5 — 6H11  brake fluid warning light

 6  — 6H10 brush monitor warning light

 7  — H2 engine temperature warning light

 8  — H3 neutral position indicator light

 9  — 9H2 alternator warning light

10 — 6H12 start indicator light

2 1S14 multi-position switch

3 6P1 hour meter

4 directional control lever

5 4S1 horn button

Workshop Manual 7032 - 34 / 38 - 40 / 48 - 50
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Indicator lamps
The indicator lamps indicate the different operational
situations. At the same time they alert the driver to
forestall possible failures. Indicator lamps -2-6-8-9-10
are tested every time keyswitch S1 is turned ON. For
further information see section ‘Engine starting via
generator’.

6H1 (1) water temperature warning light
indicates that the water temperature is above 110° C
centigrade.

6H2  (2) engine oil pressure warning light
will light up when the key switch is turned ‘ON’. It
must go off after the engine is started.

6H3  (3) low fuel warning light
(Diesel version): Will light up when the amount of fuel
in the tank has dropped to a residual quantity of around
5 litres.
(Gas version): Lights green as long as the gas cylinder
still contains a sufficient amount of gas.

6H5  (4) air cleaner warning light
will light up if the filter cartridge of the dry type air
cleaner of the engine ist clogged.

6H11 (5) brake fluid warning light
will light up when the brake fluid in the reservoir has
dropped to the minimum level (float type switch in the
reservoir).

6H10  (6) Brush monitoring light
(controlled by p.c.b. 9A4 ‘Engine starting via
generator’) will light up when the key switch is turned
‘ON’ and go off after 1-2 secs if no fault exists. If the
light is on and fails to go off, check motor and generator
brushes for wear.

H2 (7) electrical machine warning light
indicates when the limit temperature for the drive motor
1M1 or generator 1G1 is reached (130° C).

H3   (8) neutral position indicator
(controlled by p.c.b. ‘Engine starting via generator’)
will light up with a delay of around 1 sec when the
directional control lever is placed in neutral.

TFG/DFG: H3 fault indicator
The indicator lamp will flash at an average frequency
(1/sec) if the direction switch is not in its neutral
position while an attempt is made to start the engine.
(Note: The starting circuit is wired in such a way that
the engine cannot be started unless the direction
switch is in neutral position).

6H4 /6H12 (10) start indicator lamp
(controlled by p.c.b. ‘Engine starting via generator’)
indicates when key switch is turned to ON position.

TFG (Gas version):
Indicator lamp goes off when key switch is turned to
START position,

DFG (Diesel version):
Indicator lamp flashes slowly during the preglowing
procedure (key switch turned to PREGLOW position)
and goes off when engine is started (key switch
turned to START position).

TFG/DFG: 6H12 fault indicator
Indicator light flashes very quickly (3/sec) if a fault in
the electrical circuit has been detected during the
starting operation. In that case interrupt attempt at
starting engine and carry out fault finding procedure
in compliance with the instructions in our ‘System
Diagnosis’ under section ‘Engine starting via
generator’.

     All indicator lamps are the 24-volts/3W type
    and comply with standard DIN

specification 72601

Workshop Manual 7032 - 34 / 38 - 40 / 48 - 50
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Indicator lights

9H2 (9) alternator warning light
will light up when the key switch is turned ‘ON’ and
go off the instant the engine is started and the
alternator 9G2 supplies electrical current. The warning
light is connected to the plus (+) of starter battery G2
and via a diode to terminal D+ of alternator 9G2.

Diode 4V1
Protected by a tube, diode 4V1 is inserted into the
circuit between indicator light 9H2 and connection
D+/9G2 (in direction of current flow to D+). In the
event of a defective/blown control circuit fuse it will
prevent current from being drawn from terminal D+ of
alternator 9G2.

Multi-position switch 1S14
A 5 or 12 position type selector switch 1S14,
depending on truck model, is mounted on the
dashboard. The corresponding switching positions
are displayed on a dial.

5-position switch:
1-2-3-4-5
12-position switch, without stop:
1-2-3-4-5-5-5-4-3-2-1-1 ... etc.

With the aid of this switch braking deceleration
accomplished by releasing the accelerator pedal, and
also acceleration of the truck by means of abrupt
accelerator pedal operation, can be adapted to suit
the operating conditions.

Stage 1 = moderate acceleration/braking deceleration
Stage 5 = powerful acceleration/braking deceleration

The rotary switch can be turned to a different position
at any time - even while the truck is in motion.

   All indicator lamps are the
24-volt/3 W type and comply with
Standard DIN Specification 72601

Dash panel
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Hour meter 6P1

The work hour meter 6P1 is operated only by the
voltage supplied by the alternator 9G2. It will begin to
register only provided the engine is running. (Hour
meter designed for a voltage of 12-80 volts).
Wire connections:
P/6P1- 9/X32- D+/9G2
N/6P1 -10/X32 - N2 (-)

Horn button 4S1

The horn button is pressed into the centre of the
steering wheel. It is connected via two slip rings 9W1
inside the steering column to the warning horn and
terminal stud N2 for earthing .

To enable removal of the horn button the latter must
be levered out of the steering wheel centre with the
aid of a screwdriver. The lead routed inside the steering
column and attached to the horn button can then be
disconnected/ connected .

The horn button connects the warning horn to terminal
stud N2 (neg. battery) for earthing.

Warning horn 4H1

The warning horn is an audible warning device giving
warning to others of the approach of the machine,
and the operator must sound the horn especially when
approaching a blind corner and at all blind
intersections. The warning horn is therefore part of
the safety requirements and must constantly be in
good working order.

Mounted to the front cowl, the horn is located on the
LH side under the front panel.
To avoid dislurbances to the electronic control circuit
every time the horn is operated the latter is wired
with circuitry 4Z1 for protection.

Dash panel / Warning horn
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Travel sender unit 1B1
(accelerator pedal control transmitter)

Linked to the accelerator, the travel sender unit is a
transmitting device controlling travel speed.

Depression of the foot pedal controls a potentiometer
which acts directly on the electronic control unit. At
the same time the injection pump of the engine is
operated electrically via a servomotor.

Two studs secure the travel sender unit (transmitter)
to the underside of the floor plate. Only the pedal
passes through the floor plate.

Made from fibreglass- reinforced plastics, the pedal
is articulated on a greased-for- life, sealed shaft
mounted in a housing. It is maintained in the rest
position by a return spring located on the lower end
of the pedal.

Transmitter voltage: pedal un-operated
 1/1 B1 (-) - 2/1 B1 (+) = approx. 4.5 volts
The voltage can be corrected to obtain correct setting
by slackening screws ( 1 ) and adjusting position of
potentiometer.

Transmitter voltage: pedal operated
1 /11 B1 (-) - 2/1 B 1 (+) = approx. 9.2 volts
The voltage can be corrected to obtain correct setting
by slackening screws ( 2 ) and adjusting position of
support.

Voltage supply:
1 / 1 B 1 (-) - 3/1 B 1 = 10, 8 volts

Removal

To remove the travel sender unit slacken the screws
retaining the floor plate and lift the latter from the LH
side. Pull out plug from travel sender unit and lift out
floor plate. Loosen nyloc nuts and remove the travel
sender unit from under the floor plate.
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Potentiometer/Angle of rotation sensor 2R2 for
hoist & tilt functions and 3rd & 4th hyd. functions

When a hydraulic valve control lever Is operated, the
angle of rotation sensor 2R2 supplies the rated value
for engine rpm.
Sensor 2R2 is actuated by a shaft which in turn is
controlled by different cams integrated into the
individual hydraulic control valve levers.
Operational check

TFG (LPG model): DFG (diesel model):
Miniature (DIP) switch Miniature (DIP) switch
S2 on p.c.b. ‘throttle S3 on p.c.b. ‘servomotor’
valve regulator’ A3 in 3A2 in ‘ON’ position.
‘ON’ position. Connect digital multimeter
Connect digitalmulti- to the test points on p.c.b.
meter to the test points ‘servomotor’ 3A2. (M)
on p.c.b. ‘throttle
valve regulator’ A3. (M)

The following voltage must be measured:
Hydraulics non activated 0 - 0.35 volts
Hoisting function fully activated 4.5-5.0 volts
Tilting function fully activated 0.9- 1.7 volts
Additional hydraulics (3rd & 4th
functions) fully activated 0.9- 1.7 volts

Wire connections 2R2

2R2 -1 /X37 - 2/X73 - 24D/X6 (3A2) (0 volts)
-2/X37 - 3/X73 - 24Z/X6 (3A2) (variable)
-3/X37 - 1/X73 - 22D/X6 (3A2) (5 volts)

Adjustment
The angle of rotation sensor 2R2 is held in place by 2
screws.
Neutral or zero point setting: Slacken screw -Aand
move sensor 2R2 towards 1 (voltage decreases) or
towards 2 (voltage increases).
Displacement of the zero point entails a modification
of the potential for -Tilting function fully activated- and
also for -Additional hydraulics fully activated---.
Maximum value setting: Slacken screw -B- and
activate hoisting function fully. Move sensor towards
3 (the potential decreases) or towards 4 (the potential
increases).

Once the adjustment is completed, move miniature
(DIP) switch S2 on p.c.b. A3 or (depending on truck
model) miniature (DIP) switch S3 on p.c.b. 3A2 to
‘OFF’ position.
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Angle of rotation sensor 2R2 for hoist function
Valve microswitches 2S2 for tilt function,
2S3, 2S4 for 3rd & 4th hyd. functions (attach-
ments)

Since the middle of 93 each control valve block is
fitted with an angle of rotation sensor and up to 3
microswitches.

Angle of rotation sensor 2R2
The function of sensor 2R2 is to control engine speed
during hoist operation.
The angle of rotation sensor is fitted with a 3 position
‘Econoseal’ connector X37 whose plug housing is
secured to the control valve mounting bracket.
For operational check and adjustment
see preceding page
Valve microswitches 2S2, 2S3, 2S4
The control valve levers for tilt and auxiliary
operations actuate each a microswitch via a cam.
Each microswitch in turn activates a potentiometer
on p.c.b. 3A2 ‘servomotor’ or p.c.b. A3 ‘throttle valve
regulator’, depending on truck model.
The potentiometer serves to pre-set engine speed for
each hydraulic function.
The control valve microswitches are connected to the
electrical system via 3 position ‘Econoseal’
connectors.
To avoid mistaking the microswitch connections for
the connection of the angle of rotation sensor, the
ends of the microswitch leads are provided with
receptacles likewise secured to the control valve
mounting bracket.

Operational check
Move miniature or DIP switch S1 on p.c.b. 3A2
,servomotor’ or (depending on truck model) S4, 5, 6
on p.c.b. A3 ‘throttle valve regulator’ to ON position.
Connect digital multimeter to the test points (M) on
p.c.b.
Operate valve lever and note the meter reading. This
should be approx. 12 volts.

Wire connections:
2S2 tilt operation
1 /X1 00 - 5/X74 - 18D/X6 (3A2, pot.          )
2S3 3rd hyd. function (pot. Z1)
1/X101 - 7/X74 - 20Z/X6
2S4 4th hyd. function (pot. Z2)
1/X102 - 1/X74 - 16D/X6

Note:
On early models pin 3/X74 instead of 5/X74 may
already be occupied. In that case engine speed has
been pre-set for the tilt function by means of
potentiometer Z3.
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Angle of rotation sensor

On later models the angle of rotation sensor is located
on the hydraulic control valve, l.h. side. Lever travel
of sensor is restricted - during lowering of the load -
in the rest position by a roll pin.

The sensor is moved by the hydraulic valve control
lever in a clockwise direction during hoist operation.

Operational check and Adjustment
Move miniature (DIP) switch S3 on p.c.b. 3A2
,servomotor’ to ON position.

Connect digital multimeter to test points (M) on p.c.b.
3A2 ‘servomotor’ and note the reading on the meter
which should be

between 0 - 0.35 volts (with hydraulics inoperative)
and between 4.5 - 5.0 volts (with hoist function fully
activated)

On completion of adjustment, miniature switch S3
on p.c.b. 3A2 ‘servomotor’ must be moved to OFF
position.

Control valve microswitches

It should be noted that the microswitch actuator is
depressed when the control lever is in its neutral
position---the switch is open. The microswitch
operating point can be altered via an adjusting screw
to suit the requirement.
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Foot - / Parking brake switch
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Foot brake switch 1S12

A pressure type brake switch is located on the master
brake cylinder.

Upon actuation of the hydraulic foot brake the switch
will close, causing the electronic modulation to be
suppressed instantly

Before performing any work on the master cylinder/
brake switch it will be necessary to first remove the
front panel (shroud) from the cowl.

Parking brake switch 1S4

Applying the parking brake will open the parkh g brake
switch, causing the safety relay on the power board
1A2 to drop out.

The parking brake switch 1S4 receives the 24 volt
battery voltage via key switch S1, whence the voltage
is supplied via connector X26 to the monitor unit of
the power board.

The switch must cut off power before the parking brake
is engaged to the 1 st notch.

To achieve correct brake switch adjustment, slacken
the nuts (1) and move the switch with its braket in
the slot provided to that effect so that the switch will
open before the lever is engaged to the 1 st notch.

NOTE: Be careful not to bend, nor twist the
actuator of the switch, as otherwise it is
likely to break!
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Model fitted with VW engine

1 = vee belt pulley
2 - clamp
3 - plug

4 - speed sensor 6B9

Speed sensor
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Speed sensor 6S9

Engine speed is sensed by speed sensor 6B9 which
is located at the lower front end of the generator. The
sensor can be considered as an inductive type
impulse transmitting device that evaluates the 12
lobes on the vee belt pulley. When the vee belt pulley
rotates, the speed sensor supplies an AC voltage
signal whose rate depends on the rotating speed of
the vee belt pulley.

Removal

The speed sensor is mounted on a sheet-metal
support from which it can be withdrawn after loosening
a hex hd screw (M6)

The connector plug is secured with a clamp which
can be withdrawn from the lateral side after which the
plug can be disconnected. The plug incorporates a
seal which protects the contacts against the ingress
of dirt.

Operational check

The speed sensor supplies an AC voltage whose value
depends on the rotating speed of the vee belt pulley.
The AC voltage can be checked at connector X30
(11/X30 --- 4/X30) using a digital multimeter For the
cranking speed (about 400 rpm) the voltage must be
higher than 0.5 volts (AC voltage) and for the engine
idle speed higher than 0,8 volts (AC voltage). The
coil resistance of the speed sensor 6B9 must be
checked with engine off:
R

coil
=500 ohms to 1000 ohms,

Signal shaper

The AC voltage signal of speed sensor 6B9 is recorded
in p.c.b. 9A4 ‘Engine starting via generator’ and
transformed into a signal of square waveform. The
square-wave signal is sent into p.c.b. 1A1 ‘Traction
control circuit’ and p.c.b. A3 ‘Throttle valve regulator’
(T17G = LPG model) or speed governor 3A2 (DFG =
diesel model). The signal can be measured with a
digital multimeter: D6/X6 --- D4/X6 (adapter R20 or
test adapter) with engine running. Correct reading
AC voltage 8 V to 12 V.
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Speed sensor 6B9

Engine RPM is sensed by speed sensor 6B9 which
is located at the front end of the generator. The sensor
can be considered as an approach switch reacting
upon the approach of iron—in this specific case the
12 cams on the vee belt pulley. When the vee belt
pulley rotates, the speed sensor supplies a positive
voltage every time a cam moves past it.

The number of the positive voltage impulses within a
pre-determined amount of time reveals engine rpm.
Counting and processing the impulses is effected
on the 9A4 logic card via connection Z14.

Connected to the truck electrical system via a
3-pole Econoseal connector, the speed  sensor
6B9 has 3 connections, viz.:
6B9/ (black) — 1/X38 — 4/X30    = actual value
6B9/ (brown)— 2/X38—  3/X30 = +24 volts
6B9/ (blue) — 3/X38 — 1/X30 = chassis (-)

Operational check

Once removed from the truck the approach switch
can be tested quickly and easily. Voltage is supplied
via a 9 volt battery:

2/X38 (+) — 3/38 (-)
Connect meter between:

1/X38 (-) — 2/X38 (+)
If a piece of iron (e.g. a bolt, tool or similar object) is
now moved at a distance of 1—2mm the length of
the face of the switch at the spot identified by an
appropriate mark, the meter will clearly  indicate a
voltage surge of around 8 volts.

Installation

When reinstalling the switch make sure a gap of abt.
1 mm is maintained between the cams of the vee
belt pulley and the front end of the switch.

Model equipped with a DEUTZ engine

Speed sensor
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Tachogenerator

V (km/h) 22 20 15 10 7
  U (V) 17,3 15,7 11,8 7,9 5,5

Tachogenerator 6B7

Tachogenerator 6B7 is located on the gearbox on the
LH side of the truck - on the same level as the drive
motor armature shaft.

The tachogenerator is linked through the hollow gear
shaft of the transmission to the armature shaft via a
diaphragm type coupling.

Hermetically sealed in an injection moulded housing,
at the same time being fitted with a waterproof
‘Econoseal’ connector, tachogenerator 6B7 supplies
information to p.c.b. 1A1 on rpm and direction of rotation
of the drive’ motor armature shaft (drive wheels).
As the rotating speed of the wheel increases, the voltage
will rise until attaining around 17 volts, whereas the
polarity across the motor is reversed with every change
of direction of travel.
The tachogenerator rotates in the same direction as
the wheel.
Speed /Tachogenerator voltage

Removal / Installation
The tachogenerator is directly accessible through an
aperture in the wheel well of the LH front wheel. Slacken
the three fixing screws and pull the plug. The
tachogenerator can now be withdrawn from the gearbox.

Power to the tachogenerator pinion is transmitted via a
diaphragm type coupling that is inserted into the hollow
gear shaft. After removal of the coupling, and every time
a repair has been carried out, the coupling must be
inserted into the hollow shaft first and the
tachogenerator must then be installed.
This sequence must absolutely be observed!

Operational check
(front of the truck securely chocked up)
Disconnect connector X36
Connect a voltmeter to 1 /X36-2/X36
Rotate one drive wheel by hand
(lock 2nd wheel)
The voltage reading will rise progressively in proportion
to rotating speed of wheel (a voltmeter readinq of around
5 volts will be obtained).

Forwards 1/X36 = (-), 2/X36 = (+)
Backwards 1/X36 = (+), 2/X36 - (-)

Note: The driver that is pressed into the hollow gear
shaft must be checked for tight seat.

* the hollow shaft must be cleansed absolutely free of
grease and oil
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Arrow = fwd. travel
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Alternator 9G2
(generator)

Driven by the engine via a flat belt, the alternator supplies
a current of 55 amperes at the maximum in the case of
28 volts charging voltage.

The alternator fulfils two separate tasks in the truck:

1. It supplies electrical energy to thestarter
batteries G1, G2 to maintain them in a charged
condition, simultaneously supplying  electrical
energy to the lighting equipment

2. It supplies excitation current for drive motor and
generator fields

3. Maintaining the power supply of the p.c.boards after
the keyswitch has been turned off and the engine
is still running.

Terminals:
B+ - P/G2 (pos. battery)
B+ - body (neg. battery)
    negative during starting - positive during operation

D+ - fuse 1F15 - B22/9A4

Alternator
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Throttle positioning solenoid
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Throttle positioning solenoid 9Y3
(exists on LPG model only)

The throttle positioning solenoid 9Y3 whose function
is to control the throttle valve is located above the
valve cover. Controlled by p.c.b. A3 ‘Throttle
positioning solenoid’, the ‘throttle valve regulator’ is
the regulating unit of the rpm regulating circuit.

Wire connection:
5X/78 --- 2/9Y3
4/X78 --- 1/9Y3

The throttle positioning solenoid has an inherent
resistance of something between 4ohms and 6 ohms.

When battery voltage (24 volts) is applied to the
throttle positioning solenoid (10 amp. fuse) the latter
must open the throttle valve completely

Solenoid linkage adjustment

Withdraw ball stud from throttle control lever. Hold
throttle valve in fully closed position. Set the solenoid
linkage so that the centre of its ball cup extends out
1.5 mm when the ball stud is fitted.

A = 16,5 mm + 1.5 mm = 18 mm.
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                    MB - engine

                    VW - engine

Servomotor controlling the injection pump
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Servomotor injection pump 3M3
(exists on diesel model only)

The servomotor injection pump 3M3 is located in front
of the cylinder head of the engine. Controlled by p.c.b.
3A2 ‘servomotor’, the lever of the servomotor which
moves within the limits of a predetermined angle range
operates the injection pump control lever. The angle
of rotation is measured by a potentiometer which is
integrated into the servomotor and reduction gear unit.
The total range of the angle of rotation
extends up to--------------------------------------------96 deg.
An electronic circuitry limits this range to----75 deg.
Adjustable length of lever on servomotor:

from 27.5 to 45 mm
Wire connections:
4/X80 5/X78 (motor)
5/X80 4/X78 (motor)
1/X80 3/X78 (neg. potentiometer)
2/X80 1/X78 (potentiometer sliding contact)
3/X80 2/X78 (pos. potentiometer)
When a voltage of about 12 volts (intermittently
sometimes also 24 volts) is applied to servomotor
terminals, the operating lever of the servomotor
(linkage being disconnected) will move to the upper
or lower mechanical stop, depending on the polarity
of the voltage applied. The servomotor has an internal
resistance of about 5 ohms.
The potentiometer (position sender) is supplied with
a voltage of 5 volts from p.c.b. ‘servomoLui . Fhe
voltage at the potentiometer sliding contact amounts
to at least 0.5 volts at the lower stop and to 4.5 volts
maximum at the upper stop. The potentiometer has
a resistance of something between 800 and 1400
ohms, whereas the internal resistance of the sliding
contact amounts to 600-1400 ohms.

Carry out adjustment of control linkage and r.p.m.s
as instructed under Functional Group 08, Electronic
control unit, p.c.b. 3A2 ‘servomotor’.

1: injection pump,,
2: servomotor injection pump 3M3
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Shutoff solenoid 9Y5 (MB engine)
Shutoff solenoid 9Y5 (electro-magnetic cut-off)
operates the shut-down lever of the injection pump.
The solenoid is provided with two coils: a holding coil
and a pull or attraction coil. When ignition is turned
on, the pull coil is energized for a brief instant (200
msec), after which the holding coil remains energized
until the engine is switched off.
Wire connections:
2/X90 — 4/X91 (COM) common connection
3/X90 — 3/X91 (PULL) pull coil
1/X90 — 2/X91 (HOLD) holding coil
15-amp. fuse 1F16  , 15 A
The coils have these inherent resistances:
Pull coil:       3/X90 — 2/X90: approx. 1 ohm
Holding coil: 2/X90 — 1/X90: approx 50 ohms
Note:
In the event of pull coil failure the shut-down lever
can be moved by hand to the ON position.
Never apply a voltage to pull coil terminals!! (not even
momentarily!!)
Engine shutoff valve 9Y2(VW engine)
The shutoff valve 9Y2 must produce a clicking sound
when turning the keyswitch S1 on or off. The supply
line of the shutoff valve is protected by a 10 amp.
fuse (1F21) located on p.c.b. A7 ‘control circuit fuse’.
Wire connection: 3/X93 — 1/9Y2
Shutoff solenoid 9Y5 (DEUTZ engine) Arranged
between first and second individual injection pump
sections, the shutoff valve is located on the l.h. side
of the engine, as viewed in the direction of forward
travel. Once the keyswitch is turned ON, the shutoff
solenoid is supplied with 24 volts via fuse 1F21 which
causes it to attract, as a result of which the control
rod of the injection pump sections is released. The
engine will not start until the solenoid has attracted.
Removal
- Disconnect the plug after having disengaged it first
- Remove oil dipstick
- Remove protective sheet from fuel lines
- Slacken the two screws securing the shutoff
  solenoid and withdraw the latter from the top
Installation (See Functional Group 15)
- Bring the control rod into STOP position (turn the
  rod in an anti-clockwise direction until it is against
  its stop)
- Insert shutoff solenoid (lightly oil the O-ring)
- Tighten the screws to a torque of 21 Nm
- Re-connect the plug
- Restore engine to running order.
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Coolant temperature sender 6B11 The signal
from the temperature sensor (temperature-dependent
resistor) is sent to p.c.b. 9A4 „Engine starting  via
generator“. The duration of the preglowing and
postglowing operation is determined by p.c.b. 9A4 as a
function of coolant temperature.
Coolant temperature sensor 6B11 (VW) Incorporated
in the pipe connection of the coolant hose, on the RH
side of the engine, sensor 6B11 - black connector X35 -
is positioned horizontally, whereas coolant temperature
switch 6B2 - brown connector X42 - controlling the water
temperature warning light is positioned vertically.
Resistance value of coolant temperature sender 6B11:

217 ± 30 ohms  in the case of   60°C
87 ±   5 ohms  in the case of   90°C

~ 50 ohms  in the case of 110°C
Coolant temperature switch 6B2 will switch on the
warning light 6B11 when the temperature rises to reach
110°C and will switch off the light again when the
temperature has dropped to 104°C.
Located on the front end of the engine, switch 6S1 closes
or opens the circuit to the engine oil pressure warning
light.

Coolant temperature sensor 6B11/6B2 (MB)
Coolant temperature sensor 6B11 is screwed into the
cylinder head near the fuel filter housing. Res i s t anc e
value of coolant temperature sensor, depending on
coolant temperature:
higher than 400 ohms  in the case of 10 to 30°C
lower than  100 ohms  in the case of  70 to 95°C

Coolant temperature sensor 6B11 (DEUTZ)
Located on the front end of the engine above the coolant
pump, the coolant temperature sensor/switch 6B11
(combined in one unit) has two connections:
1 - warning contact
2 - sensor
Housing is negative earthed

Switch 6B11 will switch on the water temperature
warning light when the temperature has reached 118°C
± 3°C, switching it off again the instant the temperature
has dropped by 5°C below the switch point.
Sensor 6B11 presents the following resistance value,
depending on coolant temperature:

1138 ohms in the case of   20°C
225 ohms in the case of   60°C
83 ohms in the case of   90°C
37 ohms in the case of 120°C
29 ohms in the case of 130°C

* Oil pressure switch 6S1

Coolant temperature sensor
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                    MB - engine

                    VW - engine

              DEUTZ - engine
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Starter Batteries
Starter batteries G1 and G2 are located on a carrier
plate that is transversely mounted in front of the
engine. The cables and electrical connections are
routed on the underside of the carrier plate where they
are well protected.7032-34 / 38-40 :
These truck models are each fitted with two 12-volt /
43 Ah batteries.
The 12-volt/43 Ah starter batteries are both connected
in series. Fitted with terminals designed for screwed
connections, they supply the electrical devices with
24 volts operating voltage. Provided in addition, a
centre tapping P/G1 supplies via fuse F2 on contactor
panel the ignition system of the LPG version with 12
volts. The heavier demand thus placed on the battery
is compensated for by means of p.c.b. A1 (see
Electronic charge compensating circuit).
7048-50 :
Due to the higher starting output, these truck models
are fitted with 12-volt/48 Ah, 310 A high-current
batteries.
12-volt connections for optional equipment
(electrical accessories)
The electrical system of a certain number of the trucks
in this range is provided with 12-volt external
connections. Designed for optional equipment, the
external connections are brought to fuses F2-F6.

NOTE:
Never disconnect battery cables with engine running,
as otherwise alternator 9G2 and power board 1A2
may get destroyed!

Disconnect both batteries before

carrying out any repairs!

Battery maintenance
(Unless the forklift has a sealed-for-life battery, use a
hydrometer to check the electrolyte condition)
The specific gravity amounts to 1.28 kg/l for a fully
charged and filled battery. When the battery is in a
discharged condition, the specific gravity should never
drop below 1.14 kg/l. The specific gravity is measured
using an acidimeter. The acidimeter incorporates a
hydrometer whose scale permits direct reading of the
specitic gravity.
The electrolyte level should be checked at regular
intervals. If the elctrolyte level should drop below the
minimum mark, top up only with distilled water.
Topping up should always be carried out after every
battery recharge.

Batteries
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7032 - 34 / 7038 - 40

7048 - 50
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1 —electronic pulse controller

2 —accelerator pedal transmitter

3 —potentiometer - hoisting, valve microswitches

4 —servomotor / injection pump

5 —parking brake

6 —preglow system (DFG =  diesel model)

7 — alternator

8 —ground or earthing point(- ), engine

9 — starter batteries

10—contactor panel

11 —generator

12 —dash panel

13 —

13 — drive motor

14 — throttle positioning solenoid

15 — ignition system (TFG = LPG model)

16 — shut-down solenoid

LPG

DFG

Truck wiring
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Fuses
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Fuses

The entire electrical equipment of the truck with the
exception of the generator start circuit is protected
by the 60 amp. 1F3 fuse. All other fuses of the plug-in
type are located inside the electronic pulse control
unit A4 where they are grouped on the p.c.base board
and on p.c.b. 9A2 ‘shut-down solenoid’ (DIESEL)
p.c.b. A7 ‘control circuit fuse’ (LPG), as well as inside
contactor panel or support A5 on p.c.b. 1A6 ‘current
sensor’.

Fuses inside the electronic pulse control unit A4:

1. P.c.b. 9A2 ‘shut-down solenoid’ (DIESEL)
P.c.b.A7 ‘control circuit fuse’ (LPG)

1F16---15 A protecting shutoff solenoid (MB engine)
1F17--- 5A protecting p.c.b. 1A1 ‘traction circuit

control’
p.c.b. 9A ‘engine starting via generator’

1F18---20 A protecting instruments on dashboard via
keyswitch 30/Sl

1F19---20 A protecting the lighting equipment
1F20---20 A protecting additional fan motor 9M5
1F21---10A protecting engine shutoff valve 9Y2

(VW engine)

2.  P.c.base board

Fuses 4F1 - 6F1 - 1F1 1 - 1F1 2 are supplied with a
voltage of 24 volts via terminal 15/S1 with keyswitch
ON.
The following components are protected by these
fuses:

4F1 10 A 4H1 - warning horn
6F1 5 A indicator/warning lamps
1 F1 15 A power board 35/1 A2 via

1S4 - parking brake microswitch and
p.c.b. 1A1 ‘traction circuit control’

1F12 10 A : p.c.b. 9A4 ‘engine starting via generator’
and DIESEL: p.c.b. 3A2 ‘servomotor’
or LPG: p.c.b. A3 ‘throttle valve regulator’

1F 15 1 A lead D +19G2 -- 25/1 A2
1F14 1 A diagnostic device, 22B/1A1
9F1 5 A LPG: wired in ignition circuit, 12 volts !

Fuses inside contactor panel A5:

F2 20 A charge compensator/L1PG
F3 1 A test point +24 volts for 9A4
F4 1 A test point +24 volts for 9A4
F5 20A charge compensator/L1PG
F6 30A ignition circuit/ LPG
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Contactor panel
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Contactor panel or support

Mechanical configuration
The contactor panel is located under the engine bonnet
on the LH side. Protected against water splashes by
a removable plastic hood with gasket, all components
are mounted to a carrier plate. The following
components are mounted on the contactor panel:
1K3  - engine start-contactor
1K4  - driving contactor
1U1  - current sensor with p.c.b. 1 A6 and fuses

F2, F3, F4. F5. F6
9K3  - glow plug relay (DFG)
9F4  - main power fuse 250A

Main power fuse
Since August 1992 the positive (+) supply lead
to the battery is protected by a 250 amp main
power fuse.
Retrofit
The fuse can be retrofitted to older truck models in
this range. Mounting holes have been provided to that
effect.
As a temporary solution proceed in compliance with
Fig. 3 since the contact bridge from contactor to fuse
is not yet available.

IMPORTANT
In the event of a blown fuse the alternator must
on no account be disconnected from the battery.
The wire connection between battery positive (+) and
alternator 13+/9G2 must absolutely be placed in front
of the fuse

DFG - Glow plug system
The glow plug system consists of
4 glow plugs 9E13 - 9E16 inside the engine,
the series resistor 9R8
fitted to the RH frame section (from he inside between
the two vibration mounts of the diesel generator unit),
and the
glow plug relay 9K3 - 24 volts/50 amps
Glow plug relay 9K3 and thereby the pre-glow period
are controlled by p.c.board 9A4 ‘engine starting via
generator’.

Once the engine is started the glow system will remain
in circuit for a period which depends on engine
temperature. This period too is controlled by p.c.b.
9A4.

Note:
Due to the different glow periods which vary with
the type of engine (VW or MB), the p.c.board
‘engine starting via generator’ is avaiable under
different ordering numbers.
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Contactor panel
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Contactors 1K3 / 1K4

The task of contactor 1K3 consists in establishing
during the starting operation the battery current up to
an intensity of abt. 160 amps.
Once the engine has started, contactor 1K3 is opened
and following a short delay contactor 1K4 will close
the armature circuit between generator 1G1 and drive
motor 1M1.

Control voltage
Once the safety relay incorporated in power board
1A2 has been closed, both contactor coils will be
supplied with voltage by the positive battery terminal.
Contactor coil 1K3 is then supplied via keyswitch S1
with voltage by the positive battery terminal, while
the coil of contactor 1K4 is supplied with voltage
directly

The contactor coils have been designed for the 12
volts operating voltage, at the same time being
controlled by p.c.b. 9A4 (engine starting via
generator) against the neg. terminal of the battery,
thus not being supplied with full battery voltage!

Mechanical configuration
The contactor frame is made of impact resistant
plastics. At its upper half the frame comprises 4 M8
studs imbedded in the plastic material.
The lower two studs serve as terminals for connecting
the contact bridge of the armature by means of flexi-
ble links. The contact screws/tips are screwed from
the inside into the upper studs.

The coil assembly comprises:
Coil - magnetic core - frame - protective circuitry.
The protective circuitry consists of: Diode 1 N 4005
and 10 Q resistor. Coil resistance is approx. 5.11 ohms
in the case of 12 volts battery voltage.
The movable part of the contactor - the armature
assembly - is mounted between contactor frame and
coil frame.
The contact screws/tips of contactor housing and
armature are identical.
Torque loading of contact screws = 10 + 1 Nm
in which case contact screws must be screwed
fully home (i.e. up to the thread root) and further
tightened with 60* angle of rotation
(against, 90° for the previous design).



60°
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Adjustment

1. Contact pressure

Contact pressure of contactor in the fully operated
state: Required value 9.0 ... 10.5 N for each contact,
centre of contact taken as a reference.

Adjustment

-Fully actuate contactor (electrically or mechanically)

- Attach contacts centrally to a spring balance or scale
and apply a load of 950 to1050 grammes at the
maximum  (equals 9.5-10.5 N).
Contact pressure can now be accurately adjusted
by operating on the hex. head screw  passing
through the contact spring. Rotating the hex. head
screw in a clockwise direction will increase the
pressure.

Note:

The contact spring is subjected to a certain degree
of friction. The contact pressure is therefore correctly
adjusted if when applying a pressure load of 10 ...
10.5 N the contact during slow approach does not
yet close, but in the case of a rapid approach makes
contact and remains closed.

2. Pull-in stroke

Provided the contactor is correctly assembled, a
spacing of 1.3 to 2.7 mm between contact bridge
and support finger must be achieved with contactor
being pulled in.

3. Torque loadings

The contact screws must be tightened to a torque of
10 + 1 Nm. To achieve this torque loading without
using a torque wrench, the contact screws must be
screwd fully home and then rotated through a further
60°.

4. Mounting the arc blow-out magnets

To install the arc blow-out magnets or arc suppression
chambers on the contactors, a screwdriver must be
passed through a hole in the leaf spring. By exerting
a light pressure on the leaf spring the latter is pressed
inwards until the arc blow-out magnet has reached
its final position. After withdrawal of the screwdriver
the leaf spring will retain the arc blow-out magnet in
position.
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9K3

1A6

F2-20A
F3-1A
F4-1A
F5-20A
F6-30A X43

1U1

Contactor panel

P.c.b. 1A6
P.c. board 1A6 comprises:

- Voltage supply, + 24 volts of battery voltage
- Adaption to p.c.b. 1A1
- Monitoring the connections of actual current  value

sender to p.c.b. 1A1
- Fuses F2 - F6

There are differences in the electrical system
(contactor panel) of diesel and LPG powered
models, viz.:

DIESEL model
- Glow/heater relay 9K3
- Fuses F2, F5, F6 unused
- Fuse F3 / F4: connected via leads to p.c.b. 9A4

‘engine starting via generator’ for monitoring battery
voltage

LPG model
- Fuses F2 / F5 for charge compensation
- Fuse F6 for ignition system
- Control unit and ignition coil externally mounted

on base board
Actual current value sender 1U1 with p.c.b. 1A6

The actual current value sender consists of the current
sensor 1U1 and the p.c. board 1A6 related to it. The
current sensor is located in the air gap of a ring with
magnetic conductivity. A conductor of the armature
circuit passes through the ring. When current is
flowing the conductor generates an output voltage
which is proportional to the current. If no current is
flowing through the armature, the current sensor will
supply at its output around 5.1 volts. This equals half
the supply voltage (10.8 volts) from which must be
deducted the voltage consumed by the sensor itself.
As soon as the armature is traversed by current, the
output voltage will be modified by around 4 mV/A.
This means that in the case of 460 A of armature
current, either a voltage of 6.9 volts
(460 A x 4 mV/A = 1840 mV = 1.8 volts)

   5.1 volts (half the supply voltage)
+ 1.8 volts (in the case of 460 A)

   6.9 volts FORWARDS

or a voltage of 3.3 volts will be present in the opposite
direction.

    5.1 volts (half the supply voltage)
   -  1.8 volts (in the case of 460 A)
   3.3 volts BACKWARDS

Voltmeter checks on current sensor

On the DFG (diesel model) the voltmeter checks
can be carried out directly on
p.c.b. 3A2  „servomotor“:
DIP switch 4 moved to ON position

and
on the TFG (LPG  model),

on p.c.b. A3 „throttle valve regulator“
DIP switch 7 moved to ON.

Once the voltmeter checks are completed, move the
DIP switches to OFF position without fail.
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Electronic controller
DFG (DIESEL model), TFG (LPG model)

The base plate as well as the components listed below
form an integral pad of the controller for the
DFG(diesel model):

Power board 1A2
P.c.b. ‘engine starting via generator’ 9A4
P.c.b. ‘traction control circuit’ 1A1
P.c.b. ‘servomotor’ 3A2

P.c.b. ‘diesel engine shut down controller’ 9A2 with
fuses for ancillary equipment.

The base plate as well as the components listed
below form an integral part of the controller for the
TFG (LPG model):

Power board 1A2
P.c.b. ‘engine starting via generator’ 9A4
P.c.b. ‘traction control circuit’ 1A1
P.c.b. ‘throttle valve regulator’ A3
P.c.b. ‘control circuit fused A7
         with fuses for ancillary equipment
P.c.b. ‘electronic charge compensating A1
         circuit



1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

P.c. board

Supporting block for
‘zero braking’/’limitation of
RPM’ MOIDULE

‘Multi-socket connector block for
‘zero braking/limitation of
RPM’ MODULE

‘zero braking’ MODULE or
‘limitation of RPM’ MODULE

Connector block for
‘traction functions’ MODULE

Variable MODULE
‘traction functions’

Position mark

Connector block

Speed limitation potentiometer

Supporting block for MODULE

Screw locking MODULE in place
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Values: look at  group 08 page 81
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P.c.b. 1A1 ‘traction control circuit’

Mounted on the electronic control unit, p.c.b. 1A is
connected at its lower end to the electrical equipment
via a 48 position DIN connector.

The printed circuit board records all the information
necessary for the driving operation, transforming it
into driving commands which are transferred via power
board 1A2 to motor and generator field in the form of
exciting current.

The printed circuit board receives and compares
orders/information from the following components and
functional groups: ‘

1. Directional control switch
FORWARDS - NEUTRAL - REVERSE

2. Accelerator pedal transmitter 1B1'
(travel sender unit) -
nominal value of sender determined as a function
of pedal depression

2.1 Accelerator pedal transmitter 1B1 - braking the
truck by releasing the pedal progressively or
removing foot from pedal, braking power being
governed by the position of the

3. 5-stage switch 1S14
4. Current sensor 1U1 - rate of armature current

(drive power), (comparing it with nominal value of
accelerator pedal transmitter)

5. Tachogenerator 6B7 - sensed voltage
5.1 Direction of rotation of drive wheels (polarity of

voltage)
5.2 Rotating speed of drive wheels (voltage level)
5.3 Movement and direction of movement when

stopping truck on a down or up gradient
6. Rpm sensor 6B9 emitting a signal which is pro-

portional to engine speed
7. If there results an unbalance between the above

mentioned information, the drive will be regulated
accordingly, if necessary relieved of load (speed
droop) in order to prevent ‘stalling’ of engine, for
example when operating on a steep gradient.
Even with pedal fully depressed, the vehicle will
come to a complete stop without the engine being
stalled.

8. In the event of defective components/open circuit
faults, the fail safe system (an electronic sen-
sing circuit to detect any malfunction) will
become operative, breaking the circuit to the
safety relay K1 (incorporated in power board 1A2)
to cut off electrical power to field excitation.

The vehicle will coast without being braked electrically.



B
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P.c.b. ‘traction control circuit’

Adapting the p.c.b. to the relevant truck model is
made by simply
plugging in a MODULE.
Each MODULE can be plugged in
4 different positions

identified on each corner by

the letters A - D

The table on page 81 allows you to identify

the MODULE you require

the position in which the MODULE must be plugged.

The corresponding code letter must always appear
above the symbol

Always remove p.c.b. 1A1
before disconnecting or
removing a MODULE!



B

B

K

K
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P.c.b. 1A1 ‘traction control circuit’

Plugging in or changing MODULES

By rotating the tommy screw a 1/4 of a turn in a
clockwise direction, the split-type support is spread
apart, causing the MODULE to get locked in place.

 Rotating the tommy screw a 1/4 of a turn in an anti-
clockwise direction causes the MODULE to get
unlocked.

 When plugging in the MODULE make sure all pins
are straight and fitted in their respective sockets. It is
only then that the MODULE must be pressed into
the connector by exerting a moderate pressure with
both thumbs, at the same time turning the tommy
screw.

To pull out the MODULE, insert your index and middle
fingers under the edge of the MODULE and withdraw
the MODULE, simultaneously pressing with both
thumbs against the tommy screw.

A MODULE should never be plugged in or
changed unless the p.c.b. has first been

removed.

Workshop Manual 7032- 34 / 38 - 40 / 48 - 50
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P.c.b. 1A1 ‘traction control circuit’

The technical advantages provided by the p.c.b. with
plug-in module become evident when the truck is
operating under arduous conditions.
Here are some typical examples:
- Abrupt braking:

The vehicle will come to a smooth stop

- Stopping the truck on a gradient with a load on    the
forks:
The truck will come to a smooth stop

- Abrupt reversal of the directional control
(plugging) while the truck is travelling at top
speed:
The truck will smoothly decelerate and
then gradually reaccelerate in the opposite
direction in a continuous motion.

- Powerful electrical braking effect even if the foot brake
is operated only to a small degree.

- Completely smooth acceleration from standstill to
maximum speed even if the operator should jam the
accelerator pedal to the floor.

Adjustment instructions
Travel speed: potentiometer R 31
Current limit level: potentiometer R120
Creep: potentiometer R112
Do not tamper with the adjustment of the other
potentiometers

Travel speed limitation    R31
Travel speed can be reduced without loss of tractive
effort by operating on potentiometer R31.
For speed adjustment check tachogenerator voltage
and adjust potentiometer R31 as required. To this end
chock up the truck and carry out adjustment on a
track clear of obstructions.
Here are some values for comparison:

Checking travel speed: Using a proper jack, raise
one of the drive wheels clear of the ground (it must
rotate freely) and chock into position (the other drive
wheel must be locked). Speed of wheel rotating freely:

330 rpm  =  22 km/h.

(truck fitted with standard tyres)

Workshop Manual 7032- 34 / 38 - 40 / 48 - 50
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P.c.b. 1A1 ‘traction control circuit’ with ‘zero
braking module’

Normally, releasing the accelerator pedal will provide
controlled electrical braking.
Should the automatic braking feature not be desired,
it can be eliminated by fitting the truck with a specially
designed p.c.b. 1A1 compris--ing the ‘zero braking’
module.

Acceleration
The truck will accelerate normally, depending on
position of 5-stage switch (1S14).

Braking
When the accelerator pedal is released the truck will
coast slowly to a stop.
Braking is effected either mechanically by using the
footbrake or electrically by placing the directional
control lever in neutral. (On -models fitted with twin
accelerator pedals, both pedals are in neutral when
un-operated).

Adjustment Procedure-Module

Do not tamper with the adjustment of pot. R1 Setting
of maximum current limit level = 450 A. This setting
must on no account be altered!
NOTE.
Pot. R120 on p.c.b. 1A1 has no function on this vari-
ant.

Pot. R2
The braking current can be adjusted to correspond to
current limit level should a light electrical braking power
be desired.

DIP switch 1 moved to ON
When directional control lever is in neutral, braking
power will correspond to maximum current limit level.

DIP switch 1 moved to OFF
With directional control in neutral, braking power
will correspond to maximum setting of braking current.

NOTE:
When driving on inclines, the truck will roll downwards
if the directional control is moved in the direction facing
downhill.

When plugging in the module ensure all pins are
straight and located in their respective sockets.
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P.c.b. 1A1
‘Limitation of RPM’ module

The truck is braked electrically when the operator
removes his foot from the accelerator.

Depending on truck model, travel speed and size of
load, engine speed will rise more or less excessively
during electrical braking .
In order to keep engine rev-up (racing) at the lowrnost
level, the ‘limitation of RPM’ module has been
provided as standard on all trucks in this range on
which high idle speed of engine has been set to 2450
rpm.

Older truck models (on which engine idling speed
has been set to 2800 rpm) can be readily fitted to the
‘limitation of RPM’ module provided the appropriate
p.c.b. 1A1’traction control circuit’ is installed at the
same time in accordance with our table on page 82.
The upper or high idle speed setting will be modified
automatically when the p.c. board is exchanged for
the one as per our table. No adjustments whatsoever
will be necessary in that case.

When providing the truck with the zero braking feature,
it will do to simply fit the ‘zero braking’ module in
place of the ‘limitation of RPM’ module.
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P.c.b. 1A1 1 Adjustment instructions

Maximum armature current setting

Remove panel from front cowl and cover from electronic
controller.

Connect tong tester (current clamp) to multimeter.
Open-core of tong tester and close it around generator
cable B2/1 G1.

Observe safety hints.
Safeguard the truck against

accidental movement

Start engine - depress foot brake pedal powerfully -
direction of travel: FORWARDS - accelerator pedal
fully depressed.

Take reading of current measured: maximum setting

460 A

If the reading is not correct, readjust
potentiometer R120 on p.c.b. 1A1.

Where the truck is fitted with zero braking, the value
of the current has been adjusted on ‘zero braking’
module by means of potentiometer R1.

Stop engine - make truck ready for operation - carry
out test drive.



A1

B2
A2

1G1

5 A
0005

1B1

NEUTRAL

B

R120

R112

R  31

1A1

F1
    F2
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P.c.b. 1A1 / Adjustment instructions

‘CREEP’ adjustment

If after replacement of p.c.b. 1A1 due to repairs, the
truck should creep on a level ground with directional
control switch in neutral, it will be necessary to
readjust potentiometer R112 (CREEP).

Remove panel from front cowl and cover from electronic
controller.

Connect tong tester to multimeter. Open core of tong
tester and close it around generator cable B2/1Gl.
Reset tong tester.

Start engine - With directional control lever in neutral
and accelerator pedal un-operated, the armature
current measured should not be higher than 5 amps.

If reading is greater, potentiometer R112 must be
readjusted until correct adjustment is obtained.

Stop engine - make truck ready for operation - carry
out test drive.
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P.c.b. 9A4 ‘engine starting via generator’

P.c.board 9A4 fulfils the following functions:

- The generator is the means of starting the engine
(no starter is used). The starting operation occurs
via p.c.b. 9A4.

- Brush monitoring for generator and drive motor.
Signalling is via the corresponding indicator lamp
on dash panel. The electronic brush monitoring unit
distinguishes the following situations:
1. Brushes O.K.
2. Brushes worn
3.Open circuit fault

(For closer details see Functional Group 11)
- Recording/shaping the signal of speed sensor

6B9 for
- p.c.b. 1A1 ‘traction control circuit’
- p.c.b. A3 ‘throttle valve regulator’ (LPG)
- p.c.b. 3A2 ‘servomotor“ (diesel)

Adaption of p.c.b. 9A4 to the corresponding truck
version (VW, MB, KHD diesel models or LPG model)
is via the programmed module -E-Prom (1).

The following voltages are applied to the p.c. board:
- 24 volts (battery voltage applied directly)
- 24 volts (across the keyswitch S1)
- 15 volts (from power board 1A2)
-   5 volts (from power board 1A2)
-   D+      (from alternator 9G2)

Signals sent to the p.c. board:
- Directional control lever in ‘NEUTRAL’
- Keyswitch S1 turned to the ‘START’ position - Actual

current value from current sensor 1U1 - Generator
armature voltage

- Drive motor armature voltage
- Coolant temperature signal from temperature sender

6B11

The following components are controlled via the printed
circuit board:

- Start contactor 1 K3
- Driving contactor 1 K4
- Glow plug relay 9K3 (diesel model)
- Dash mounted indicator lamp H3 -

directional control lever in neutral
- Dash mounted indicator lamp 6H10

- electronic brush monitoring system
- Dash mounted indicator lamp 6H4

- start check
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P.c.b. 9A4 ‘engine starting via generator’

Self testing of indicator lamps

Every time the keyswitch S1 is turned ‘ON’, a self
testing of indicator lamps 6, 8 and 10 will occur as
outlined below.

Indicator lamp 6: lights momentarily and goes off
again.
Indicator lamp 8: lights continuously if the directional
control lever is in ‘NEUTRAL’, otherwise it lights up
momentarily and goes off again.
Indicator lamp 10: lights up momentarily and goes off
again.

Fault. Indicator lamp 10 does not light
Carry out fault diagnosis in accordance with our
diagnostic instructions under section ‘Engine starting
via generator’.

Note 1: Following the self testing of the indicator lamps
the pre-glow procedure begins with keyswitch ‘ON’
(on diesel model) which procedure is indicated by
indicator 10 flashing slowly This indication is not part
of the lamp test.

Note 2: Indicator lamps 2 and 3 light continuously
until engine starts. These two indicators do not belong
to the lamp test.

Lighting of start indicator 1 Diagnosing the circuit
‘Engine starting via generator’
The starting procedure can be checked by means of
a diagnosis procedure which is described in detail
in our fault finding instructions. Below we explain when
the fault diagnosis must be carried out.
During the normal starting operation two different
indications of the start indicator lamp (1) are possible.
1. The indicator flashes slowly (every 2 sees)

pre---glow operation (on diesel model only)

2. The indicator flashes rapidly (3 times per sec)
A fault has occurred during the starting
procedure. or an existing fault has been
detected.

Perform fault diagnosis in accordance with our fault
finding instructions (system diagnostics)

NOTE: The indicator lamp can also indicate the
presence of a fault even with engine running. Refer to
the appropriate section of our fault finding instructions
where this possibility is dealt with.
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P.c.b. 9A4 ‘Engine starting via generator’
Explanation on starting procedure
Keyswitch turned ‘ON’
- Self testing of indicator lamps
- Beginning of the preglow procedure (on diesel   model

only)
- Sensing coolant temperature via sender unit   6B11

the preglow period depends on coolant temperature.
Pre-glow is indicated by start check lamp flashing
slowly - every 2secs.
The pre-glow prodecure is terminated as soon as
the start check lamp stops flashing.
A number of further checks are performed during
the preglow procedure:

- Brush wear check (lasts at least 3 secs)
- Checking that the engine is stopped.

(The starting procedure will be prevented if engine is
turning).
Keyswitch turned to ‘START’: (After termination of
pre-glow procedure).
(The start check lamp lights continuously).

- Control of generator field and closing of start
contactor 1K3.

- As the engine starts, engine rpm gradually increase
- Safety test: Testing whether start contactor 1K3 has

opened the circuit
- Adapting generator voltage to drive motor

voltage.
- Voltage check at D+/9G2
- Closing of driving contactor 1K4.
When driving contactor 1K4 energises, the starting
procedure is terminated and the system releases the
circuit for normal operation.

IMPORTANT REMARKS: On older truck models
closing of driving contactor may possibly be prevented
due to the absence of excitation of alternator 9G2
(start check lamp lights continuously and won’t go
out).
Remedy: With the directional control lever in neutral,
quickly depress and release the accelerator pedal.

NOTE: When the diesel engine is started, an after-
glow procedure sets in to achieve improved starting
characteristics. The after-glow period, same as the
pre-glow period, depends on coolant temperature.

Workshop Manual 7032- 34 / 38 - 40 / 48 - 50
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P.c.b. 9A4 ‘engine starting via generator’

Optional equipment

Travel speed reduction via a selector switch

This equipment is used in applications where the
vehicle must be driven on public highways without a
special permit.

In that case the travel speed must be limited to 6
k.p.h.

A device for switching to reduced speed is provided
as optional equipment. An externally arranged switch
is connected via connector X23 to the electronic
control unit.

The speed reduction becomes operative the instant
the switch is closed. Speed setting is by means of
potentiometer R178 mounted on p.c.b. 9A4 ‘engine
starting via generator’.

IMPORTANT ! Travel speed reduction entails a
loss of tractive effort!

Travel speed reduction without loss of tractive effort:
See p.c.b. 1A1 ‘traction control circuit’.
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P.c.b. 9A4 ‘Engine starting via generator’

Brush monitoring unit
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P.c.b. 3A2 ‘servomotor’ (diesel model)

The function of p.c. board 3A2 is to regulate the
engine revs.

Main features of the p.c. board

- Electronic fine tuning of rpm range via potentiometer.
Setting must be performed in the following
sequence:

 ‘’lower idling speed’’ before
 ‘’upper idling speed’’.

Adjustment aids:
- Set-point adjustment should be 0 ......... LED 1
- Adjustment of current limitation of

servomotor 3M3 ....................................LED 4
- Adjustment in the event that the effective

value of the angle is exceeded ...............LED 5
- Pre-setting upper idling speed via DIP switch S8

on p.c.b. 3A2
Should not be used if truck is fitted with
‘limitation of RPM’ module n = 2450 rpm !

- Defined electronic limitation of end stroke.
The mechanical stops of the servomotor will never
be reached, not even if incorrect adjustments are
made.

- Current-regulated power actuator for servomotor
control.

- Maximum current: I
GR

 =3A
- Continuous current: I

D
= 1.5 A

- Short-circuit current: I
K

 =7 A
- Outputs are insulated permanently against short

circuits (against +/- supply voltage and in the case
of short circuits at terminals; power board protection
and display for short circuit).

- Time-evaluated for excess current monitoring to
protect the servomotor against overloads. (Steady
reduction of servomotor current from I

GR
=3 amps to

I
D
=1.5 amps. Regulated current limiting toI

D
).

- Monitoring the supply voltage for over- and  undervol-
tage protection. Display of ‘no fault’ condition.

- Monitoring heat sink temperature to protect the
transistors of the power board in case the servomotor
should continually draw an excessive amount of
current, for instance due to mechanical parts not
moving freely. In the event of an overload power will
be automatically cut off, causing LED 4 to light up.
After the heat sink has cooled down, operation will
be resumed.
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P.c.b. 3A2 ‘servomotor’ (diesel model)

Engine speed = should be 670 rpm minimum:
The servomotor cannot be operated unless engine
revs amount to at least 670 rpm (the servomotor can
be rendered inoperative by means of DIP switch 7).
Input signals supplied to p.c.b. 3A2:
The highest reading applies in each case:
Driving: P.c.b. 1A1 ‘traction control circuit’ generates
a signal proportional to accelerator pedal position,
viz.:
+0.2 volts to  -7    volts, ‘n’ equalling 2800 rpm
+0.2 volts to  -6.5 volts, ‘n’ equalling 2450 rpm
The signal is supplied to p.c.b. 3A2 ‘servomotor’.
Hydraulics: To establish the required values when
operating hydraulic components the signal emitted
by potentiometer 2R2 (angle of rotation sensor)
controlling the lift function, and the signal emitted by
the control valve microswitches 2S2, 2S3 and 2S4
are evaluated by p.c.b. 3A2.
Armature current: From an armature current of 150
amps the lower idling speed is increased to abt. 1800
rpm.
TESTING: Place directional control in either forward
or reverse then apply the footbrake powerfully, at the
same time depressing accelerator progressively.

Integrated fault diagnosis:
All required values as well as the angle of rotation of
servomotor 3M3 can be checked using a multimeter.
Selection of the corresponding value is effected via
DIP switches. Pc.b. 3A2 contains the test points for
c6nnecting a multimeter (M).

Visual indication of functions:
Supply voltage O.K . ........................LED 7
Set point value=0 ............................ LED 1
The lower limit of the effective angle
range is reached ............................. LED 2
The upper limit of the effective angle
range is reached.............................. LED 3
The current limitation circuit is
operative ....................................... LED 4

System faults are memorized and indicated
visually:
(as a result the power board is cut out. The safety
circuit can be reset by operating keyswitch S1
(OFF/ON).

The device on p.c.b. 3A2 protecting the power
board against short circuits is
operative ..........................................LED 6
The effective range of the angle of rotation is ex-
ceeded, or the signal emitted by the sender unit
controlling the position of the servomotor lever is
faulty................................................LED 5
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P.c.b. 3A2 ‘servomotor’ (diesel model)

Adjustment instructions

Procedure:
1. It is assumed that the linkage between servomotor

and injection pump has been adjusted as
instructed.

2. The engine must be started and warmed up to
normal operating temperature before making
adjustments.

3. Light-emitting diodes LED 1* (set-point value =
0) and LED 7 (VCC) must light, otherwise carry
out fault diagnosis.

4. If LEDs 2-6 remain illuminated, this indicates that
the p.c. board has not been adjusted. They should
go out once the adjustment has correctly been
carried out. If the lights fail to go out, carry out
fault diagnosis.

Low idle speed adjustment „UL“
Adjust potentiometer---UL-to obtain an engine idle
speed (low idle) of

n = 1150 + 50 rev/min (VW engine)
n =   970 + 30 rev/min (MB engine)
n =   900± 25 rev/min (Deutz engine)

High idle speed adjustment
Where the truck is fitted with a VW or MB engine,

there exist two different high idle
speeds:

A) Reduced high idle „OL“
Fully depress accelerator pedal, at the same time
adjusting pot. „OL“ to obtain an engine idle speed
(VW/MB) of n = 2450 +30 -20 rev/min.

B) Increased high idle „OL“
Depress accelerator fully, or move DIP switch 8
to the ‘ON’ position (max. pre-setting of set-point
value)!!
Engine rpm will increase instantly to reach the
pre-set high idle.
Set engine speed (VW/MB) to
n = 2800± 40 rev/min,

set engine speed (Deutz) to
n = 2200±- 50 rev/min, move DIP switch to ‘OFF’.

Checking low idle
Realease accelerator pedal, after abt. 3 secs check
low idle.

P.c.b. 3A2 ‘servomotor’

Adjustment of engine speeds for hydraulic
functions
(assuming that angle of rotation sensor 2R2 is
correctly adjusted)

Design A:
Control valve assembly fitted with valve microswitches
and potentiometer

Operate hoist lever fully*

 Adjust potentiometer     so engine speed reaches
n = 2600 --t 50 rev/min (VW, MB)
n = 2000 ± 50 rev/min (KH D)

Move tilt control lever against bypass pressure, adjust
potentiometer        so engine speed reaches

n = 1600 ± 50 rev/min (VW, MB)
n = 1200 ± 50 rev/min (Deutz)

3rd & 4th hydraulic functions - Attachments Fully
operate a lever of the hyd. control valve, adjust pot.
Z1, Z2, Z3 to requirements (VW, MB), to n = 1200 ±
50 rev/min (Deutz)

Design B:
Control valve assembly fitted with potentiometer on

lever shaft

Operate hoist control lever fully*,
adjust potentiometer      so engine speed reaches n

= 2600 ± 50 rev/min

In enclosed areas: Watch for sufficient
headroom!

To avoid any hoisting motion, the lever controlling
the sliding contact of the potentiometer can be moved
to its stop by hand.
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LED  3  (max) on

1   Injection pump control lever

2   Servomotor lever

LED  2 (min) on

Workshop Manual 7032- 34 / 38 - 40 / 48 - 50

Electronic controller

P.c.b. 3A2 ‘servomotor’

Curing defects/fault conditions:

If LED 7 (VCC) is off: Cheek supply voltage of p.c.b.
3A2.

If LED 1 (required value=O) is off: Cheek ad-
justment of both foot controller u25 (accelerator
transmitter) and angle of rotation sensor 2R2.

If potentiometer „UL“ is turned to its RH stop:
Turn potentiometer „UL“ to mid position,
lengthen the linkage by means of which the
servomotor and the injection pump control lever
are joined together. Readjust.

If potentiometer „OL“is turned to the LH stop:
Turn potentiometer „OL“ to mid position, shorten
the linkage by means of which the servomotor
and the injection pump control lever are joined
together. Readjust.

If LED 2 (min) is on: Turn potentiometer „UL“ to mid
position, shorten the linkage between
servomotor and injection pump control lever.
Readjust.

If LED 3 (max) is on: Turn potentiometer to mid
position, lengthen the linkage between
servomotor and injection pump control lever
Readjust.

If LED 4 0-BGR) is on: Cheek operating lever (linkage)
of servomotor for free movement, and injection
pump control lever for correct position. Readjust
linkage ‘servomotor-injection pump control
lever’.

If LED 5 (<) is on: This is an indication that the
permissible operating range of servomotor lever
is exceeded:
Either servomotor failure or a fault in truck wiring
or a defect in the mechanical device. The fault
indication can be reset by operating keyswitch
S1 (OFF-ON).

If LED 6 (ERR) is on: The device protecting the power
board against shorts has been tripped due to
the presence of a fault:

Either servomotor failure or a fault in truck wiring or
p.c.b. 3A2 ‘servomotor’ is defective. The fault
indication can be reset by operating keyswitch
S1 (OFF-ON).
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Electronic controller

P.c.b. 3A2 ‘servomotor’ (diesel model)

Adjustment instructions:
W engine in = 2800 rpm

General description:
Potentiometers must be adjusted as follows:
counterclockwise to reduce rpm clockwise to increase
rpm
Range of adjustment of potentiometers: 10 turns

Engine speed adjustment is performed via po-
tentiometers (provided the linkage is correctly
adjusted).

Function of the potentiometers:
„UL“ lower idle rpm adjustment
„OL“ upper idle rpm adjustment

rpm - lift function
Z3 rpm - tilt function

Z1, Z2 3rd & 4th hydraulic functions

The adjustment of the mechanical adjusting device is
assisted by LEDs.

Indication of LEDs:
1 (set-point=O) off: Presence of a set-point rpm value

(accelerator pedal, hyd. control valve
lever(s) or current sensor are actuated
or incorrectly adjusted).

2 („min’) on: The maximum permissible operating
range of servomotor lever is reached.

3 („max“) on: The maximum permissible operating
range of servomotor lever is reached.

4 (I_ BGR) on: The servomotor operates within
the range of current limitation
(free movement of adjusting de
vice is impaired).

5 (< ) on: The limit of maximum operating
range of servomotor lever is.ex
ceeded.

6 (ERR) on: The circuit providing protection
against shorts has been trig
gered.

7 (VCC) off: Absence of supply voltage for
or on logic unit card.

The presence of a fault is indicated by lightemitting
diodes 4 (I_ BGR) and 6 (ERR). Once the fault has
been corrected, the indication can be reset by
breaking and remaking the circuit, i.e. keyswitch S1
turned ‘OFF’ then ‘ON’.
Always turn keyswitch ‘OFF’ before performing work
on the mechanical adjusting device (e.g. linkage
adjustment).

Function of the DIP switches:
1 - :Do not operate

(function is vacant/unoccupied).
2 ON :set-point value-driving

This switch applies the pilot signal generated
on p.c.b. 1A1 ‘traction control circuit’ (which
signal varies from +0.1 to - 7 volts), depending
on the position of the accelerator pedal) to the
test point connections M on p.c.b. 3A2
‘servomotor’.

3 ON :set-point value-hoisting
(should be between 0.35 and 5 volts)
This switch applies the output voltage of the
angle of rotation sensor 2R2 for the hoist
function to test point connections M.

4 ON :Armature current
(approx. 5.1 volts +/- 0.4 volts/100 A)
This switch applies the signal corresponding
to the armature circuit to test point connections
M.

5 - :Do not operate (not suited as test point)
6 ON :Actual value of position of servomotor

lever (0.5 volts to 4.5 volts)
This switch applies the signal corresponding
to the position of the servomotor operating lever
to test point connections M.

7 On :Shunting the „min rpm condition“
The „min rpm condition“ will be cut out the in-
stant this switch is operated. The servomotor
will follow the accelerator pedal movement (or
a different value) even with engine stopped.

8 ON :Max. pre-setting of set-point value
Provided for the adjustment of the upper idling
speed, this switch is used for presetting the
maximum set-point value.
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Electronic controller

P.c.b. 3A2 ‘servomotor’ (diesel model)

Adjustment instructions:
W engine in = 2450 rpm

General description:
Potentiometers must be adjusted as follows:
counterclockwise to reduce rpm clockwise to increase
rpm
Range of adjustment of potentiometers: 10 turns

Engine speed adjustment is performed via po-
tentiometers (provided the linkage is correctly
adjusted).

Function of the potentiometers:
„UL“ lower idle rpm adjustment
„OL“ upper idle rpm adjustment

rpm - lift function
Z3 rpm - tilt function

Z1, Z2 3rd & 4th hydraulic functions

The adjustment of the mechanical adjusting device is
assisted by LEDs.

Indication of LEDs:
1 (set-point=O) off: Presence of a set-point rpm value

(accelerator pedal, hyd. control valve
lever(s) or current sensor are actuated
or incorrectly adjusted).

2 („min’) on: The maximum permissible operating
range of servomotor lever is reached.

3 („max“) on: The maximum permissible operating
range of servomotor lever is reached.

4 (I_ BGR) on: The servomotor operates within
the range of current limitation
(free movement of adjusting de
vice is impaired).

5 (< ) on: The limit of maximum operating
range of servomotor lever is.ex
ceeded.

6 (ERR) on: The circuit providing protection
against shorts has been trig
gered.

7 (VCC) off: Absence of supply voltage for
or on logic unit card.

The presence of a fault is indicated by lightemitting
diodes 4 (I_ BGR) and 6 (ERR). Once the fault has
been corrected, the indication can be reset by
breaking and remaking the circuit, i.e. keyswitch S1
turned ‘OFF’ then ‘ON’.
Always turn keyswitch ‘OFF’ before performing work
on the mechanical adjusting device (e.g. linkage
adjustment).

Function of the DIP switches:
1 - :Do not operate

(function is vacant/unoccupied).
2 ON :set-point value-driving

This switch applies the pilot signal generated
on p.c.b. 1A1 ‘traction control circuit’ (which
signal varies from +0.2 to - 5.7 volts), depending
on the position of the accelerator pedal) to the
test point connections M on p.c.b. 3A2
‘servomotor’.

3 ON :set-point value-hoisting
(should be between 0.3 and 4.8 volts)
This switch applies the output voltage of the
angle of rotation sensor 2R2 for the hoist
function to test point connections M.

4 ON :Armature current
(approx. 5.1 volts +/- 0.4 volts/100 A)
This switch applies the signal corresponding
to the armature circuit to test point connections
M.

5 - :Do not operate (not suited as test point)
6 ON :Actual value of position of servomotor

lever (0.5 volts to 4.5 volts)
This switch applies the signal corresponding
to the position of the servomotor operating lever
to test point connections M.

7 On :Shunting the „min rpm condition“
The „min rpm condition“ will be cut out the in-
stant this switch is operated. The servomotor
will follow the accelerator pedal movement (or
a different value) even with engine stopped.

8 ON :Max. pre-setting of set-point value
Provided for the adjustment of the upper idling
speed, this switch is used for presetting the
maximum set-point value.
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Injection pump control lever Servomotor 3A2
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Electronic controller

P.c.b. 3A2 ‘servomotor’

Basic linkage adjustment (VW engine):

1 .Fit the ball head to stop (servomotor axis
end) of slotted hole.

2. Set spacing (injection pump control lever end)
between centre of injection pump axis and centre
ball head to 64 +  0.5 mm.

3. Turn the keyswitch S1 ‘ON’

4. Move DIP switch 6 (required value of
position) to the ‘ON’ position.

5. Connect multimeter to test terminals M.

6. Disconnect then reconnect connector at
servomotor. (This will simulate a fault in the
electronic circuit which fault is memorized -LED 5
goes on - and power board of p.c.b. 3A2 is cut
out. The servomotor can thus be adjusted by hand).

Continued

Performed at the factory, the basic adjustment of the stop screws to
  800 revIrnin idle speed
3100 rev/min full throttle

should under no circumstances be altered!
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P.c.b. 3A2 ‘servomotor’
Basic linkage adjustment (VW engine)

(Continuation) (Turn the keyswitch S1 ‘ON’)
7. Bring injection pump control lever into „A“ position

(the clearance between control lever and stop
should be 3 mm). The lever remaining in this
position, adjust actuating rod until the actual value
of position amounts to something between 0.9 and
1.0 volts.

8. Bring injection pump control lever into „B „ position
(ensure there is a clearance of 3 mm between
control lever and stop). The actual value of position
should now be 3.3 - 3.9 volts.

- If reading is lower than 3.3 volts, slightly reduce L
length and readjust in accordance with instructions
given from paragraph 7.

- If reading is higher than 3.9 volts, increase ‘L’ length
slightly and readjust from paragraph 7.

9. Move DIP switch 6 (actual value of position) to ‘OFF’
position.

10.Turn the keyswitch OFF and disconnect the
multimeter.

11.Carry out adjustment of engine speeds as per
instructions.

Workshop Manual 7032- 34 / 38 - 40 / 48 - 50
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Performed at the factory, the basic adjustment of the stop screws to
800 + 30 rev/min idle speed              3000 + 50 rev/min full throttle

should under no circumstances be altered!
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Electronic controller

P.c.b. 3A2 ‘servomotor’

Basic linkage adjustment (MB engine):

1. Set spacing „A’’ between centre of servomotor axis
and centre ball head to

     A = 34 ± 0.5 mm.
2. Turn keyswitch S1 ON.
3. Move DIP switch 6 (actual value of position) to ON

position.
4. Connect multimeter to test terminals M.
5. Disconnect then reconnect connector at

servomotor. (This will simulate a fault in the
electronic circuit which fault is memorized LED 5
goes on - and power board of p.c.b. 3A2 is cut
out. The servomotor can now be adjusted by hand).

6. Move injection pump control lever until it lies
against the idle stop of the injection pump (neutral
position). Adjust length „ B „ of linkage so the meter
reading obtained (actual value of position) is
something between 0.7 and 0.9 volts.

7. Move injection pump control lever until it lies
against the full throttle stop on injecton pump. The
meter reading recorded must equal 4.1 to 4.3 volts
(actual value).

- If reading is lower than 4.1 volts, reduce distance
‘A’ slightly and readjust in accordance with
instructions given in paragraph 6.

-  If reading is higher than 4.3 volts, increase the
distance slightly and readjust as described in
paragraph 6.

8. Move DIP switch 6 (actual value of position) to
OFF position.

9. Turn keyswitch S1 OFF and disconnect
multimeter.

10.Carry out adjustment of engine speeds as per
instructions.
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Design of controllers on trucks fitted with a DEUTZ
engine
Since early November 1995 truck models R70-35 to
45, 7048-50 (with DEUTZ engine) are fitted as standard
with a newly designed electronic controller whose
function is to automatically regulate the lower rpm.
Two controller designs are thus available for the a.m.
trucks, viz.:
A .   With digital regulation of the low idle
B.    Without digital regulation of the low idle

(equipment of the first 300 trucks)

The two controller designs are distinguished by diffe-
rent identification or parts numbers.
Design A is identified by an additional p.c.b. on p.c.b.
3A2 ‘servomotor’.
From the technical aspect the controllers are
distinguished by these components:
- p.c.b. 3A2 ‘servomotor’
- p.c.b. 9A4 ‘engine starting via generator’
- master board (comprising the p.c. boards)

NOTE: On no account should these p.c. boards be
interchanged or combined at random.
However, by exchanging all three p.c. boards it is
possible to change a controller from design B to design
A.
The digital regulation operates in the speed range
between 800 and 1200 rev/min. No measuring
operation is performed above 1200 rpm because the
speeds for the hydraulic functions are within that range
and should not be affected by the regulating system.

IMPORTANTOn controller design B Dip switch 7 on
p.c.b. 3A2 has been moved to the ‘ON’ position in
order to enable the full throttle position during starting.

On controller design A Dip switch 7 has been
moved to ‘OFF’, enabling the digital regulation
to work.

Changing the low rpm through adjusting potentiometer
UL will by no means produce a permanent change.
Any change will always be reset automatically to the
programmed speed.
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P.c.b.  3A2 ‘servomotor’ digital regulation of
low idle speed „UL“

Linkage adjustment (DEUTZ engine):

1. Fit the ball head to stop (servomotor lever  axis
end) of slotted hole.

2. Turn keyswitch S1 ‘ON’; do not start the engine
at this stage.

3. Connect multimeter to test terminals M.

4. Move dip switch 6 (actual value of position) to
ON.

5. Disconnect then reconnect connector at
servomotor. (This will simulate a fault in the
electronic circuit which fault is memorized - LED
5 comes on - and power board of p.c.b. 3A2 is
cut out. The servomotor can now be adjusted by
hand).

6. Adjusting the upper or high idle :
Bring lever of control rod into ‘full throttle’ position
( ensure there is a clearance of ~2mm between
lever and stop). The actual value of position should
now be
approx. 3.9 ± 0.05 volts.
-If the meter reads below 3.85 volts, reduce „L“
length slightly.
-Should the meter read above 3.95 volts, increase
„L“ length slightly.

Continued --->

Performed at the factory, the basic adjustment of the stop screws * to
 750 rev/min      idle speed                  2300 rev/min     full throttle

                                   should under no circumstances be altered !

3,85— 3,95 Volt
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P.c.b.  3A2 ‘servomotor’ ,
digital regulation of low idle speed  „UL“

Linkage adjustment  (DEUTZ engine):

(Continuation - Keyswitch S1 ‘ON’)

7. Bring lever of control rod into ‘idle position’
(lower stop) and modify dimension ‘X’ provided
for the ball head in slotted hole of servomotor
lever until the actual value of position amounts
to something between 0.77 and 0.83 volts.

8. Move DIP switch 6 (actual value of position) to
OFF.
Disconnect multimeter.

9. Turn keyswitch S1 OFF.

Carry out adjustment of engine speeds as per
instructions on next page --->

0,7 — 1,0 Volt

X
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Instructions for adjusting the digital regulation
of low idle ‘UL’ on DEUTZ engine

1. P.c.b. 3A2 ‘servomotor’  :
Move DIP switch 7 to ‘ON’

2. P.c.b. 9A4 ‘engine starting via generator’ :
Move DIP switch 2 to ‘ON’ Move DIP switch 3
to ‘ON’

3. Turn keyswitch S1 ‘ON’, LEDs 7 (VCC) und 1
(set-point=0 ) on 3A2 are illuminated; the
remaining light-emitting diodes do not light

4. Start the engine
5. Adjust UL potentiometer to obtain an engine idle

speedl (low idle) of  800 ±25 rpm,
- p.c.b. 3A2 ‘servomotor’ :
  Move DIP switch 7 to ‘OFF’ and
- p.c.b. 9A4 ‘engine starting via generator’ :
  Move DIP switch 2 to ‘OFF’
  (speed regulating governor switched on)

6. Run the engine for approx. 3 minutes on     idle.
The idle speed will due to the digital regulation
increase during that time to reach 900 ± 25 rpm

7. Depress accelerator fully (full throttle), or move
DIP switch 8 to ‘ON’, then set the high idle to
2200 ± 50 rpm by operating on potentiometer ‘OL’

8. Release accelerator pedal or move DIP switch 8
to ‘OFF’

9. Check engine speeds for hyd. functions, readjust
if necessary

10. Allow the engine to idle for approx. 1 minute, p.c.b.
9A4 ‘engine starting via generator’:
Move DIP switch 3  to ‘OFF’ (the regulation value
is stored in the memory)

11. Shut the engine off
12. Turn keyswitch S1 ‘ON’, but do not start the

engine,
p.c.b. 3A2 ‘servomotor’:
LED 7 (VCC) is illuminated, the remaining LEDs
do not light

13. Start the engine,
check the engine idle speed:
set-point 900 ± 25 rpm

END of adjustment
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Digital regulation of low idle ‘UL’
on DEUTZ engine
Resetting basic engine speed.
(If a modification of the set-point value should become
necessary, proceed in accordance with the following
instructions).
The set-point value for low idle which is achieved by
the digital regulation on the DEUTZ engine has been
preset by the software to 900 rpm. In the event of a
requirement, e.g. special truck application, set-point
values differing from the specifications and ranging
from 850 to 1000 rpm can be preset.
Prior to starting the engine:
- Securely chock the truck into position
- Set the parking brake
- Connect a tachometer to the engine
- Connect multimeter to test terminals M on p.c.b.

3A2 ‘servomotor’ (actual value of position)

Engine rpm setting:
1. Turn keyswitch S1 ‘ON’

Start the engine and allow it to warm up
2. P.c.b. 3A2 ‘servomotor’ :

Move DIP switch 6 to ‘ON’
P.c.b. 9A4 ‘engine starting via generator’ :
Move DIP switch 3 to ‘ON’

3. If rpm must be increased, place the direc-
tional control lever into ‘forward’; into neutral if
rpm must be reduced

4. P.c.b. 9A4 ‘engine starting via generator’ :
Move DIP switch 1 to ‘ON’

Once the desired idle speed has been adjusted (the
voltage of the actual value of position is stabilized),
the engine speed can be modified in steps of 10 revs.

Increasing rpm:
5.1 Move directional control lever from  forward

into neutral, wait around 3 secs before moving
directional control lever into forward  again; repeat
the procedure as many times as are necessary
to increase engine rpm in steps of 10 revs.

5.2 Wait until the new engine rpm setting is defini-
te. (The voltage of the actual value of position
does no longer rise).

Reducing engine speed:
5.3 Move directional control lever from neutral to

reverse, wait around 3 secs before moving dir.
control lever to neutral again; repeat the
procedure as many times as are necessary to
decrease engine speed in steps of 10 revs

5.4 Wait until the new engine rpm setting is defini-
te.
(The voltage of the actual value of position does
no longer decrease))

The step-by-step modification of engine rpm can be
repeated until the limits are reached. Once the
limits are reached (850 or 1000 rev/min), operation of
the directional control lever will no longer affect engine
speed.
After the desired engine speed is reached, the new
set-point value must be stored in the memory.

Storing engine rpm in the memory:
 6. Allow engine to run on idle for yet another one

minute, then move DIP switch 1 on p.c.b. 9A4
‘engine starting via generator’ to ‘OFF’ (the new
set-point value is transmitted).
move DIP switch 3 to ‘OFF’ (the new set-point
value is stored in the memory)

Checking engine rpm:
 7. Stop the engine
 8. Move directional control lever to neutral
 9. Turn keyswitch S1 ‘ON’
10.  Start the engine again
11. Check new low idle ‘UL’

(the voltage of the actual value of position
will no longer rise)

12. Turn the engine off
13. P.c.b. 3A2 ‘servomotor’:

Move DIP switch 6 to OFF,
Disconnect multimeter

If the adjustment has been carried out incorrectly or
has been interrupted, the procedure can be stopped
by turning keyswitch S1 ‘OFF’.
Before repeating the procedure, DIP switches 3 and
6 on p.c.b. 3A2 ‘servomotor’ and DIP switch 1 on
p.c.b. 9A4 ‘engine starting via generator’ must always
be moved to ‘OFF’.
The adjustment procedure can then be re-started
beginning with point 1.
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P.c.b. 3A2 ‘servomotor’ without digital regulation
of idle speed

Linkage adjustment on KHD engine:
1. Fit the ball head to servomotor lever, ensuring

there is a spacing of 31±0.5 mm between centre
of servomotor axis and centre ball head.

2. Turn keyswitch S1 ‘ON’.
3. Move DIP switch 6 (actual value of position) to

ON.
4. Connect multimeter to test terminals M
5. Disconnect then reconnect connector at ser-

vomotor. (This will simulate a fault in the
electronic circuit which fault is memorized -
LED 5 goes on - and power board of p.c.b.3A2 is
cut out. The servomotor can now be adjusted by
hand).

6. Bring lever of control rod into ‘idle’ position and
ensure there is a clearance of  ~1 mm between
lever and stop. The lever remaining in this position,
adjust actuating rod until the actual value of
position amounts to something between 0.7 and
1.0 volts.

     Continued --->

Performed at the factory, the basic adjustment of the stop screws  * to
750 rev/min         idle speed              2300 rev/min         full throttle

should under no circumstances be altered  !
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+
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+

L
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3.85 --- 3.95 Volt
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Soll=0 min max I_BGR ERR VCC
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M
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Actuating motor PCB 3A2
without digital idling control

Linkage adjustment, DEUTZ engine:
(Continuation - key switch S1 in position ON )
 7. Move the lever of the regulator bar to the „full

throttle“ position (check the distance of 2 mm
from the end top).  The actual position signal must
now be approximately 3.9 volts.
-If the actual position signal is less than 3.85 Volts,
shorten the length „L“ slightly and then repeat
the adjustment.
-If the actual position signal is greater than 3.9
volts, slightly increase the length „L“
and repeat the adjustment.

 8. Switch 6  (actual position signal) should be set
to OFF.

 9. Key switch S1 in position OFF, disconnect
multi-meter

10. Set engine speeds in accordance with setting
instructions                                                            -
lower idling speed UL =   900 ± 25  rpm               -
upper idling speed OL = 2200 ± 50 rpm.
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Charging air
regul. 6B20

Solenoid
       9Y5

Coolant temp.
trans. 6B2

EMR Actuator
9Y9

Speed sens.,
V-engine 6B17

Circular plug X80

EMR Management
unit A14

Voltage ins.

Connection for p.c.b. 3A2

Fault-LED dash panel

Diagnoseschnittstelle
ISO 9141

CAN  IN/OUT
Diagnostic connector
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6B17

Engine - No.

X80

X90

2

6

7

4

5

14 3

89
10

11

12

13

15

16
17

18

19

20
21

22

23

24

25

1

X80

Plan view,  socket

A3 EMR X141

X142

Electronic Engine Management Unit (EMR)

Vehicles R 7048 , R7049 and R7050
are equipped with an electronic regulator for the
DEUTZ internal combustion engine as standard.
The mechanical part for the EMR is attached to the
V engine in the same manner as before.  No actuating
motor is required.
Instead, a valve (pressure transducer) in the regulator
operates the regulator bar.
A large circular plug X80 with bayonet closure
connects the following components with the EMR
Engine Management Unit A14.

6B2    — Coolant temp. trans.—   8 , 9/X80
6B17 — Speed sens., V eng  — 12 ,13/X80
6B20 — Charging air regul.   —  23-25/X80
9Y5 — Solenoid   —    2 , 3/X80
9Y9 — Actuator   —  14-19/X80

The speed sensor 6B17 is connected directly to the
V engine in the area of the pump take-off.

Not to be confused with the speed sensor 6B9 of the
hydraulic pump.

A diagnostic connector X90 for SERDIA (see below)
is located below the multi-pin XAD plug of the V
engine.
If necessary, the SERDIA interface can be connected
to this X90 socket.
EMR management unit A14
The EMR management unit A14 consists of a sealed
aluminium die cast housing with two multi-way plugs
X141 and X142.  The unit is mounted on the front of
the forward superstructure, on the left.
  X141—Connection for plug X80
  X142—Connection for PCB 3A2 and
  control lamp 6H20.

IMPORTANT
Do not open the unit - your guarantee will be
invalidated!
The unit can only be serviced by replacement through
DEUTZ service, stating the engine number.  The EMR
management unit and the V engine must have the
same serial number.  The EMR management unit TN
02111846 is replaced with 02111910 if required.
If an engine management unit not belonging to this
engine is used, this can lead to serious problems
and engine damage.
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Electronic Engine Management Unit (EMR)

SERDIA Service Diagnose (SERDIA) is a
diagnostic program for the EMR used for DEUTZ
engines series 1012 /1013 with the engine
management unit TN 02111846. Together with an
interface and a PC/Notebook, SERDIA forms a
complete special tool.  The interface forms the
connection between the diagnostic plug and PC/
Notebook.
SERDIA comprises:
—  SERDIA software 1.0 (or abover)

(3.5"  installation diskette)
— Diagnostic interface with implemented user

facilities
—  Abbreviated installation instructions
—  Case Order Number  158630

(To be obtained from the Central STILL Spare Parts
Service Department)

EMR fault indicator lamp  6H20
This is briefly illuminated when the key switch is
turned to the ON position (lamp check) and is
immediately extinguished again.
Constant illumination or flashing after the V engine
has been started signals a defect to the EMR unit
and means:
Carry out diagnostics with SERDIA.
Line connections to X142 :
Fault lamp: K/6H20 — 6/X33 — 4/X142 (A14)
Supply voltage 24 V:
10A fuse 1F21 — 4,5/X94 — 14/X142
Set point transmitter PCB 3A2:
1,4,5/X78 — 23,18,24/X142

Set point transmitter PCB 3A2 for the EMR
The actuating motor PCB 3A2 has been replaced with
a PCB matched to the EMR which functions as a so-
called set point transmitter.
The other part of the PCB is virtually identical with
the arrangement of the known actuating motor PCB.

Service switch:
LED and potentiometer are virtually in the same
position.
—  Potentiometer for all speed settings
— Four LEDs for set point, speed min./max. and

supply voltage.
— Service switches 1-8 for checking signals at

measuring point M.

A14

X142

X141

6H20
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Set point transmitter circuit board 3A2 for EMR
Setting  instructions:
The setting of the combustion engine speeds for
driving, l ift ing, ti lt ing and operation of the
supplementary hydraulics are effected on the set point
transmitter p.c.b. 3A2

Potentiometer functions

„UL“  Lower idling speed adjustment
„OL“  Upper idling speed adjustment

 Speed - lift
 Speed - tilt

Z1,Z2,Z3  Supplementary hydraulics

The adjustment of the set point adjustment is aided
by means of LEDs.
LED messages:
1(Nom = 0) off: This is for a nominal speed value

(drive pedal, hydraulic lever or current
sensor operated or incorrectly set.

2 (min) on: The signal has fallen below the limit for
the lower  idling speed adjustment range
UL of the V engine.

3 (max) on: The signal has fallen below the limit for
the higher idling speed adjustment range
OL of the V engine.

4(VCC)off::No supply for or on the PCB.

If the set point transmitter on the p.c.b. is replaced,
the following steps and checks need to made in the
sequence indicated:

Key switch ON
The control lamp EMR on the dashboard briefly lights
and is then extinguished again (lamp test).

LED VCC illuminated,

drive pedal not operated

LED NOMINAL=0 illuminated.

Select directional selector to NEUTRAL
Firmly apply parking brake
Start combustion engine and allow to run for a short
time until the speed has stabilised.

If the EMR lamp is illuminated or flashes, the EMR is
faulty

3A2

3A2
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OFF
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

ON

M

UL OL Z1 Z2 Z3

4321

Set point transmitter PCB 3A2 for EMR
Setting  instructions:
Use UL to set the „lower idling speed“

900 ± 25   rpm
LED min must not be illuminated.

If LED min is illuminated, then the idling speed is
below the lower limit
Fully press down drive pedal.
Use OL to set the „upper idling speed“:

2200 ± 50    rpm
LED max must not be illuminated.

If the LED max is illuminated, then the speed is above
the upper idling speed limit
If the idling speed cannot be reduced, then the EMR
is in „Emergency Operation“ condition. Disconnect
V engine, repeat start, correct settings.
Release drive pedal after setting
Adjust LIFT to 2000 ± 50  rpm
Adjust TILT to 1250 ± 50  rpm

and where appropriate, adjust
SUPPLEMENTARY HYDRAULICS  to

1200 ± 50 rpm
After adjustment, lock potentiometer settings by
applying sealing wax.

If there is no set point signal from the  Set point
transmitter PCB 3A2, the LED 6H20 is
continuously illuminated.  The V engine then starts
to run at higher idling speeds (emergency
operation).

The following faults require a diagnostic run
with SERDIA, if the LEDs on the 3A2 PCB do
not show a fault, but if LED 6H20 flashes.
V engine fails to start
V engine starts, but fails to run
V engine starts, but fails to respond to the
transmitter.

Function of the service switches:

1 ON: Set point valve switch ( 12 Volts)
The valve switches connect 12 Volts to the
measuring connection  M when operated.

2 ON: Set point drive(+0,2 V to- 5,7 V)
This switch connects the proportional
signal generated by the 1A1 drive control
PCB which is proportional to the transmitter
deflection to measuring point M

3 ON: Set point lift ( 0.3 Vto 4,8 V)
  This switch connects the output voltage of

the rotary angle transducer lift 2R2 to the
measuring connection  M

4 ON: Armature current (approx..5.1V ± 0,4V /
100A )  This switch connects the signal
produced by the armature current to
measuring connection  M

5 ON: analog set point (approx.0.8- 3.8 Volts)
This switch connects the analog speed
signal to the EMR management unit to
measuring connection  M

6 ON: digital set point ( approx. 2.5-10.5 Volts)
This switch connects the digital speed
signal to the EMR management unit to the
measuring connection  M

7 —: Do not use
8 ON: Maximum set point

  This switch provides the maximum set point
(2200 rpm).  It is intended for setting the
upper idling speed.

  Note
  OL 2200 rpm should only be checked via

the drive pedal in the full  throttle position
as a matter of principle.
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P.c.b. A3 ‘throttle valve regulator’
(LPG-powered engine)

Engine rpm is regulated by p.c.b. A3.

The speed control system consists of the following
circuit:

Required value processing
- Rpm processing
- Electronic speed control unit
- Actuator and current regulator
- Monitoring functions

A plug-in type module allows the electronic circuit
to be adapted to the various functions.

Voltage supply
P.c.b. A3 is supplied by power section 1A2 with a
voltage of 5 volts and 15 volts respectively, generating
a reference voltage of 5 volts for feeding voltage to
potentiometer 2R2 provided for the hoist function.

Required value production

- Required value, driving
P.c.b. 1A1 ‘traction control circuit’ generates a signal
proportional to accelerator pedal position. This control
signal is transformed by the electronic speed control
unit into a required value. The adaptation of the signal
to the relevant function processed on the p.c. board
is effected via resistors arranged on the module.

- Armature- dependent required value
The starting characteristics of a truck parked on an
incline are substantially improved if engine rpm is not
reduced to attain low idle speed. The electronic speed
control unit therefore increases the required value
from a threshold of I

A
 = abt. 150 A, proportional to the

armature current flowing in the drive motor. An
electronic circuit limits engine rpm to a maximum
value.

- Required value, hydraulics
Regarding the required rpm values when operating
one of the hydraulic control valve levers, the signals
for hoist & tilt functions are processed. Resistors on
the plug-in module limit the required values to a
maximum reading.

- Increased idle speed
When the accelerator pedal is released, idling speed
rises momentarily. This feature prevents stalling of
the engine due to a sudden load surge (e.g. moving
the tilt control lever bypass pressure).

Rpm sensing
The signal from the rpm sensor 6B9 is processed by
p.c.b. 9A4 ‘engine starting via generator’ and supplied
to p.c.b. A3 ‘throttle valve regulator’.

Power board for throttle positioning solenoid 9Y3
The 24-volt power source (battery voltage) feeds the
throttle positioning solenoid 9Y3 (throttle valve
adjusting solenoid) with current whose intensity is
controlled. To protect the power board transistors from
damage, the power board is cut out immediately when
the current intensity reaches 7 amps.
Power to the power board is automatically cut off if
the battery voltage drops below a minimum value of
10 volts, or the 15-volt supply of the p.c. board drops
below a value of 5 volts.

Throttle positioning solenoid-release
No control current is applied to the throttle positioning
solenoid 9Y3 and the power board control circuit on
logic card A3 is not energized unless a minimum
speed of around 10 rpm is reached. This feature
prevents an unnecessary load on the battery when
keyswitch S1 is turned on and the engine is not
started.



P.c.b. A3 ‘throttle valve regulator’
(LPG-powered engine)

Adjustment of engine speeds
see section ‘Angle of rotation sensor/Control valve
switches
- HOISTING. 2600+50 rev/min - No adjustments are

possible.
Engine rpm is regulated as the spool controlling the
hoist function is moved to a small degree by operation
of the hoist lever. Further movement of the hoist control
valve lever causes engine speed to rise abruptly before
being regulated again until rising to the maximum
value to,which it is limited ,by a resistor arranged on
the module.

- TILTING: 1400+ 150 rev/min - No adjustments are
possible.
Initial operation of the tilt lever causes engine rpm to
rise abruptly up to a certain limit as engine speed is
limited by a resistor arranged on the module.

- 3rd & 4th HYDRAULIC FUNCTIONS: variations of
operating speeds.
The engine speed can be pre-set for each function by
operating on pot. Z1 - Z2 - Z3.

Order of preference of engine speeds
Tilt and Z1 (group A) have priority over hoist and Z2,
Z3,(group B).
Example: The tilt lever is moved during the hoist op-
eration - engine speed will drop from 2600 to 1400 rev/
min.

Diagnosis
For checking purposes the required inputs can be
applied via the DIP switch to the test terminals ‘M’ located
on the logic card.
LED VCC lights to indicate the presence of the 15 volts
supply and the internal 5 volts reference voltage.
LED MAG lights to indicate that the power board is
released, i.e. engine speed exceeds 10 revlmin, current
draw of power board transistors not being higher than 7
A.
LED I-MAG lights to indicate the function of the power
board for the throttle positioning solenoid 9Y3. LED
1-MAG changes the intensity of its brightness parallel to
the output voltage variations of the power board. Full
brightness will be reached when the throttle positioning
solenoid is modulated even to a small degree only.
The LED does not go on if the rpm actual value exceeds
the required value:
Exemple A:
- Open throttle valve by hand (the rpm actual value

increases)
- LED 1-MAG goes off because the power board tends to

reduce engine speed via the throttle positioning sole-
noid.

Exemple B:
- With engine idling, close throttle valve by hand
- LED I-MAG goes on to indicate that the power board

tends to increase engine speed via the throttle
positioning solenoid.

Operation of the DIP switches

1 ON: Required value - driving
(+0.2 V to -7V, n=2600 rev/min)
(+0.2 V to -5.7 V, n=2450 rev/min)
This DIP switch applies the signal (generated
on p.c.b. 1A1 in proportion to accelerator
transmitter modulation) to test terminals ‘M’
on p.c.b. A3 ‘throttle valve regulator’.

2 ON: Required value - hoisting
This DIP switch applies the output voltage of
pot. 2R2 for hoist function to test terminals
‘M’.

3 ON: Required value - tilting
This DIP switch applies the output voltage of
microswitch 2S2 for tilt function to test
terminals ‘M’.

4,5,6 ON: Required value - 3rd & 4th
hyd. functions Z1, 2, 3.
This DIP switch applies the output voltage of
the relevant microswitch to test terminals
PIV1%

7 ON: Armature current
This DIP switch applies the signal corre-
sponding to the armature current to test
terminals ‘M’.

8 ON: Modulation of throttle positioning solenoid

Once the contact has been established via
switch 8, the modulation of throttle positioning
solenoid 9Y3 can be effected by hand, by
means of pot. DIAG. Engine rpm can be varied
by approx. 30 rev/min.

After completing checks, move all DIP switches
to the ‘OFF’ position.
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P.c.b. A3 ‘throttle valve regulator’

Wiring diagram
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Pc.b. A1 ‘electronic charge compensator’
(fitted to LPG powered units only)

Duration of operation

Pc. board All becomes operative when the keyswitch
is turned on. The trans-charge procedure sets in as
soon as the voltage of battery G2 exceeds that of
battery G1. The trans-charge current whose value
depends on the difference in voltage between the two
batteries is controlled by a voltage regulator. The
current is limited to a maximum value of 5 amps.

When the keyswitch is turned off, the electronic
charge compensating circuit will yet remain operative
for about 60 minutes in order to subsequently
compensate for high loads on battery G1, especially
in the event of short duty cycles. After that the power
section, except for the negative connection (GND), is
isolated from the battery

Wire connections

Power section and regulating unit of charge
compensator are connected via separate current
conducting and test leads to battery terminals. This
feature prevents wrong battery voltage readings due
to voltage drops caused by load currents.

Current conductors: Test leads:
1/X46---1/X72 GND 9/X43---3/X71 GND
2/X46---2/X72 +24V 7/X43---1/X71 +24V
3/X46---3/X72 +12V 8/X43---2/X71 +12V

Temperature monitoring

Pc. board A1 ‘charge compensator’ has no heat sink
of its own. The power semi-conductors are mounted
on a card which after being plugged into the card hol-
der is bolted to the base plate. In order to forestall
deterioration of the semi-conductors due to overheating
in the case of a faulty installation, the electronic
charge compensator board A1 has been provided with
a temperature monitoring facility This facility blocks
the transistor should the temperature rise in excess
of 95°C. This excess temperature is signalled by
lighting of red LED 

delta
.



3087

85

1A6

X43

F2 - 20A
F3 -   1A
F4 -   1A
F5 - 20A
F6 - 30A

UV EIN I> 0
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P.c.b. A1 ‘electronic charge compensator’

Fuses

The 12-volt and 24-volt connections on p.c.b. 1A6
‘current sensor’ are protected by fuses.

F2-20A:  electrical current conductor +24 V-21X46
F3- 1 A: * test lead +24 V-71X43
F4- 1 A: * test lead +12 V-81X43
F5-20A: electrical current conductor +12 V-31X46
F6-30 A: ignition 12 V / LPG version

*serves also as test point for p.c.b. 9A4 ‘engine starting
via generator’

Checking the charge compensating circuit

Turn keyswitch S1 on. Light-emitting diodes’UV’and
„EIN“ must come on after 30 sec. at the latest. If the
charge level differs from one battery to the other, LED
‘I> 0’ must come on too.

Removal of printed circuit board

Before removing p.c.b. A1 ‘electronic charge
compensator’, cut electrical connections to batteries
G1, and G2. This can best be done by disconnecting
the battery terminals or connectors X71 and X72 on
electronic control unit.
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Power board 1A2
The power board consists of the following com-
ponents:

- Main circuit fuse 1 F3 (refer to section ‘Fuses’) -
Power section

- Power supply module
- Interface to p.c.b.’s 1A1 ‘traction control circuit’ and

9A4 ‘engine starting via generator’ - Safety relay K1
- Control circuit for safety relay K1
- Pc.b. 9A2 ‘diesel engine shut down controller’ (diesel

powered model)
- P.c.b. ‘control circuit fuse’ (LPG-powered model)

Depending on the demand, the excitation field of
both generator and drive motor is controlled by the
power section of the power board.

Never swap leads 4/1A2 and 5/1A2
Otherwise wrong direction of

rotation during starting

The controlled power supply module generates the
supply voltage for the power board, and also two
external supply voltages (+5 V and +15 V) required
for the p.c. boards 9A4 ‘engine starting via generator’
and 3A2 ‘servomotor’ or A3 ‘throttle valve regulator’,
depending on truck model. The power supply module
is supplied with 24 volts battery voltage by operation
of keyswitch S1.

The interface serves to adapt the power board to
p.c.b. 9A4 ‘engine starting via generator’ or p.c.b.
1A1 ‘traction control circuit’ by which it is controlled.
In the event of an absence of the pilot signal, the
power board will be blocked automatically

The battery voltage is placed via safety relay K1
across the terminals of the power section of the power
board. The total motor and generator field current will
flow across the operating contacts of the relay (per-
manent load of 70 A at the maximum).

To energize the relay, the following conditions must
be fulfilled:
- Keyswitch S1 ON
- Parking brake released
- Release through logic card 1A1
- Voltage applied to D+/9G2 = positive (Engine started)
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P.c.b. 9A2 ‘diesel engine shut down controller’
(solenoid stop control) (on diesel powered
models)

or
P.c.b. A7 ‘control circuit fuse’ (on LPG powered
models)

One or the other version of the p.c. board is in each
case mounted on power board 1A2, depending on
truck model. The p.c. board and the power board form
a bolted assembly thus assuring the positive
connection also to this printed circuit board.
Both p.c. boards are fitted with control circuit fuses
for dash mounted instruments and optional electrical
equipment.

P.c.b. 9A2 ‘diesel engine shut down controller’

The circuit of p.c.b. 9A2 controls the attraction of
shut-down solenoid 9Y5, providing a pull-in current of
approx. 30 A for 200 ms, then providing a hold-in circuit
of about 0.5 amps for the solenoid to maintain the
latter in the actuated state.

The 15-amp. protection provided by fuse 1F16 is
sufficient since the turn-on period only amounts to
around 200 milliseconds.

P.c.b. A7 ‘control circuit fuse’

This p.c. board merely incorporates the control circuit
fuses as it has no additional functions.

Control circuit fuses arranged on p.c.b. 9A2 ‘diesel
engine shut down controller’ (diesel model)
p.c.b. A7 ‘control circuit fuse’ (LIDG model)

1F16-15A shut-down solenoid (MB engine)
1F17-  5A p.c.b. 1 A1 ‘traction control circuit’ p.c.b.

9A4 ‘engine starting via generator’

1F18 -20 A protecting dash mounted instruments via
keyswitch 30/S1

1F19-20 A protecting lighting equipment
1F20-20 A protecting additional fan motor 9M5
1F21-10 A protecting engine shutoff valve 9Y2

(VW engine)
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Base plate or panel

Arranged on a base plate, the p.c. boards and the
power board (final stage) are interconnected by con-
nectors, at the same time being connected to the re-
mainder of the truck electrical system.
X3 - p.c.b. ‘traction control circuit’
X5 - power board connection
X6 - p.c.b. ‘throttle valve regulator’ (LPG model)

p.c.b. ‘servomotor’ (diesel model)
X7 - p.c.b. ‘engine starting via generator’
X70 - p.c.b. ‘electronic charge compensator’ (LPG

model)
X66 - negative -ground- (-) battery terminal
X22 - p.c.b. ‘control circuit fuse’ (LPG model)
-- p.c.b.‘diesel engine shut down controller’

(diesel model)

Mounted on the base plate are in addition control cir-
cuit fuses (7 fuses) and

- only on truck model operating on LPG
  gas fuel system relay 9K4 for ignition.

Relay 9K4
Relay contact 30-87/9K4 applies 12 volts!! via fuse
F6 and fuse 9F2 to ignition coil 9T1 and controller for
ignition 9A1.
Connection 85 of relay coil 9K4 is supplied with 24
volts voltage by two different sources because the
engine with which the LP---gas operated fork truck is

fitted is not allowed, after being switched off, to stop
unless the gas remaining in the mixer (carburettor)
is burnt.
When keyswitch S1 is turned on, voltage is applied
via fuse 1F11 and diode 9V1 to relay coil 9K4.
When the engine is shut off - keyswitch S1 turned to
OFF - the engine shut-off valve 9Y2 cuts off the fuel
supply As the engine at this stage continues rotating
because of the residual quantity of gas, alternator
9G2 supplies voltage via fuse 1F15 and diode 9V2 to
relay coil 9K4. Ignition, therefore, remains on until
the gas remaining in the mixer is burnt and the engine
stopped.
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Operation

The 9M5 designated electric fan promotes heat
dissipation in the event of high thermal loads.
Located on the outer part of the radiator within the
counterweight, the fan draws the air from
the engine compartment.
The electric fan is directly supplied with 24 volts
battery voltage via fuse 1F20, at the same time being
connected to the body across the coolant temperature
sensor 6B14.
Screwed into the radiator, the coolant temperature
sensor 6B14 turns on the fan when the
coolant temperature reaches 85° C turning it off the
instant the coolant temperature drops below 80° C.

Wiring
wire connection
1,2 / X94 (SCR controller)--------1,2 / X110 (fan)
is designed as a double lead 0.75 qmm.

2 - pole flat connector -X110

9M5 - electric fan

6B14- coolant temperature sensor

1F20- fuse rated at 20 amps

4 - pole MARK II + connector - X110

wire connections :
1,2 / X94 (SCR controller)--------1,2 1 X1 10 (fan)
3,4 1 X1 10 (tan) --------- + / 6B1 4 (sensor
are designed as a double lead 0.75 qmm.
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HAND TOOL
Part-No. 146354

Connectors
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The following components are interconnected by
means of Connectors with insulation displacement
contacts:

- Electronic ccntrol unit, base plate
- Steering column, instruments
- Contactor panel

This technology provides these benefits:

Each contact is fitted on its reverse side with a knife
blade in a fork type arrangement.

With the aid of a tool, the single wire or conductor is
forced into the knife blades, while being automatically
stripped of its insulation.

In this operation the knife blade contacts penetrate
the insulation providing contact to wires.

Below you will find a description with accompanying
illustrations on the various steps to be performed in
connection with assembling male and female
connector halves (plug and receptacle connectors)
with their respective leads.

Connectors ranging from 2 to 12 position design are
used on the R70-20 to 80 trucks.

Important:

Use wire 369388  only!
(the wire is available in random lengths
and must be cut to the length required)

Should different wires be used, the contacts will either
get bent or the clamping effect will be too small.

In both cases this will lead to a malfunction which
will be hard to locate.

Therefore: Use only the genuine wire!
(16 strands 0.75 mm Dia.)

Part No. 369388
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Connectors
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In the event of repairs, replacement connector and
wires must be assembled with the aid of the hand
tool
Part. No. 146 354.

The head of the tool is provided with two different
openings for the accomodation of

  ( 1 )pin half of connector
  ( 2 ) socket half of connector

When sliding the pin or socket connector half into
the opening, a spring-loaded ball (3 ) will maintain
the connector housing in the correct position, the
individual contact will snap into place with accuracy
in front of the slider ( 4 ).

Sliding the pin housing into position --->

Sliding the socket housing into position --->
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Single parts

Pin housing Socket housing

Connectors
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Processing

With no need to strip it beforehand, the wire is inserted
from the top into the open tool between slider and
contact housing.

By closing the tool the slider will push the wire into
the knife blades of the contact.

The tool can only be opened again provided it is
completely closed by squeezing it with the hand which
will unlock it.
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Repair

First remove the cover on wire end to which end the
edge of the cover is spread and lifted .

To remove a defective contact, the locking tongue
must be pushed towards the inside with the extraction
tool

Part. No. 143 432.
after which the contact at the end of conductor must
be pulled out from the rear

- Pull with force on the contact as the
  conductor is maintained in the housing by
  the strain relief

The defective contact is cut off at the conductor end
and a new contact is installed as described under
section „Processing“. Next, press lid or cover on
again.The cover has two edges of different height.

The high side must point to the conductor end thus
preventing the conductor from snapping at the contact.
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IMPORTANT
TESTING HINTS

for checking the
electrical power

transmission

Pages 1 to 13

Measuring  and test equipment
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The following test equipment and tools are required, among others, to carry out the tests and any
maintenance work:

Item Description Part No. Manufacturer

  1 Diagnostic meter with digital display 147587 STILL

  2 Adaptor R70 351476 STILL

  3 Data cards for diagnostic meter 145530 STILL

  4 Adaptor R20 146453 STILL

  5 Continuity tester 120644 Testofon

  6 Digital multimeter METRAHit 16L 161117 Metrawatt

  7 Current clamp  Z13B 156300 Metrawatt

  8 Insulation tester METRISO 500D,  see item 1                           161117 Metrawatt

  9 Test prods 30 A  (pair) 143426

10 Test prods , Kleps 30 (pair) 143424

11 Alligator clips  (pair 143427

12 Instrument leads  (pair) 143425

13 Universal measuring adaptor for  SKT 147358 STILL

14 Universal measuring adaptor for MarkII+,JPT, Econoseal 149862 STILL

15 Hand pliers for SKT 146354 AMP

16 Extraction tool  for SKT 143432 AMP

17 Extraction tool 120600 AMP

18 Replacement tube 144023 AMP

19 Crimp tool 144087 AMP

20 Revolution counter, digital 146665

21 Template for analysing „engine starting via generator“ 147267 STILL

It is assumed that the tester is familar with the propper use of the test equipment and tools. Please follow
manufacturer’s instructions in each case.

Always check the power supply batteries of the measuring instruments before each test and recharge
them if necessary.

Measuring  and test equipment

Workshop Manual 7032- 34 / 38 - 40 / 48 - 50
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Diagnostic meter with digital display
Part No. 147 587

Adaptor R70
Part No. 351 476

Fuse 315 mA for diagnostic meter
Part No. 146 341

Data card set
Part No. 145 530

Measuring  and test equipment

Workshop Manual 7032- 34 / 38 - 40 / 48 - 50
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Analog-digital multimeter METRAHit 16L
including insulation test
Part No. 161 117

First read instructions

Current clamp Z13B
Part No. 156 300

First read instructions

Testofon
Continuity tester
Part No. 120 644

Measuring  and test equipment

Workshop Manual 7032- 34 / 38 - 40 / 48 - 50
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Universal measuring adaptor
for MARK II+, Econoseal, JPT
Part No. 149 862

Universal measuring adaptor
for SKT
Part No.  147 358

Adaptor R20
Part No. 146 453

Template
(for analysing „engine starting via generator“)
Part No. 147 267

Measuring  and test equipment

Workshop Manual 7032- 34 / 38 - 40 / 48 - 50
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schwarz

rot

schwarz

rot

schwarz

rot

Instrument leads, pair
Part No. 143 425

Test prods, pair
Part No. 143 426

Test prods, pair (Kleps 30)
Part No. 143 424

Jumper lead
(for relay)

Alligator clips, pair
Part No. 143 427

Measuring  and test equipment

Workshop Manual 7032- 34 / 38 - 40 / 48 - 50
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Hand pliers
for insulation displacement technology
Part No. 146 354

Crimp tool
Part No. 144 087

Extraction tool
Part No. 143 432

Extraction tool
for insulation displacement technology
Part No. 120 600
Replacement tube
Part No. 120 601

Revolution counter, digital
Part No. 146 665

Measuring  and test equipment

Workshop Manual 7032- 34 / 38 - 40 / 48 - 50
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1  Diagnostic device

2  Data card set

3 Adaptor R70

The diagniostic meter  is used for simple and speedy
pin-pointing of faults in the electrical installation of
trucks in the R70 range .

If a value is not reached, systematic fault finding
and elimitation must be carried out in compliance
with the test step concerned. Detailed information
can be found in the system diagnostic sheets of
workshop manual.

Änderungen , die dem technischen Fortschritt
dienen, bleiben vorbehalten.

Design and specifications are subject to
change without notice.

La conception et les spécifications sont

modifiables sans préavis.

Workshop Manual 7032- 34 / 38 - 40 / 48 - 50
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Änderungen , die dem technischen Fortschritt
dienen, bleiben vorbehalten.

Design and specifications are subject to
change without notice.

La conception et les spécifications sont

modifiables sans préavis.

Workshop Manual 7032- 34 / 38 - 40 / 48 - 50
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Diagnostic meter with digital display
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Änderungen , die dem technischen Fortschritt
dienen, bleiben vorbehalten.

Design and specifications are subject to
change without notice.

La conception et les spécifications sont

modifiables sans préavis.

Mechanical configuration of
diagnostic device

1 Indication of the 20 test steps via LED’s

2 ON - OFF switch

3 LCD display, digital

4 Indication of voltage checks via LED

5 Indication of resistance measurement via LED
(continuity checks)

6 Data card A

7 Data card B

8 Slit for truck data cards A and B

9 Selector switch A for „V“, „ohms“ and
test steps 1 - 10

10 Selector switch B for test steps 11 - 20

11 Socket for connecting current clamp
(tong tester)

12 Sockets for connecting leads for voltage
measurement

13 Connection cable (32-wire)
with 48 position DIN plug,
integrated into the diagnostic meter

14 Sockets for connecting leads for resistan
ce measurement and continuity checks

15 Fuse (315 mA) in supply lead connected to
adapter connection B22

16 2-piece sheet-metal housing

9-volt rect. battery, installed in
instrument, absolutely necessary as
power supply for LCD display!

Operation instructions

Diagnostic test sequence

Insert data cards A and B all the way into slits of
diagnostic meter
Connect diagnostic meter to adapter 351476 Connect
adapter in place of p.c.b. 1 A1

Follow SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS!

ON-OFF switch ON

Select individual test steps in sequence by means
of selector switches A and B located on front of
diagnostic meter:

 A =   1 -10, V, ohms
 B = 11 -20

during test steps 1 -10 using

                    selector switch A

selector switch B must be switched to position 10.

During test steps 11 -20 using selector switch B,

selector switch A must remain in position 10

Once a test step has been carried out, no risk is
involved in repeating it - just turn back the selector
switch

Before carrying out each test step select first the
test step and then operate the truck function to be
tested

Compare displayed value with data card (make a note
of deviating values)

After completion of tests, turn ON-OFF switch to OFF
(battery consumption)

1

3

2
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Diagnostic meter with digital display

XISTILL GmbH   Stand:  8/1994 ( Ersatz für Stand:            )

Current measurement using current clamp

(tong tester) :

Connect clamp to socket

and socket LOW

Selector switch A to position V, selector switch to

position 10

LED V  lights

Switch on clamp and

calibrate with display:

Close clamp around lead and take reading of

current directly

Example:

430 A = display:

Resistance mesurement / continuity check

Selector switch A to position V, selector switch B

to position 10

LED Ohm   lights

Measurement range 0 ... 2 kilohms

Example:
- open lead 1 open circuit / value <2 kilohms

Numbers flash or display:

- full continuity

display:

Multimeter - funktion

Disconnect adapter cable from adapter

Measurement connections:

red socket           = HIGH (positive)

black socket  = LOW  (negative)

Voltage measurement up to 20 volts:

Socket 20 V against socket LOW

Selector switch A position V, selector switch B

position 10

LED V lights

Example:

1.5 V display

12.5 V display

Voltage measurement up to 500 V:

Socket 500 V against socket LOW

Switch A position V, selector switch B position 10

LED V  lights

Example:

56 V = display:

187 V = display:

Workshop Manual 7032- 34 / 38 - 40 / 48 - 50
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Diagnostic meter with digital display
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Measurement of resistance:

Example:

685 ohms = display:

1.5 kilohms = display:

Replacement of 9-volt rect. battery

a) Loosen housing cover by removing 4
screws, then pull up carefully

b) Disconnect coloured, flat cable from
printed circuit board, pull out housing
cover

c) Push battery out of bracket in upper part
of housing

d) Replace battery, then reconnect flat
cable to printed circuit board

Replace cover and screws

e) Check function

ON-OFF switch to OFF after completion
of all the tests.

Workshop Manual 7032- 34 / 38 - 40 / 48 - 50
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Safely chock up TRUCK
Drive wheels must rotate freely

Turn keyswitch OFF Pull on parking brake lever firmly

Place diretion control lever in
NEUTRAL position

Disconnect batteries
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FUSE CHECKS

02

* ---- *

2

1

1

1

1

1

8

3

4

7

6

5

2

Check fuse 1F3
         (60A)

Fuse1F3
      OK?

Check fuse 1F12
         (10A)

Check fuse 6F1
         (5A)

Fuse1F12
      OK?

Fuse 6F1
      OK?

Remove p.c.b. 9A4
connect adapter R20 to X6/X7
check p.c.base board for continuity:*...*

Check fuse 1F18
  (20 amps)

    Fuse 1F18
        OK?

FUSE CHECKSDISCONNECT THE STARTER
BATTERIES BEFORE
BEGINNING

Check lead connections
and keyswitch S1 for
short circuit fault/earthing
  In sulation check:
Drive motor 1M1

  Generator    1G1
Cure fault
Replace fu se 1F3
Repeat test

conductance st rip
on p.c. ba se board

Continuity?

Replace p.c. base board
Replace fu se 1F12
Repeat fault analysis f rom:

Check p.c.b. A3/3A2 and 9A4 re sp./
replace if necessary
Replace fu se 1F12
Repeat fault analysis f rom:

Check lead connections:

All indicator lamps
on 1 are interconnected!

Cure fault
Replace fuse 6F1
Go back to::

2/1F12  ---  2 Z,2 D/X6   =

7/X29  ---  12/X33
12/X33  ---  1/ ...H ...
(6H1,6H2,6H3,6H5,6H11,6H10,
H2,H3,9H2.)

2/1F12 -— 20B/X7  =

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

continuity
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TFG DFG

1/..H.. 1F18 1F3

6F1

1F12

X29

5
4

8

7

3

6

2 1
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FUSE CHECKS

04

* ---- *

      2/1F17 ---  1/1F14

     2/1F14  ---  22B/X3

1X26  ---  5/X26   =  continuity

1

4

5/X26  ---   1/X44
1/X26  ---   3/X44

1/1S4  ---  4/1S4   =

2

* ---- *

3 4

1

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Fuse checks

Check fuse 1F14
    (1 Amp.)

Remove p.c.b. 1A1
Connect adapter R20 to X3
  Check p.c. base board:

conductance st rip
on p.c. ba se board

Fuse 1F14
    OK?

Has a fault
been found?

Replace fu se 1F14
Repeat fault analysis f rom:

Check fuse 1F11
   (5 Amp.)

Cure fault or replace
p.c. ba se board
Repeat fault analysis f rom:

Fuse 1F11
   OK?

Remove p.c.b. 1A1
Disconnect plug X5, X25
Release parking brake,
disconnect plug X26

Check lead connections:

Check switch 1S4:

                 continuity
Cure fault
Carry on with the testing
procedure from:

Continuity?

yes

no

yes

yes

yes

no

no

no
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1F17

1F16

1F14

5

6, 7

2

1

3

4

8

1F11

X26

X44
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FUSE CHECKS
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3

3

4

2/1F11 (+)  --- N2 ( - )1

2

2

1/X26  ---  N2 (earth)

2/1F11---  N2 (earth)

2

3

Fuse checks

Short circuit?

Repair lead connections/
parking bra ke switch 1S4
or replace p.c. base board
if necessary
Continue test

Change fuse 1F11
Reconnect batteries

While constantly checking the
voltage, insert in turn p.c.b.'s
1A1, 9A4, A3 or 3A2 and
reconnect plugs X5, X25, X26
and X44

Is the voltage
   present?

Disconnect batteries
Replace defective part
Change fuse 1F11
Repeat fault analysis f rom:

Disconnect batteries
Reinsert all component parts
correctly and connect them
Repeat fault analysis f rom:

Voltage approx. 24 volts

Voltage check at:

yes

no

no

yes

Check for short circuit faults:
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1F17

1F16

N1,N2,N3

2

X26

1F11

1, 3
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FUSE CHECKS

08

3

1

no

P/G2 - 13/1K3 - 2/1A2 - 1F3 -1F18 -
1,2/X93 -5,6/X31 - 30/S1 - 15/S1 -
1,2/X31 -1,2/X25 - 1F11 - 6F1 -
7/X29 - 12/X33 - 1/...H...

3

5

1

2

1

Fuse checks

Check fuse 1F21
Check fuse 1F16

Fuse s OK?

Check fuse 1F17
   (5 Amp.)

Fuse 1F17 OK?

Reconnect batteries G1, G2
Turn keyswitch S1 ON
Move direction control lever to
           NEUTRAL
Check indicator lamps:

6H2 - oil pressure
9H2 - alternator
 h3 - NEUTRAL position

Control lamp(s)
  l ight(s)?

Perform
lamp test

After lamp test and engine starting
circuit analysis ha s been carried
out, start fault finding under test
step 1, u sing diagnostic device
and adapter

Check shutoff valve 9Y2 or
shutoff solenoid 9Y5

Check p.c. base board; replace
p.c.b. 9A4 "engine starting via
generator" if nece ssary

Repeat fault analysis f rom:

Check voltage supply:

Cure fault

Change fuses

Repeat fault analysis f rom:

Repeat fault analysis f rom:

Replace fu se 1F17

yes

no

yes

yes

no
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Indicator lamps / Testing of lamps

09

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Self testing/testing of lamps

Every time the keyswitch is turned „ON“, a self testing
of the indicator lamps will occur as outlined below:

Indicator lamp 6: lights momentarily and goes off
again.

Indicator lamp 8: lights continuously if the
directional control lever is in „NEUTRAL“, otherwise
it lights up momentarily and goes off again.

Indicator lamp 10: lights up momentarily and goes off
again.

Fault: Indicator lamp 10 does not light.
Carry out fault diagnosis in accordance with our
diagnostic instructions under section „Engine starting
via generator“.

Note 1: Following the self testing of the indicator lamps
the pre-glow procedure begins (diesel model) with
keyswitch „ON“ which procedure is indicated by
indicator 10 flashing slowly. This indication is not part
of the lamp test.

Note 2: Indicator lamps 2 and 9 light continuously
until engine starts. These two indicators do not belong
to the lamp test.

If these five indicator lamps do not light as described
above, several reasons may be the cause of the
existing fault conditions in which case different tests
must be carried out. The following possibilities exist:
 1.) none of the indicator lamps light.

- - carry out fault diagnosis using diagnostic
device.

2.) only indicator lamps 2 or 9 light
- - carry out fault diagnosis using diagnostic
device. After that repeat the lamp test.

3.) only indicator lamps 2 and 9 light
- - carry out lamp test check.

4.) the lamp test does not occur as described.
- - carry out lamp test check.
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Lamp test check
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Which fault exists? - (A or B)
Regarding faults type A and B, a fault finding procedure must be carried out step by step. After every test step
check whether the fault has already been eliminated.

A) Neither one of the three indicator lamps 6, 8,
10 lights during self testing of system:
Check  fuse 1F11
Check lamps of indicators 6, 8, 10.

Carry out voltage checks: (multimeter connected to
adapter R20 plugged into base socket X7 — see figure
opposite this page).

Measurement: 4B (+) against 8B (-)
Voltage reading: 5.0V ...5.25V

Measurement: 18Z (+) against 8B (-)
Voltage reading: 15V...18V

If the voltages measured are not within the indicated
range, a fault diagnosis must be carried out using the
diagnostic meter!

Check wire connections for continuity:

Indicator lamp 6: (6H10)
10Z/X7 —> 6/X25—> 8/X33 —> 2/6H10
Indicator lamp 8: (H3)
6D/X7 —> 1/X25 —> 9/X33 —> 2/H3
Indicator lamp 10: (6H4)
6Z/X7 —> 5/X25 —> 7/X33 —> 2/6H4

If no fault has been found in wire connections,

- p.c.b. 9A4 „engine starting via generator“
- - is defective and must be exchanged.

B) One or two of the indicator lamps 6, 8, 10 do
not light during self testing of system:

- check affected lamps of indicators 6, 8, 10.

check wire connections of affected lamps for
continuity:

Indicator lamp 6:(6H10)
10Z/X7 —> 6/X25—> 8/X33 —> 2/6H10

I n d i c a t o r
lamp 8:(H3)
6D/X7 —> 1/X25 —> 9/X33 —> 2/H3

I n d i c a t o r
lamp 10: (6H4)
6Z/X7 —> 5/X25 —> 7/X33 —> 2/6H4

If no fault has been found in wire connections,

- p.c.b. 9A4 „engine starting via generator“
- - is defective and must be exchanged.
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Lamp test check

11

Fuses:
First LPG design

Fuses:
Standard design
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Starting engine  via generator - Fault diagnosis

13
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Normal position: normal operation of the truck

Position diagnosis

General hints and explanations

With the aid of the direction control lever and the three
indicator lamps shown in Fig.1, a fault analysis of
the engine starting procedure via the generator can
be carried out.

The symbols identifying the indicator lamps are
of no avail regarding the fault diagnosis!

To consider only the indication of the three above
mentioned indicator lamps while carrying out the fault
diagnosis, use template (Part-No. 147 267)  as shown
in Fig.2.

Arranged on p.c.b.9A4 „engine starting via generator“,
microswitch (item 4) shown in Fig.3 allows to choose
between
normal position - normal operation of truck
and
position - diagnosis.

Note: Function of dash-mounted indicator lamps with
microswitch moved to position „diagnosis“:
- the lamp test proceeds normally
- the normal function of the dash-mounted indicator
lamps is rendered inoperative.
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Starting engine  via generator - Fault diagnosis

14
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During the normal starting operation two different
indications of the start indicator lamp
(Fig. 1, item 1) are possible.

1. The indicator flashes slowly (every 2 secs)
- - pre-glow operation (on diesel model only).
(with keyswitch turned „ON“)

2. The indicator flashes rapidly (3 times per sec)
- - A fault has occurred during the starting procedure
or an existing fault has been detected (with
keyswitch turned to „ON“ or „START“).
- - Perform fault diagnosis in accordance with our
fault finding instructions (system d iagnosis).

Note: The indicator lamp can also indicate the
presence of a fault even with engine running. Refer
to the appropriate section of our fault finding
instructions where this possibility is dealt with.

If the start indicator lamp flashes rapidly during
the starting operation as described under „2.“
(3x per sec) it will be.necessary to carry out the
fault diagnosis of „Engine start via generator“.

Preparation for testing and general description
of fault finding procedure:

- Engine stopped.
- Keyswitch „OFF“.
- Truck safely chocked up (both drive wheels must

rotate freely).
- Front panel removed.
- Plastic hood of electronic control unit removed.
- Microswitch on p.c.b. 9A4 „engine starting via

generator“ moved to position „diagnosis“ as per Fig.
2.

- Template (Part No.147 267) placed on dash-mounted
indicator lamps (Fig. 3).

- Direction control switch (FRS) in „neutral“.
- Direction control switch (FRS) in „neutral“.
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example 1

examplel 2
flashing

After having finished with diagnosing the electronic circuit „engine starting via generator“, the
microswitch on p.c.b. 9A4 must absolutely be moved to position „normal operation of the
truck“again!!!

To test the circuitry, turn keyswitch first to „ON“. Af-
ter that continue fault diagnosis with keyswitch moved
to its „START“ position. In both cases proceed as
follows:

- Turn keyswitch „ON“.

- Place direction control lever in neutral:
A group of faults is indicated (by the corres-
ponding lamps lighting condinuously)
- -see examples on the right

- A specific fault is indicated if the direction control
lever is now placed in either „forward“ or „backward“
(the corresponding diagnostic lamps flash)
- -see examples on the right

In order to test whether there is yet another fault
among this group of faults, the direction control lever
must momentarily be placed in „neutral“ and
immediately in „forward“ again.
If no further fault is indicated, the circuit must bei
checked for the presence of an additional group of
faults. This is done by first placing the direction control
lever in „neutral“ until the previously indicated group
of faults is again indicated by lighting of the
corresponding lamps. The next group of faults will be
indicated if the direction controllever is placed
momentarily in „forward“ then immediately in „neu-
tral“ again.
If with keyswitch „ON“, no fault is indicated, the
keyswitch must first be turned „OFF“ then turned „ON“
again and kept in that position until the pre-glow
operation is terminated which procedure is not
signalied by the lighting of a dash mounted indicator
lamp (the pre-glow period pedends on coolant
temperature) .After that the keyswitch must be turned
to „START“.
Two different eventualities result from the foregoing:

1. The engine starts. Allow engine to run and leave
keyswitch in „ON“ position.

2. The engine fails to start. Leave keyswitch in „ON“
position.

Even if the keyswitch had temporarily been moved to
its „START“ position, the indica-tion vill always occur
as described above.

Summary of diagnosis procedure

Below we summarize the diagnosis procedure to be
followed:

- Engine stopped /keyswitch „OFF“.
- Jack up truck (drive wheels mus rotate freely)
- Move microswitch on p.c.b. 9A4 (engine starting

via generator circuit) to position „diagnosis“.
- Keyswitch to „ON“. -Direction control lever into

„NEUTRAL „
- -indication of a group of faults (the cor-responding
lamps light continuously)

- Direction control switch into „FORWARD“
- -indication of a specific fault (the cor-responding
diagnostic lamps flash).

- Indication of next fault by placing direction control
momentarily in „neutral“ and immediately in „forward“
again.

- Indication of the next group of faults by moving the
direction control first to „neutral“ until the previously
indicated group of faults is indicated again, then
momen-tarily to „forward“ and immediately to „neu-
tral“ again.

- If with keyswitch turned to „ON“, no fault is indicated
then keyswitch momentarily to „OFF“. After that to
„ON“ for pre-glow operation then to „START“.

- Fault indication will occur accordingly as in „ON“
position.
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Direction control lever into „NEUTRAL“:  —> Indication of group of faults
(indication by lamp lighting continuously )

Group of fault:

Direction control lever into „FORWARD“:  —> Fault signalling (signalling by flashing)

Fault: Safty relay of power board does not pull in.
(leads to interruption of starting operation)

For fault finding go to: G1

Fault: Current sensor 1U1 defective.
(leads to interruption of starting operation)

For fault finding go to : G2

Fault: Battery voltage sensing lead defective.
(leads to interruption of starting operation)

For fault finding go to : G3

Fault: P.c.b. 9A4 defective.
(leads to interruption of starting operation)

—> Exchange printed circuit board 9A4

Fehler: Open cicuit in lead to glow plug relay.
(On diesel model only).
(Does not lead to an interruption of the
starting operation)

For fault finding go to : G4

Fault: Earth fault in armature circuit
(leads to interruption of starting operation)
—> Check fuse 1F12

Check start contactor 1K3 for welded
contacts
If none of these faults exists, carry out
insulation resistance test as per our
instructions.
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Direction control lever into „NEUTRAL“:  —> Indication of group of faults
(indication by lamp lighting continuously )

Group of fault:

Direction control lever into „FORWARD“:  —> Fault signalling (signalling by flashing)

Fault: Short cicuit in lead to glow plug relay. (On
diesel model only).
(Does not lead to an interruption of the
starting operation)

For fault finding go to : G5

Fault: Battery voltage too low during starting
(leads to interruption of starting operation)

For fault finding go to : G5

Fault: P.c.b. 9A4 defective.
(leads to interruption of starting operation)

—> Exchange printed circuit board 9A4

Fault: open curcuit or short circuit in coil of start
contactor 1K3 (leads to interruption of
starting operation)

For fault finding go to : G7

Fault: A balance between the two machines in
order to obtain zero armature current
does not occur before start contactor
opens(NOinterruption of starting
operation)

--->  Check the armature circuit drive motor/
generator

—> Check drive motor field for earthing
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Direction control lever into „NEUTRAL“:  —> Indication of group of faults
(indication by lamp lighting continuously )

Group of fault:

Direction control lever into „FORWARD“:  —> Fault signalling (signalling by flashing)

Fault: Both pair of contacts of start contactor 1k3
welded.

—> Inspect contacts, cure fault

Fault: One pair of contacts of start contactor 1K3

—> Inspect contacts, cure fault

Fault: The generator voltage fails to match the
drive motor voltage.

—>  Interrupt the starting opration and
replace power board!

Fault: The voltage supplied by alternator 9G2 fails
to arrive at terminals of p.c.b. 9A4

For fault finding go to : G8

Fault: The system fails to release the circuit for
normal driving operation.

For fault finding go to : G9

Fault: Open circuit or short circuit in coil of drive
contactor 1K4.

For fault finding go to : G10
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Direction control lever into „NEUTRAL“:  —> Indication of group of faults
(indication by lamp lighting continuously

Group of fault:

Direction control lever into „FORWARD“:  —> Fault signalling (signalling by flashing)

Fault: The fail-safe circuit (an electronic sensing
circuit integrated into p.c.b. 1A1(traction
control circuit) has become operative as it
has detected a fault.

—> Carry out fault finding procedure using the
diagnostic device.

Note: This fault will not be signalled unless the
truck has first been made ready for
operation, i.e. the starting operation via
the generator is terminated and drive
contactor 1K4 is closed.
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G 1

Fault: Safety relay of power board does not pull
in.

Fault finding:

Disconnect the batteries before performing the fault
finding procedure!

- -Check drive motor field for earthing
- -Check wiring connections on base board or plate
for continuity and replace base board if necessary.

 16B/X7 —> 37,39/X5
 20Z/X7 —> 26/X5
 12Z/X7 —> 38/X5

Should the fault persist, carry out fault diagnosis using
the diagnostic device.

X7

X5
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G 2
Fault: Current sensor 1U1 defective

Fault finding:

Disconnect the batteries before performing the fault
finding procedure!
Check continuity of lead between p.c.b. 9A4 (engine
start via generator) and central connection of current
sensor 1U1.

28Z/X7 —> 32B,32D/X3 —> 2/X28 —> 5/X43

Reconnect the batteries; voltage checks at:
3/X43(Z30/X3)— neg./body — 10.8 volts
4/X43(Z20/X3)— neg./body —   0.6 volts
5/X43(D32/X3)— neg./body —   5    volts

Should the fault persist, carry out fault diagnosis using
the diagnostic device.

9 1

X28

View of underside of base board or carrier plate

X43

X7

X3
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G 3

Fault: Battery voltage sensing lead defective

Fault finding:

Disconnect both batteries before performing the fault
finding procedure!

Check wire connections for open circuit fault. Repair
if necessary.

6B/X7 —> 10D/X70 —> 1/X71 —> 7/X43 —>fuse F3
—> 13/1K3  (battery +24V terminal)

Should the fault persist, carry out fault diagnosis using
the diagnostic device.

X71

View of underside of base board or carrier plate

X43

X7

X70

F3

13/1K3
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G 4

Fault: Open curcuit in lead to glow plug relay
9K3

Fault finding:

Disconnect both batteries before performing the fault
finding procedure!

Check wire connections for open circuit fault. Repair
if necessary.

28Z/X7 —> 32B,32D/X3 —> 2/X28 —> 5/X43

Should the fault persist, check relay and replace if
necessary.

X43

X7

F3

13/1K3

Workshop Manual 7032- 34 / 38 - 40 / 48 - 50
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87

85

86

3087

85
86

9K3G 5

Fault: Open curcuit in lead to glow plug relay
 9K3

Fault finding:

Keyswitch to „OFF“

Pull off connection 85/9K3 then turn keyswitch to
„ON““.

- If the fault „Open curcuit in supply lead to glow
plug relay“ is signalled, check and if necessary
replace glow plug relay 9K3

- If the fault „Short curcuit in glow plug relay“ is
signalled as well, this indicates that the supply line
is faulty.

G 6
Fault :  Battery voltage is too low when engine

   is starting

Fault finding:

- Check battery charge level and recharge batteries if
necessary.

If the fault still exists, carry out fault diagnosis using
the diagnosis meter.

Workshop Manual 7032- 34 / 38 - 40 / 48 - 50
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G 7

Fault: Open curcuit or short curcuit in coil of start
contactor 1K3

Fault finding:

Disconnect both batteries before performing the fault
finding procedure!

Check fuse 1F12 .

Pull off connections A1/1K3 and A2/1K3 of starter
contactor 1K3 and check whether there is a short
curcuit fault between wire connections.

Test resistance of coil of contactor 1K3 (between A1
and A2 with wire connections pulled off!)

—> reading: approx.5 ohms.

Check wire connections for for continuity and repair
if necessary:

20B/X7 —> 1F12 —> 10/X25 —>  1/X31 —> 15/S1

10D/X7 —> 7/X28 —> 10/X43 —> A2/1K3

12D/X7 —> 8/X28 —> 12/X43 —> A1/1K3

X7

X28

X25

Workshop Manual 7032- 34 / 38 - 40 / 48 - 50
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Fuses:
First LPG equipment

Fuses:
Standard design
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G 8

Fault: The voltage supplied by alternator 9G2
fails to arrive at terminals of p.c.b. 9A4
„engine starting via generator“.

Fault finding:

Disconnect the batteries before performing fault
finding!

Check fuse 1F15

Check lamp of alternator warning light and replace if
necessary.

Check wire connections for continuity and repair if
necessary:

22B/X7 —> 1F15 —> 2/X30 —> D+/9G2

Workshop Manual 7032- 34 / 38 - 40 / 48 - 50

Starting engine  via generator - Fault diagnosis

Fuses:
First LPG equipment

Fuses:
Standard design
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G 9
Fault: The system fails to release the cicuit for

normal driving operation.

This fault is also signalled if alternator voltage is ab-
sent. Therfore: If fault

is also present and signalled accordingly, this fault
must first be cured.

-- > G 8

If only fault

is signalled, this indicates that the printed circuit board
is defective which must then be replaced.

Workshop Manual 7032- 34 / 38 - 40 / 48 - 50
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Fault: Open cicuit or short cicuit in coil of drive contactor 1K4.

G 10
Fault finding: Disconnect the batteries before performing fault finding!

Is fuse 1F13 present on base board?

YES NO

First LPG design:

Check fuse 1F13.

Pull off connections A1/1K4 and A2/1K4 of start
contactor 1K4 and check whether there is a short
cicuit fault between wire connections. .

Test resistance of coil of contactor 1K3 (between A1
and A2 with wire connections pulled off!)

—> Reading: approx. 5 ohms

Check wire connections for continuity and repair if
necessary:

18D/X7 —> 1F13 —> 1/X22 —>  1/1A2

A2/1K4 —> A2/1K3 (Anschlüsse abgezogen)

14D/X7 —> 9/X28 —> 11/X43 —> A1/1K4

First LPG design:

Standard truck design:

Check fuse 1F17.

Pull off connections A1/1K4 and A2/1K4 of start
contactor 1K4 and check whether there is a short
cicuit fault between wire connections. .

Test resistance of coil of contactor 1K3 (between A1
and A2 with wire connections pulled off!)

—> Reading: approx. 5 ohms

Check wire connections for continuity and repair if
necessary:

18D/X7 —> 1/X22 —> 4/X92 —> 1F17 —> 1/1A2

A2/1K4 —> A2/1K3 (Anschlüsse abgezogen)

14D/X7 —> 9/X28 —> 11/X43 —> A1/1K4

Standard design:

Fuses:
First LPG design:

X7

X22

1F13

1/1A2

1/1A2

X7

X22

1F17

X92

Workshop Manual 7032- 34 / 38 - 40 / 48 - 50
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X43

A1/1K4

A2/1K4
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Operation of Lift and Tilt Hydraulics

Drawn from the tank  (2) the hydraulic oil is supplied
by the gear-type pump (1) to the priority valve (3),
connection -P-, whence the oil flow required for the
steering movements is directed to the manual pump
(4) (steering wheel operated pump). The residual oil
flow is supplied via connection -EF- to the spool-type
hydraulic control valve (5), connection -P-.

With the spools in the neutral position, the oil flows
through the control valve from connection -R- almost
unpressurized (low pressure fluid circulation) via the
return line filter (6) to the tank (2).
With an actuation of a lever, an amount of oil
dependent on the degree of lever actuation is directed
from connection -B- to the hoist cylinders (8) and from
connections -A- and -B- to the tilt cylinders (9) and,
where the truck is provided with a hyd. ancillary
equipment, to the attachment (11). Incorporated
in the control valve block, restrictors restrict the oil

flow to the tilt cylinders and certain attachments
(where fitted) to reduce the working speeds (stability!).
An integral pressure limiting valve in the control valve
block protects the system against overloads.

The anti-cavitation valve (10) safeguards against mast
drift.
An integral lowering valve in the connection block (7)
limits the lowering speed of the load.For a description
of the function of the pipe/hose failure safety devices
see Functional Group 20.
For a description of the operation of the steering
hydraulics see Functional Group 06.

A

B

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

8

SAFETY FIRST

Before attempting to carry out any repair or
maintenance work on the hydraulic  system,
lower fork carriage completely and stop engine.

Workshop Manual 7032- 34 / 38 - 40 / 48 - 50
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Operating Unit - Mechanical configuration
(design valid up to mid 1993)
1 = valve mounting bracket
2 = fixing screws (control valve block)
3 = fixing screws (valve mounting bracket)
4 = frame
5 = pin
6 = cotter pin
7 = ball joint
8 = lever shaft
9 = collar
10 = torsion spring
11 = support  12 = twik clip
13 = shaft
14 = shaft
15 = washer
16 = lever with control cam (hoisting)
17 = lever with control cam
(tilting/hyd. ancillary equipment)
18 = control lever 26 = potentiometer
19 = symbols on 27 = support for
       control lever knobs        potentiometer
20 = twik clip 28 = directional control
21 = bracket                           valve block
22 = nut 29 = boot
23 = restrictor 30 = roller
24 = spacer 31 = needle bushing
25 = cover 32 = clevis
Operation - rpm rise
Operation of one of the control levers (18) causes the
roller (30) and the shaft (14) to be moved via the control
cams (16+17), whereas engine rpm is increased via
a potentiometer (26) in proportion to spool movement.

Adjustment
With the control levers (18) in neutral position, the
lever shaft (8) must be so adjusted by means of the
ball joints (7) that the roller (30) is caused to make
contact with the control cams (16+17). (For
potentiometer adjustment see Functional Group 08).

Engine rpm:
Hoisting:                                  2.600 ±  50 rpm
(against by-pass pressure)
Tilting:                                     1.400 ± 150 rpm
Hyd. attachments                    1.400 ± 150 rpm

Directional Control Valve block (28) Removal:

- Tilt the mast fully forward and fully lower the fork
carriage

- Disconnect all hydraulic connections
- Remove cotter pins (6) and pin (5) between clevis

(32) and levers (16+17)
- Slacken the fixing screws (2) and remove directional

control valve block from its mounting bracket.

IMPORTANT REMARKS:
- If auxiliary control levers (17) for hyd. attachments

are fitted, it will be necessary to first remove the
spacers (24). A washer (15) must be inserted
between levers (17).

- The side play of lever shaft (8) is limited by means
of collar (9).

- For actuation of potentiometer (26) the shaft( 1 4 )
must not protrude laterally by more than16.5 - 1
mm at the most (see encircled detail on page (4).

- Symbols are used on control lever knobs (18)
identifying the movement that occurs when the re-
levant lever is operated, e.g. lift, tilt, sideshift,
clamp, scoop, rotate, without function.

- The following bearing points must be lubricated with
grease:

- levers (16+17) on shaft (13)
- needle bushings (31) on shaft (14).

Workshop Manual 7032- 34 / 38 - 40 / 48 - 50
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1 = directional control valve block
2 = fixing screws - control valve block
3 = potentiometer (angle of rotation sensor)
4 = support
5 = shaft
 6 = actuating lever
7 = symbols on control lever knobs
8 = shims
9 = spacer
10 = pin
11 = draw rod
12 = cotter pin
13 = control lever
14 = control valve switches
15 = boot
Operation - rpm rise
Operation of the hoist control lever increases engine
speed via a potentiometer (3), whereas operation of
the tilt & auxiliary control levers produces an increase
of engine rpm via control valve switches (14) which
are actuated by the levers item 6. This configuration
is standard on 7032-34/7038-40 models since mid
1993. (For adjustment of pot. (3) and control valve
switches (14) refer to F.G. 08).

Directional Control Valve block - Removal

- Tilt the mast fully forward and fully lower the fork
carriage.

- Disconnect all hydraulic connections.
- Withdraw boots (15) from control valve (1) and move

them up.
- Remove cotter pin (12) and pin (10) located between

the draw rods (11) and the valve spools.
- Slacken fixing screws (2).

IMPORTANT RERMARKS
If auxiliary control levers for hyd. attachments are
fitted it will be necessary to remove existing spacers
(9) and shims (8) and to install the actuating levers
instead. In the event that auxiliary hydraulic functions
must be removed it will be necessary to remove the
actuating levers (6) and to fit in their place spacers
(9) and shims (8). International symbols have been
provided on control lever knobs to identify functions.
Maintenance instructions
-The following bearing points must be lubricated with
 grease:
-actuating levers (6) on shaft (5)
-pins (10) fitted to draw rods (11), actuating levers
 and spool bore.

Operating Unit - Mechanical configuration

Workshop Manual 7032- 34 / 38 - 40 / 48 - 50
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Mechanical configuration
A =   connection block
B =   control valve - hoist/lower functions
C =   control valve - tilt function
D =   control valve - 3rd hyd. function
E =   control valve - 4th hyd. function
F =   end plate

1-3 = tie bolts
4 =   screw plug (return)
5 =   spool
6 =   screw plug (pressure balance)
7 =   pump connection -P- (pump line)
8 =   primary pressure limiting valve)
9 =   return connection -R - (outlet to tank)
10 = return spring housing
11 = screw plug (check valve)
12 = cylinder port -B- (hoist/lower functions)
13 = cylinder port -B- (backward tilt)
14 = cylinder port -A- (forward tilt)
15 = cylinder ports - 3rd hyd. function)
16 = cylinder ports - 4th hyd. function
17 = Secondary pressure limiting valve for
       cylinder port -B-
18 = Secondary pressure limiting valve for
        cylinder port -A-
19 = screw plugs (giving access to orifices or
         restrictors)
20 = cover plates with wiper ring
21 = punch mark or triangle (spool- hoist function)

Directional control valves -C- (tilt function) and
-E - (4th function) are of identical design except for
the restrictor discs which vary from one valve to the
other.

The directional control valve -D- (3rd function)
incorporating 2 secondary pressure limiting valves is
only fitted in cases where the truck is equipped with
a 4-function spool type hyd. control valve for operating
a clamp with built-in sideshift. This feature reduces
the pressure to 120 bar when the jack reaches its
limit of travel, thus preventing the clamp from opening
accidentally.

Where a 3-function control valve block is fitted, a
directional control valve design -E- is used for the 3rd
function. Directional control valves, connection
block and end plate can be replaced separately.

Fitting instructions

Caution should be exercised when carrying out repair
work on the directional control valve block as dirt and
deterioration of sealing surfaces may lead to
malfunction and cause leakage.

Always observe torque loadings, especially those of
the tie bolts.

Ensure that the spool (5) of directional control valve -
B- (lift/lower functions) is installed cor-rectly, as
otherwise lowering of the load would not be
possible.The punch mark or triangle (21) stamped
on the face of the spool must face towards the
cylinder ports.

Pressure setting of the pressure limiting valves:

Primary pressure limiting valve (8) = 230 bar
(adjustable pressure range = 50 to 230 bar)
Secondary pressure limiting valve (17+18) = 120 bar
(adjustable pressure range = 100 to 150 bar)

Torque loadings:

Item 1                    = 13.5  + 4.5 Nm
Items 2+3               = 25     + 8   Nm
Item 4                    = 54     + 18  Nm
Item 6                    = 67     + 22  Nm
Item 8                    = 13.5  + 4.5 Nm
Item 11                  =  38    + 13  Nm
Items 17+18           =  29    +  10 Nm
Item 19                  =  23.5 +    8 Nm

NOTE: The nuts of the tie bolts must be tightened to
torque specifications in the sequence items 3 - 2 1.
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Operation

A = connection block
B = hoist/lower valve block
C = tilt valve block
D = additional valve section for 3rd function
E = additional valve section for 4th function
F = end plate

1 = shuttle valve
2 = secondary pressure limiting valve
3 = restrictor disc
4 = pilot-operated non-return (check) valve
5 = check valve
6 = pressure balance
7 = primary pressure limiting valve
8 = valve spool
9 = spring
A+B = cylinder ports
P = pump connector
R = return connector
Y = control port
Y1 = control port - consuming device

Functional description

The directional control valve operates to act as a 3-
way flow controller. With the valve spools in neutral
position, no pressure is applied for the consuming
devices (cylinders). Control ports Y1 and Y are thus
depressurised. The oil entering at -P- causes the
pressure balance (6) to open as the load pressure is
fed to the spring (9), and the oil supplied under
pressure by the pump will flow via the return line from
connection -R- almost unpressurised to the tank. As
one of the spools is moved into the power position,
the load pressure is fed via ports -Y1- and -Y- to the
consuming device. The pressure balance is thus
caused to close by the combined forces of pressure
and spring. As a result, the oil is directed to the
services. Restrictor discs (3) in tilt valve block -C-, in
blocks -D- and -E- (3rd & 4th functions) limit the flow
of oil and consequently the speed of the operations.
The amount of oil not needed for the services takes
the return line to the tank via return port -R- and across
the pressure balance which is more or less opened,
depending on the restrictor disc opening. When the
jack of one of the cylinders is fully extended, the
pressure in the control ports will rise in excess to
the pressure setting of the primary pressuring limiting
valve (7) which will open. The pressure of the oil in
the pump port -P- becomes greater than the pressure
of oil in the control ports, causing the pressure
balance to be shifted against the spring as a result
of which the entire oil can return to tank via the return
port which is open at this stage.

Shuttle valves (1):

The function of the shuttle valves is to ensure that
the maximum operating pressure is applied in each
case via control ports -Y- and -Y- to the pressure
balance when several consuming devices are
actuated at the same time.

Check valve (4):

An integral check valve in the directional control valve
-B- (hoist/lower functions) prevents accidental
lowering of the load when the spool is in the neutral
position.

Secondary pressure limiting valves (2):

The pressure limiting valves incorporated in
directional control valve -D- (3rd function) will open
the instant the pressure of the oil rises in excess of
the r elief setting due to the jack of the corresponding
attachment having reached its limit of travel, allowing
the oil to return to tank via the return port -R-.

Check valves (5):

Incorporated in every single directional control valve,
check valves prevent the load from slipping in the
fine control range and in cases where several
consumers are actuated simultaneously.
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Connection block
P = pump line connection/pump port
R = return line/return port
Y = control port

1 = body
2 = sealing ring
3 = stop pin
4 = screw plug
5 = shims
6 = bores for tie bolts
7 = flow throttle
8 = control spool
9 = pressure spring
10 = screw plug
11 = valve head
12 = valve cone
13 = pressure spring
14 = piston pin
15 = O-ring
16 = locknut
17 = adjusting screw
18 = shims
19 = valve body
20 = O-ring

(items 11-20 = primary pressure limiting valve)

Pressure setting of the primary pressure
limiting valve: 250 bar
(adjustable pressure range = 50-250 bar)

Turning adjusting screw (17) clockwise increases
pressure setting, turning it anti-clockwise decreases
pressure setting.

NOTE: Do not remove shims (18) and do not adjust
the relief valve setting to a value higher than 250 bar.

Lock adjusting screw with locknut (16).

Torque loadings:
Item  4  =  67    +   22   Nm
Item 10 = 46     +   15   Nm
Item 19 = 13.5  +     4.5 Nm

Functional description:
The oil entering the system at -P- is fed to the upper
compartment between stop pin (3) and spool (8) via
the flow throttle (7). If no directional control valve is
operated, spool (8) is pushed down against the spring
pressure (8). The oil flows from -P- to -R-.

When a spool is operated to a power position, there
is a pressure build-up in spring chamber (9) via control
port -Y-, causing spool (8) to be pushed up. This
results in port -R- being progressively closed off and
the oil from the pump becomes pressurised. When
the inlet oil pressure via control port -Y- in the spring
chamber is in excess of the relief valve setting, the
valve cone (12) is forced off its seat, allowing the oil
to be bypassed to the outlet port. The pressure which
at this stage is higher above the spool than the
pressure in the spring chamber causes the spool to
move down and the entire oil flow from -P- returns to
tank via the outlet port -R-.

NOTE: Should the system hydraulics not function
properly (e.g. no or only little hoist or tilt performance),
malfunction of the pressure balance or pressure
limiting valve due to foreign particles having entered
the system may be the cause of the trouble.
- Unscrew pressure limiting valve cartridge (11-20).

Unscrew valve head (11) from valve body (19) and
check valve cone (12).

- Check pressure balance. Remove screw plug (4).
Push the spool in and check the valve spool for
freedom of movement in the bore.Withdraw the spool
from the top and inspect    for score marks. Check
spring (9). Blow flow throttle with compressed air.

IMPORTANT NOTE:
When removing the pressure balance for repair
purposes, make certain that the shims existing
between items 3 and 4 are refitted.
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Hoist/lower functions
B = hoist cylinder connection
P = pump port
R = return port

1 = body
2 = cover plate
3 = fixing screw
4 = wiper ring
5 = valve spool
6 = intermediate plate
7 = O-ring
8 = bore for tie bolt
9 = ball
10 = pressure spring
11 = plug
12 = O-ring
13 = back-up ring
14 = snap ring
15 = complete check valve
16 = O-ring
17 = back-up washer
18 = back-up washer
19 = valve spring retainer
20 = pressure spring
21 = shim
22 = collar screw
23 = cover
24 = flat area on spool for oil passage
25 = bore
26 = screw plug
27 = pressure spring
28 = O-ring
29 = bore
30 = valve cone (or poppet assemb ly)
31 = complete pilot check valve

Operation
When the spool (5) moves up (hoisting), the oil
supplied by the pump passes from pump port -P- over
the ball (9) of check valve (15) and over the pressed
down valve cone or poppet (30) of the pilot operated
check valve (31) before being fed to the hoist cylinders
via port -B-. Movement of the spool into the neutral
position once the load has been raised (see figure)
will cause check valve (15) to close, while the spring
(27) and the pressure exerted by the load - which
pressure also becomes effective in the spring chamber
via bore (29) - forces the valve cone or poppet (30) to
return to its seat. The pilot operated check valve thus
prevents the load from lowering when controls are in
a neutral position. When the spool is shifted
downwards (lowering) the spring chamber is
connected via bore (25) and the flat area on the spool
to return port -R-. As a result, the spring chamber is

depressurised and the valve poppet (30) is pushed
down by the pressure which the load exerts against
the spring (27). The oil being forces out of the hoist
cylinders can return to the tank.

IMPORTANT NOTES:
Pilot operated check valve (31) If the load lowers or
„drifts“ when controls are in a neutral position, inspect
spring (27) and also pilot operated check valve (31)
for contamination after having lowered the load all
the way, turned off the engine and removed the plug,
the spring and also the valve poppet (30). Check bore
or orifice in valve cone for passage (bore may be
clogged with dirt, not allowing enough oil to get
through).

NOTE:
Max. permissible creep of load = 100 mm at the end
of 10 minutes (in compliance with the regulations
governing the prevention of accidents).

Test:
- Lift rated load approx. 0.5 m off the floor.
- Wait 2 minutes then apply a marking to the fork

carriage and also to the outer mast.
- 10 minutes after the test measure creep.

Check valve (15)
If the load first lowers in the fine control range to a
certain degree before it is raised, the cause may be
a contaminated ball seat (9) due to foreign particles,
or the spring may be broken. In that case check valve
cannot be repaired and the complete control valve
should be replaced.

Spool position (5)
If the load fails to lower with control valve spool (5)
operated, the latter may have been switched, i.e. fitted
t he wrong way round. As a result, the flat area (24)
cannot relieve the spring chamber of pressure, the
valve poppet will not move to uncover the port. With
the spool installed in its correct position, a punch
mark or triangle (arrow) on the face of the spool must
point towards consumer.

Torque loadings
Item  3  =  3.5  +  1.2 Nm
Item 22 =  5.5  +  1.8 Nm
Item 26 = 38    + 13   Nm

Spool sealing
See „Directional Control Valve - tilting/hyd.
ancillary equipment“.
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Tilting / Hydraulic Ancillary Equipment
P = pump port
R = return port
A = service connection -A- forward tilt
B = service connection -B- backward tilt

1 = body
2 = cover plate
3 = fixing screw
4 = wiper ring
5 = valve spool
6 = intermediate plate
7 = O-ring
8 = bore for tie bolt or stud
9 = ball
10 = pressure spring
11 = plug
12 = O-ring
13 = back-up ring
14 = snap ring
15 = complete check valve
16 = O-ring
17 = back-up washer
18 = back-up washer
19 = valve spring retainer
20 = pressure spring
21 = shim
22 = collar screw
23 = cap
24 = screw plug
25 = O-ring
26 = restrictor-holder
27 = restrictor
28 = secondary pressure limiting valve
(only exists on 7032-34 models fitted with a VW
diesel engine)

Operation
When the spool (5) is shifted up or down, the oil
flow from the pump is directed from port -P-
through a restrictor disc (27) and over the ball (9)
of the check valve (15), whence it is supplied to the
front or rear tilt cylinder chamber via ports -B- or -
A-. The oil discharged from the tilt cylinders will
flow through the return ports -R- to the tank.

Secondary pressure limiting valve (item 28)
On 7032-34 models fitted with a VW diesel engine,
a secondary pressure limiting valve (relief valve) in
load connection -B- will prevent excessive engine
rpm drop when the mast is tilted fully backwards.

Pressure setting of relief valve   =        150 bar
Adjustable pressure range         = 150-230 bar

For operation see „Directional Control Valve -
Hyd. ancillary equipment with secondary pressure
limiting (relief) valves“.

Renewing the spool seals
- Remove screws (3).
- Remove both cover plate (2) and interme-
   diate plate (6)
- Remove the screws which secure the cap (23)
  and remove the cap
- Withdraw the spool from the bottom
- Renew O-rings items 7 and 16, as well as
   back-up washer item 18.
- Slide the spool (5) into its bore from the
   bottom.
- Install a new wiper ring (4).
- Install cover plate (2) and intermediate plate (6).

Restrictor - Removal
- Fully lower the fork carriage, turn off the engine.
- Screw out the plug (24) with restictor-holder (26).
- Remove restrictor.

Restrictor - Installation
Reverse the removal procedure

NOTE: The directional control valve is used for the
tilt function and also for the hydraulic function of
an attachment, a clamp with integral sideshift
feature excepted. In the latter case a directional
control valve incorporating 2 secondary pressure
limiting or relief valves is used for the sideshift
function. The two control valves are identical
except for the restrictor whose inside diameter
varies from one valve to the other.

Torque loadings
Item  3  =   3.5   +  1.2 Nm
Item 24 = 23.5   +   8   Nm
Item 28 = 29.0   + 10   Nm
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Hyd. ancillary equipment with secondary
pressure limiting valves
P              = pump port
R              = return port
A and B   = attachment port

1 = body 23 = cap
2 = cover plate 24 = screw plug
3 = fixing screw 25 = O-ring
4 = wiper ring 26 = restrictor-holder
5 = spool 27 = restrictor
6 = intermediate plate 28 = secondary pres-
7 = O-ring     sure limiting valve assy
8 = bore for tie bolt 29 = sleeve
9 = poppet ball 30 = plunger
10 = pressure spring 31 = O-ring
11 = plug 32 = back-up ring
12 = O-ring 33 = valve spring retainer
13 = back-up ring 34 = pressure spring
14 = snap ring 35 = O-ring
15 = check valve assy 36 = back-up ring
16 = O-ring 37 = fluid passage screw
17 = back-up washer 39 = O-ring
18 = back-up washer 40 = valve plunger
19 = valve spring retainer 41 = shims
20 = pressure spring 42 = locknut
21 = shim 43 = adjusting screw
22 = collar screw 44 = protective cap

Operation
When the spool (5) is shifted up or down, the oil flow
from the pump is directed from port -P- through a
restrictor disc (27)  and over the ball (9) of the check
valve (15), whence it is supplied to the attachment
via ports -B- or -A-.

The oil discharged from the attachment will flow through
the return ports -R - to the tank. Both ports -A- and -
B- incorporate each an additional safety against
overpressure (secondary pressure limiting/relief valves
item 28). When the pressure of the oil rises in excess
of the relief setting due to the jack of the corresponding
attachment having reached its limit of travel, the
plunger (30) is forced against the spring (34), allowing
the oil to return to the tank via the return port.

Pressure setting of the secondary pressure
limiting valve = 120 bar
(adjustable pressure range = 100-150 bar)

The pressure or relief valve setting can be increased
or reduced by screwing or unscrewing the setscrew
(adjusting screw item 43).
This directional control valve is only used when fitting
a 4-function spool type valve block. Where clamps
with integral sideshift feature are used, the function
of the control valve is to reduce the operating pressure
to max. 120 bar when the jack of the sideshifter is
fully extended, at the same time preventing the clamp
from opening automatically. Should an attachment
be used for which the pressure setting of 120 bar is
not sufficient for the operation, the relief valve (28)
pressure setting can be increased to 150 bar.

NOTE: In the event of improper operation (e.g.
pressure build-up is either too high or too low and
turning the adjusting screw item 43 does not produce
any effect), completely turn out the pressure limiting
valve (28). Using an Allen type wrench or spanner,
unscrew  the sleeve from the fluid passage screw
(37). Check the plunger for free movement and
contamination.

Torque loadings:
Item  3  =  3.5   +   1.2 Nm
Item 22 =  5.5   +   1.8 Nm
Item 24 = 23.5  +   8.0 Nm
Item 28 = 29.0  + 10.0 Nm
Item 29 = 11.0  +   3.0 Nm
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Fitting restrictors - tilt valve block
1 = screw plug
2 = O-ring
3 = restrictor-holder
4 = valve body
5 = restrictor

A restrictor disc (5) is used in the connection of the
directional control valve - tilt valve block - to limit the
flow of oil and consequently the speed of the tilt
operations (stability). The difference in pressure in
front of the restrictor and behind it controls the opening
range of the pressure balance in the connection block
via control ports
-Y- and -Y1-. Depending on the rated lift provided by
the elevating mast, the restrictors shown below are
fitted.

Rated lift h3 (mm)           restrictor dia.
up to & incl. 3500           =        5.4 mm
over             3500           =        3.7 mm
up to & incl. 5000           =        3.7 mm
over             5000           =        2.8 mm

NOTE:
When replacing the directional control valve block with
a new one, restrictor (5) must be reused in the new
part. When exchanging the mast it may be necessary
to change the restrictor.
Torque loading item 1 = 23.5 + 8 Nm.

Block seals
Pump port -P-, return ports -R- and pilot line -Y- are
sealed on the flange areas of connection block, control
valves and end plate by O-rings. Seals of different
colour and material are used.
Connection block:
1 = O-ring              -  9x2.5    - olive
2 = O-rings            - 17x2.5   - green
3 = back-up ring                    - white
4 = O-ring              - 16x2.5   - olive
5 = O-ring              - 25x2.5   - olive

Directional control valves:
1 = O-ring              -  9x2.5    - black
2 = O-rings            - 17x2.5   - black
4 = O-ring              - 18x2.5   - black
5 = O-ring              - 17x2.5   - black

Fitting instructions
Never use a rag or paper cloth to clean flange areas
as fibres on O-rings may adversely affect the sealing
characteristics.Our recommendation: Wipe over the
sealing surface with the clean ball of the thumb.
Tighten tie-bolts to the torque specified by the
manufacturer.
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Shuttle valves
Shuttle valves (3) inserted into the flange area of the
directional control valve sections are designed for load
pressure pick-up from the consuming device to the
pressure balance. Their purpose is to ensure that when
several consuming devices with varying load pressure
are actuated simultaneously, the load pressure which
is the greater (operating pressure) is applied in each
case to the pressure balance.
Y    = control/pilot gallery
Y1  = control/pilot gallery - consumer
1    = directional control valve, e.g. tilt valve block
2    = O-ring
3    = shuttle valve
4    = directional control valve, e.g. lift valve block
5    = control/pilot gallery -Y- to pressure balance
Operation
When the spool of the valve section controlling the -
lift- function (4) is operated to the power position, the
shuttle valve (3) is pressed by the load pressure inside
control gallery -Y1- against the flange area of the valve
section for the -tilt- function (1), closing off control
gallery -Y-. At the same time the load pressure from -
Y1- can become effective on the pressure balance
via control gallery -Y- (5). If the spool of the control
valve section controlling the tilt function is f.i. operated
at the same time and if the load pressure is in that
case greater than the pressure for the -hoist- function,
this will cause the shuttle valve to be shifted to the
right, allowing the load pressure from the tilt operation
to become effective at the pressure balance via an
annular passage of the shuttle valve, and via control
gallery -Y- (5).

NOTE: When replacing control valves with new units,
the shuttle valves must in each case be reused in the
new parts, as otherwise there will be no pressure build-
up in the control valve block, nor will there be any
pressure build-up in the other directional control valve
sections. As a result, no hydraulic movement will be
achieved.

Foreign particles on the shuttle valves may cause
similar trouble.
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‘A’ version
Fitted between directional control valve block (1) and
tilt cylinder (2) (front cylinder chamber), the anti-
cavitation valve (3) prevents the mast from drifting
forward on its own. The anti-cavitation valve permits
tilting only when pump pressure is present.
‘B’ version
Where the trucks are suplied with a mast providing a
rated lift exceeding 5500 mm, a second anti-cavitation
valve (4) is fitted between control valve and the rear
cylinder chambers in order to prevent uncontrolled
mast movement. The anti-cavitation valves carry
the designation -P- and -R-.
R —— P  = free flow
P —— R  = restricted

Pre-set pilot pressure = 125 bar (item 3)
Pre-set pilot pressure =  25 bar (item 4)
(adjustable pressure range = 0-130 bar)

Checking anti-cavitation valve:
- Pick up rated load
- Place truck on level ground and tilt mast to

vertical
- Attach an angle measuring instrument (level)

to mast section
- Stop engine and check whether tilt valve block spool

is in neutral position
NOTE:
The mast should not move forward by more than
0.5°/min. If the mast drifts forward more rapidly,
this is usually evidence that the cone seat is
contaminated.

1 = body
2 = valve screw
3 = balls
4 = sealing ring
5 = sealing cone with damping
6 = spring
7 = adjusting screw
8 = securing plug
9 = sealing ring
Removal:
- Remove anti-cavitation valve
- Take measure -X- - Screw  out adjusting screw
  (7) using circlip pliers
- Withdraw spring (6) and valve cone (5)
- Inspect valve seat for dirt and damage
- Reinsert items (5) and (6) and screw in

adjusting screw until it has reached its original
position (measure -X-)

NOTE:
After 2 removal operations the securing plug (8)
will lose its efficiency.
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Type                         : gear pump
Capacity                   : 22.5 cm3/rev
Direction of rotation : clockwise (arrow on pump)
Driven by                : generator shaft via coupling

(11)
Sealing                     : by radial sealing ring in

   generator flange, and O-ring
  (10)

Operation
Hydraulic fluid drawn from the tank by the hydraulic
pump (5) via suction line (8+9) is supplied under
pressure through line (2) to the priority valve.

Removal
- Lower fork carriage completely and tilt mast    fully

forward.
- Turn off engine.
- Remove floor plate.
- Remove rpm sensor (12).
- Remove forced ventilation hose for externally

cooled drive motor.
- Disconnect h.p. hose (2) from flange (3).
- Detach suction pipe (8) from pump, bending it

immediately upwards to prevent the oil from running
out of the hydraulic tank.

- Remove 4 bolts (6) and pull off pump (5) from
generator (1).

Installation

- When fitting a new pump replace ‘O’ rings (items 4
& 7).

- Place drive coupling (11) on pump shaft journal.
- Lubricate ‘O’ ring (10) with grease before installing

it in recess of pump housing.
- The pump should be so fitted that the generator

shaft journal engages with the coupling (11).
- Secure pump to generator with 4 bolts (6).

Torque loading = 50 + 10 Nm
- Attach h.p. and suction lines (2&8).

NOTE:
In the event of noisy pump operation or foaming up of
the oil in the tank inspect radial sealing ring in
generator, and ‘O’ rings (items 7 & 10), or check any
of the other connections of the suction pipe for leaks.
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1 = pump carrier (generator bearing bracket)
2 = hydraulic pump
3 = pump shaft journal
4 = coupling
5 = O-ring
6 = generator armature shaft
7 = radial sealing ring
8 = inner race

Fitting instructions

- After replacement of the radial sealing ring (7) or the
inner race (8), the new radial sealing ring must be
provided with a grease filling between sealing and
dust lip (see arrow).

- The inner race (8) must be secured and sealed with
Loctite 243 on the generator armature shaft (6).

- When installing a new radial seal (7) or inner race
(18), dimensions 13 mm or 11.5 mm (based on the
flange facing of the pump carrier) must be observed.

NOTE:

In the event of leakage in the area of the pump
drive, inspect:
- O-ring
- radial sealing ring (7)
- sealing of inner race (8)
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Type: gear displacement pump
Capacity: 38 cm3/per rev
Direction of rotation: anti-clockwise

(arrow on pump)
Driven via coupling (3) by: power take-off shaft

(auxiliary drive) on engine
Transmission ratio engine-pump: 1:1.023

Operation
Hydraulic fluid drawn from the tank by the hydraulic
pump (1 ) via suction line (5) is supplied under pressure
through line (6) to the priority valve (connector P).

Hydraulic pump removal
- Lower fork carriage completely and tilt mast fully

forward.
- Disconnect then remove starter batteries together

with the carrier plate on which they are located.
- Undo and remove the four screws (7) from flange,

suction end.
- Unscrew and remove the upper screw (4) from

pump flange.
- Remove from engine block, the mounting plate (8)

of the h.p. Iine.
- Remove the four screws (9) from flange (pressure

end) connected to the underside of the pump. (For
the removal of the screws use an Allen type wrench
shortened by 6 mm).

- Remove the lower screw (4) from pump flange.
- Withdraw the pump (1 ) from the power take-off

shaft on engine.
- Remove coupling (3) and O-ring (2).

Hydraulic pump installation
- Apply grease to coupling (3) and position it on the

spline shaft of the auxiliary drive.
- Place the O-ring (2) in position on the pump flan-

ge.
- The pump should be so fitted to the auxiliary drive

that the spline shaft of the pump engages with the
coupling.

- Apply Loctite 243 to lower screw (4) and insert
screw in the pump flange. Torque screw to MA 80
Nm.

- Mount plate (8) of h.p. Iine to engine block but do
not tighten screws at this stage.

- Install new O -ring (10) into the recess provided in
the flange (pressure end) and secure flange to
pump using the four screws (9)

- Apply Loctite 243 to upper screw (4) and screw
into pump flange. Tighten the screw to a torque of
MA 80 Nm.

- Fit a new O-ring seal (11) into the flange (suction
end) and secure the suction pipe to the pump using
the four screws (7).

- Tighten screws of mounting plate (8) at engine block.

NOTE:
In the event of noisy pump operation or foaming up of
the oil in the tank inspect O-ring (item 11), or check
any of the other connections of the suction pipe for
leaks.
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Made of plastics, the hydraulic oil tank is located
on plate type mounts behind the RH section of the
chassis frame, where it is well protected. The tank
is fixed in position by two straps (2).
1 = hydraulic tank
2 = strap
3 = filler neck
4 = return line filter
5 = return line - control valve block & priority valve
6 = O-ring
7 = plug
8 = suction line to pump
9 = hose
10 = lock nut
11 = tension screw
12 = locking screw
13 = breather

Hydraulic oil change

every 3000 hours of operation
- Tilt mast fully back
- Lower forks completely
- Raise engine hood
- Remove cover from return line filter (4)
- Remove drain plug (7), catch hydraulic oil in  pan

- Refit drain plug with new O-ring (6)
- Refill tank with fresh hydraulic oil through filter (4)

Hydraulic oil (OZ):
Grade to DIN 51524 Part 2/HLP ISO VG 46 HM)

Removal:
- Tilt mast forward, lower carriage completely
- Remove or lift cab
- Remove RH section of chassis frame
- Drain the hydraulic tank
- Disconnect connections of suction and return lines
  (8 & 5) from tank
- Loosen lock nuts (10) and tension screw (11)
  and disconnect straps (2) at frame section
- Withdraw tank (1)
- Remove locking screw (12)
-Turn filter (4) approx. 45° counter-clockwise
 (bayonet lock) and withdraw filter

Remarks:
When installing the tank maintain a spacing of 9 ± 1
mm between tank and counterweight flange. Torque
loading of tension screws (11) = 5 Nm. The tube (9)
at return line filter (4) must point in the direction of
reverse travel.
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Made of plastics, the hydraulic oil tank is located
on plate type mounts behind the RH section of the
chassis frame, where it is well protected.The tank
is fixed in position by a retainer (2).

1 = hydraulic tank
2 = retainer
3 = suction line (from pump)
4 = sealing ring
5 = plug
6 = return line  (from control valve block)
7 = return line filter
8 = locking screw
9 = tube
10 = rear chassis wall

Hydraulic oil change
every 3000 hours of operation

- Tilt mast fully backward
- Lower fork carriage completely
- Raise engine hood
- Remove cover from return line filter (7)
- Remove drain plug (5), catch hydraulic oil in pan
- Refit drain plug (5) with new O-ring (4) and
  tighten plug to a torque of MA 10 Nm
- Refill tank with a fresh supply of hydraulic oil
  through return line filter (7)
- Check hydraulic oil level (see Hydraulic tank/
  Capacity in litres)
- Lubricate seal of cover of return line filter with
  a thin coat of oil and tighten cover by hand

Hydraulic oil (OZ) Grade to DIN 51524 Part 2/HLP
ISO VG 46 HM

Removal
- Tilt mast fully forward, lower carriage completely
- Drain the hydraulic tank
- Remove or lift cab
- Remove RH section of chassis frame
- Disconnect connections of suction and return
   lines (3 & 6) from tank
- Remove retainer (2)
- Withdraw tank (1)
- Remove locking screw (8)
- Turn filter (7) approx. 45 deg. counter clockwise
  (bayonet lock) and withdraw filter

Installation
- When installing the tank maintain a spacing of
  15 ± 1 mm between tank and rear chassis wall
- Tighten screws of retainer (2), at the same time
  pressing the retainer firmly against the tank

NOTE: The tube (9) at return line filter must point
in the direction of forward travel.
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Capacity

7032-34/7038-40

Dimension X = 190 mm
(filling capacity: approx. 40 litres)

Applies to all types of mast and overall lowered
heights.

7048-50:

The tank filling capacity is a function of type and
overall lowered height of mast:

Mast type           7048/49                7050

O.L.H. up to &   (capacity in lt/dimension X incl.
... mm         in mm)

Telescopic

2250                  32/245                   34/235

2750                  34/235                   36/225

3250                  37/220                   39/210

Hi-Lo (full free lift)

2250                   38/240

2750                   39/235

3250                   43/215

Triplex

2250                   40/225

2750                   44/205

3250                   46/185

Oil level is checked with oil filter cap (1) and filter
element (2) removed, mast tilted fully back and
forks lowered completely: from filter top to oil level
= dimension X, the truck being placed on a dry,
level surface.

Workshop Manual 7032- 34 / 38 - 40 / 48 - 50
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028

Operation and Maintenance
Filter assembly consisting of paper element with
by-pass valve and breather.

Paper element and breather:
Filtration = 25 µ

By-pass valve:
Pressure of response = 1.5 + 0,5 bar

1 = cover
2 = gasket
3 = housing
4 = O-ring
5 = gasket
6 = tank
7 = filter bowl
8 = paper element
9 = gasket
10 = breather
11 = clamp
12 = hose clip
13 = tube
14 = by-pass valve

The flow of oil from the control valve or steering
hydraulics passes through the filter before it takes
the return line to the tank.The oil will in that case flow
through paper filter element (8) from outside to inside.
The by-pass valve (14) opens at 1.5 bar back pressure
(if paper element is clogged) and allows oil to run into
the tank ulfiltered.

Maintenance
Replacing paper element and breather:
- Remove cover (1) from filter housing
- Pull out paper element (8) with bowl (7) and extension

tube (13)
- While turning it, remove paper element from filter

bowl
- Remove any dirt that may have deposited on the

bowl bottom
- Disengage clamp (11) and pull off breather (10)

- Install new paper element and new breather

NOTE:
Neither paper element nor breather can be cleaned
and should therefore be replaced with new parts.

Periodic maintenance;
Replace paper element:
- after 50, then every 3000 hours
Replace breather:
- every 3000 hours.

Workshop Manual 7032- 34 / 38 - 40 / 48 - 50
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Hydraulic fittings and unions
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Tilt cylinder fittings
The fittings are provided with plastic-coated
threads (arrow) for better sealing in cylinder tube.

Assembly
Once the fitting has been inserted in the cylinder
tube (1 turn max.) the following thread
engagements are permissible:

                4 turns minimum
                5 turns maximum

NOTE: Make sure correct position is obtained
when screwing in the fitting. Turning the fitting
back during or after this operation will cause
leakage.

Unions
1 = tube
2 = union nut
3 = steel sealing ring
4 = screwed union

Assembly:
- Using a saw, cut tube (1) to length required and
  remove burrs from inside and outside
- Place screwed union (4) in a soft jawed vise-

Lubricate thread and cone of screwed union (4), steel
sealing ring (3) and thread of union nut (2) with oil

- Slide the union nut (2) and the steel sealing ring
  (3) over the tube (1) and insert the tube into the
  inside cone of the screwed union (4) as far as it
  will go
- Screw on union nut (2) by hand until home
- Using a spanner, tighten union nut (2) by around 1

1/2 turns (tube  must not turn)
- Loosen union nut (2) and check whether the bulge

that had thus been formed (arrow) fills the cavity of
the front cutting edge. If not, retighten slightly.

Swivel nut unions with O-ring seal
The union nuts of these fittings must be turned 1/2
turn beyond the point of clearly perceptible resistance.
Tightening them still further is liable to  produce
distortion and leakage.
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Lift and tilt speeds
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The trucks in this range are supplied with the
following operating speeds, measured with the
rated load on the forks:

Hoist speed:

7032/33/38/39  =  0.56 m/sec.

7034/40  = 0.44 m/sec.

7048/49  = 0.50 m/sec.

 7050  = 0.40 m/sec.

(tolerance ± 12%)

NOTE: On Hi-Lo and Triple stage masts the
average value of the speeds measured in lift I and
lift II applies.

Lowering speed: 0.50 - 0.60 m/sec.

WARNING! 0.60 m/sec. are not allowed to be
exceeded!

Tilting:

Tilting speeds with truck laden

The measurement must be carried out throughout

the entire tilting range.

NOTE: The above values may differ where the truck

is fitted with optional equipment.
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Hydraulic Circuit Diagram (7032 - 34 / 7038 - 40)
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Technical Data for Maintenance Service
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Drive motor

Drive motor, construction
(fitted to 7032-34/7038-40 truck models).

Separately excited 4-pole D.C. drive motor (1).

External fan cooling.

Thermal switch with waterproof connector (2) f i t ted
in motor for thermal monitoring.

With brush wear monitoring device for all eight brushes
plus waterproof connector (2).

Drive motor, construction
(fitted to 7048-50 truck models).

D.C. motor with separately excited shunt winding and
interpoles asymmetrically connected to the armature
circuit.

External fan cooling.

Thermal switch with waterproof connector (2) fitted in
motor for thermal monitoring.

With brush wear monitoring device for all eight brushes
plus waterproof connector (2).

At  drive end:
supported on tapered roller bearing in gearbox.

At commutator end:
supported on grooved ball bearing.
Drive shaft sealed with radial seal in gearbox.

Workshop Manual 7032 - 34 / 38 - 40 / 48 - 50
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M
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 -     +       -     +

vorwä rts

A2

B1

M

A1   B2   F2   F1
 +     -       -     +

rückwä rts

A2

B1

F1
F2

A1
B2

A1

A2

F1

F2

M

A1   A2   F2   F1
 +     -       -     +

rückwä rts

M

A1   A2   F2   F1
 -     +       -     +

vorwä rts

Wiring diagram:
A1 / A2 = armature
F1 / F2 = excitation winding (separately excited)
B1 / B2 = commutating (interpole) field

symmetrically connected to the
armature circuit)

The direction of rotation is reversed by reversing the
current flow in the armature (A1 / A2 orA1 / B2,
depending on truck design).

Neutral plane:
The brush gear has been set in the neutral position
at the factory. On no account should the
adjustment be tampered with.

Position of motor terminals:
Mounted on top of the motor casing, the terminal
studs are easily accessible.

Connection of motor brush and temperature
monitoring device by means of waterproof
connectors - incorporated in the bearing bracket
(end shield item 2).

Workshop Manual 7032 - 34 / 38 - 40 / 48 - 50
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Inspecting and changing the motor brushes
(7032-34/38-40)

Can best be done from a pit.
If this is not possible, the following procedure is
necessary:
- Lift out floor plate
- Remove strap (cover band) from around the motor,

after having first removed the air hose
- Mark location of comm. end bracket in relation to

housing
- Screw out the four commutator end bracket bolts,
- Unscrew armature cable from brush gear
- The comm. end bracket with brush gear can now

be rotated into any position desired
- At this stage every pair of brushes will be accessible

Inspecting and changing the motor brushes
(7048-50)

Procedure:
- Tilt the mast forward
- Remove the two screws retaining the inspection

plate below the front cowl and withdraw the
inspection plate.

- Remove floor plate
- Remove the air hose of external fan
- Remove the two covers for access to motor brushes,

after having first removed the rubber retaining ring
from underneath

- At this stage every pair of brushes will be accessible

NOTE:
Minimum brush length 15 mm long.
(See „Technical Data for Maintenance Service“).
When the residual brush length is reached, a warning
light located on the dashboard will light up.
(See „Brush wear monitoring device“).

Drive motor
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Drive motor
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Drive motor removal (1)
- Remove the mast assembly (refer to Mast removal,

F.G. 20)
- Remove floor plate
- Disconnect battery cables
- Clearly mark the electrical cables before di-

sconnecting them from the drive motor
- Remove cable clip retainer at drive motor
- Remove air hose of external cooling fan from strap

of drive motor
- Screw an eyebolt (M 10) into the tapped hole

provided in the drive motor for removal purposes,
after having first removed plastic cap

- Sling the drive motor and take its weight with an
overhead hoist or crane

- Remove plastic cover (2) from cooling air outlet from
drive motor

- Remove all four fixing screws M 1 0x35 (3) retaining
the drive motor

- With the overhead hoist, carefully separate and
remove the drive motor from the gear reduction box.

Drive motor installation (1)
Reverse the removal procedure
Torque loading for fixing screws (3) = 49 Nm

CAUTION
After disconnecting motor cables, always replace
bolts and nuts to prevent terminals from being pushed
into motor housing.
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Drive motor - Dismantling
(R 7032-34/38-40)
- Disconnect two armature cables (A1 / A2) from brush

gear
- Push back carbon brushes
- Pull commutator end bracket (5) with armature/rotor

(4) from housing/stator (2) by removing the four fixing
screws (1)

- Remove cap (8)
- Remove circlip (3) from rotor shaft
- Using puller, pull armature/rotor (4) from commutator

end bracket (5)
- Remove circlip (7) from its location
- Drive out grooved ball bearing (6)

1 = hex hd screw M8x100.Torque loading = 32 Nm
1a= lock ring
2 = motor housing (stator)
3 = circlip
4 = rotor
5 = commutator end bracket
6 = grooved ball bearing
7 = circlip
8 = cap
9 = strap

Drive motor reassembly
Assemble the drive motor in reverse order of
disassembly

8 3 9

1 1a

5

6 7

4

2

Drive motor
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Drive motor removal (1)
(R 7048-50)
- Tilt the mast forward
- Remove the two screws retaining the inspection plate

below the front cowl and withdraw the inspection
plate

- Remove the floor plate
- Remove the idler pulley of vee belt driving the external

fan
- Remove the air hoses of external fan
- Remove fan
- Unscrew connector of rpm sensor located on top of

generator bearing plate, unplug and set aside
connector

- Clearly mark the electric cables before disconnecting
them from the drive motor

- Unplug connector of motor brush and temperature
monitoring device

- Detach bracket from motor housing
- Install an eyebolt (M10) into the tapped hole provided

in the drive motor for removal purposes, after having
first removed plastic cap

- Sling the drive motor and take its weight with   an
overhead hoist or crane

- Remove plastic cover (2) from cooling air outlet from
drive motor

- Remove all six fixing screws M10x35 (3) retaining
the drive motor

- With the overhead hoist, carefully separate and
remove the drive motor from the gear reduction box

Drive motor installation (1)
Reverse the removal procedure
Torque loading for fixing screws (3) = 46 Nm

CAUTION:
After disconnecting motor cables, always replace bolts
and nuts to prevent terminals from being pushed into
motor housing.

F1
F2

A1
B2

Drive motor
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1 1a

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

9

Drive motor - Dismantling
(R 7048-50)
- Disconnect two armature cables (A1 / A2 (B1)

from brush gear
- Push back carbon brushes
- Pull commutator end bracket (5) with armature (4)

from housing (stator item 2) by removing the four
fixing screws (1)

- Remove cap (8)
- Remove circlip (3) from armature shaft
- Using pulller, pull armature (4) from commutator

end bracket (5)
- Remove circlip (7) from its location
- Drive out grooved ball bearing

1 = hex hd screw M8x30.Torque loading = 23 Nm.
1a = lock ring
2 = motor housing (stator)
3 = circlip
4 = rotor (armature)
5 = commutator end bracket (bearing plate)
6 = grooved ball bearing
7 = circlip
8 = cap
9 = inspection plates

Drive motor reassembly
Assemble the drive motor in reverse order of
disassembly.

Drive motor
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Generator, construction
4-pole D.C. generator (1) with separately-excited
shunt winding and interpoles asymmetrically
connected to the armature circuit. (Once the
interpoles are cut out, the generator works on the
same principle as the electric motor to start the
engine).

External fan cooling
Thermal switch with waterproof connector (2) for ther-
mal monitoring.
With brush wear monitoring device for all eight
brushes plus waterproof connector (3).
Speed sensor (3) fitted with a waterproof connector.

At drive end:
Indirectly supported on coupling flange on IC engine.

At commutator end:
Supported on grooved ball bearing.

1
23

R 7032-34 / 38-40

R 7048-50

Generator
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Wiring diagram
A1 / A2 = armature
B1 (placed across A2) / B2 = interpole winding
F1 / F2 = excitation windings (separately excited
generator)
Reversal of polarity in the main circuit (A1 / B2) occurs
through reversal of current flow in exciter field (F1 /
F2).

Neutral plane
The brush gear has been set in the neutral plane at
the factory. On no account should the setting be
tampered with.

Position of generator terminals:
Mounted on top of the generator casing.

Connection of carbon brush and temperature
monitoring device:
by means of waterproof connectors incorporated into
the commutator end bracket  (end housing).

Connection for generator operation:
Driving - the „interpoles“ (B1/B2) are placed in series
with the armature circuit thus being operative.

Connection for motor operation:
Starting the engine - the „interpoles“ (B1/B2) are
eliminated thus becoming inoperative.

G
(M)

A2   A1   B2   F2   F1
        -     +     +     -

vorwä rts

B1

G
(M)

A2   A1   B2   F2   F1
        +     -     -     +

rückwä rts

B1

G
(M)

A2   A1   B2   F2   F1
 -     +            -     +

Startbetrieb

B1

A2

F2

F1

B2

A1

R 7032-34 / 38-40 R 7048-50

Generator
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Inspecting and changing the carbon brushes
(R 7032-34 / 7038-40)
- Remove the floor plate.
- Remove vee belt and bracket of external cooling fan
- Remove cooling fan
- Remove the two inspection covers from around the

generator
- Three pairs of brushes are now accessible
- Rotate the end bracket or bearing plate (1) so that

the RH lower pair of brushes are accessible

Procedure:
- Remove the hydraulic pump (see F.G. 10)
- Remove the four screws (2) retaining the end bracket
- Unscrew the wiring bridge (A2) located on the upper

LH brush holder (3)
- Unscrew the armature cable (A1) located on the

upper RH brush holder
- Check condition of brushes and replace if necessary

Inspecting and changing the carbon brushes
(R 7048-50)
- Remove the floor plate
- Remove vee belt and bracket of external cooling fan
- Remove cooling fan
- Remove inspection covers from around the generator
- Check condition of brushes and replace if necessary

NOTE:
Minimum brush length 15 mm long . (Also refer to
„Technical Data for Maintenance Service“,).
When the residual brush length is reached, the brush

monitoring light 6H10, located on the dashboard,
will light up. (See „Brush monitoring device“).

1
2
3

R 7048-50

R 7032-34 / 38-40

Generator
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Generator
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Generator removal

Note:
Generator removal requires the complete power unit
to be removed first after which the generator can be
separated from engine.

- Remove floor plate from leg compartment
- Disconnect starter batteries and remove batteries

from lift truck
- Screw off and remove battery support plates
- Slacken fan belt
- Remove fan and dismount air hose
- Clearly mark the electric cables before

disconnecting them from the generator.
- Separate plug and socket connections for thermal

monitoring and brush wear monitoring device at
bearing bracket.

- Unplug the connector for rpm, sensor at bearing
bracket.

- Disconnect hydraulic connections at pump, after
having first squeezed hydraulic lines tight with
clamps and plugged connecting piece with a suitable
plug to avoid oil spillage.

- Remove overhead guard or cab (whichever applies)
as well as engine hood, seat, air cleaner, air hose
and steering column. (See „Cab removal-, Functional
Group 01.)

- Remove contactor panel (9) (do not detach cables)
and set aside.

- Remove hyd. control valve block (do not remove hyd.
pipes) and set aside.

- Remove power unit (10), i.e. remove crossover pipe,
throttle linkage, fuel line and all electrical
connections. Drain radiator and catch cooling water
in a drain pan. Remove air cleaner with hose.
Slacken the three anti-vibration mounts by which of
which the power unit is fixed in place.

- Using a hist of sufficient capacity lift power unit out
of lift truck. (Refer to „Power unit removal“,
Functional Group 15.)
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Generator
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Generator removal
(continued from page 15)

- Lower power unit onto a suitable stand or working
surface.

- Remove plastic cover (2) from oil sump (3)
- Remove the six hex hd screws M8 X (5) and tension

washers exposed at this stage, which retain the
carrier plate to the diesel engine, and separate
coupling flange (7a) from generator rotor

- Separate generator (1) with coupling case (4) from
engine by removing the eight allen screws (6).

- At this stage the coupling case (4) can be separated
from the generator (1) removing the six allen screws
(8).

1  = generator

2  = plastic cover

3  = oil sump

4  = coupling case

5  = hex hd screws M8 X 20,
Torque loading = 23 Nm

6  = alien screws M 10 X 40 (5x)
M 10 X 80 (2x)
M10 X 30 (1x)

Torque loading = 46 N m

7  = carrier plate

7a = coupling flange

8  = alien Screws M 10 X 40
Torque loading = 46 Nm

9  = contactor panel

10 = power unit
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Generator removal using a hydraulic lift or an
inspection pit

Note:
If an inspection pit or a hydraulic lift is available,
generator removal is possible without requiring the
removal of the entire power unit. Overhead guard,
steering assembly, mast assembly, control valve block,
doors of cab (if fitted) and engine can remain on the
truck.
- Tilt mast completely forward and lower fully.
- Remove floor plates from leg compartment.
- Disconnect starter batteries and remove batteries

from lift truck.
- Remove contactor panel (do not detach cables) and

set aside.
- Disconnect tilt cylinder hoses at tee. Remove clips

and set hoses aside.
- Screw off and remove battery support plates.
- Slacken fan belt.
- Remove fan, dismount air hose and remove bent

piece provided for the air hose.
- Clearly mark the electric cables before

disconnecting them from the generator.
- Separate plug and socket connections for thermal

monitoring and brush wear monitoring device at
bearing bracket.

- Unplug the connector for rpm sensor at bearing
bracket.

- Disconnect hydraulic connections at pump and plug
connecting piece with a suitable plug to avoid oil
spillage.

- Remove hydraulic pump.
- Disconnect servomotor plug at contactor panel (DFG

only).
- Remove locking wire from servomotor ball joint for

injection pump (DFG only).
- Loosen joint, remove servomotor with mounting

bracket (DFG only).
- Remove shutoff solenoid (electro-magnetic cut-off)

with mounting bracket and set aside (DFG only).

Generator
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Generator removal using a hydraulic lift or an
inspection pit (Continued from page 17)

- Remove plastic cover (2) from oil sump (3), accessible
through an aperture in the bottom frame sheet

- Remove the six hex hd screws M8 x 20 (5) and
tension washers exposed at this stage, which retain
the carrier plate (7) to the IC engine, and separate
coupling flange (7a) from rotor of generator

- Remove bolts (10) from engine mount
- Attach 2 slings around the overhead guard and attach

to an overhead hoist
- Attach sling to the slinging point on engine and raise

engine abt. 20 mm at mount

CAUTION:
The cooling fan must not strike against the
counterweight/air baffle, otherwise damage may
occur.
- Screw an eyebolt into generator
- Sling generator with a second lifting gear
- Separate generator (1) with coupling case (4) from

engine by removing the eight allen screws (6)
- Insert a screwdriver between coupling case and

engine, then apply pressure to disengage generator
with coupling case by moving generator away from
the centring pins

- Using the overhead hoist and sling, lift generator
out of the truck by turning

Generator installation is a reversal of the removal
procedure.

1  = generator
2  = plastic cover
3  = oil sump
4  = coupling case
5  = hex hd screws M8 x 20

Torque loading = 23 Nm
6  = allen screws M10 x 40 (5x)

M10 x 80 (2x)
M10 x 30 (1x)

Torque: 46 Nm
7   = carrier plate
7a = coupling flange
10 = engine mounting bolts

Generator
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Generator
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Generator installation

Install generator by reversing the removal procedure.

Note:
Before assembling generator to engine lubricate the
shaft extension of generator rotor with a light smear
of grease.

Caution
Use special care to see that polarity is not reversed
and the electric cables are always reconnected to
correct terminals. Before disconnecting the electric
cables from the generator, note the terminals to which
the cables are attached for correct installation. The
risk of reversing polarity exists especially for the
excitation field connections (F 1 /F 2).

When the generator is used for starting the engine (in
which case the generator acts as a starter), a wrong
connection of the excitation field will produce a wrong
starting direction resulting in damage to the engine.
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Generator Dismantling

Generator
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1  = stator
2  = rotor
2a  = coupling flange
3  = grooved ball bearing
4  = circlip
5  = hex hd screw M8 X 45

Torque loading = 23 Nm
6  = locking ring
7  = bracket - commutator end
8  = V-belt pulley

9 = radial seal
10 = inner race - secured with Loctite 242
11 = R H inspection cover -brush gear
11a = LH inspection cover - brush gear
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Small puller Kukko  18-1

Big puller Kukko  20-20

Generator
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Generator - Dismantling
(continued from page 14)

- Disconnect two armature cables (A1/A2) from brush
gear.

- Push back the carbon brushes.
- Pull comm. end bracket (7) with armature (2) from

housing (stator) by removing the four hex hd screws
(5).

- Press out the radial seal (9).
- Using a small puller (f.i. Kukko 18-1), pull V-belt

pulley (8) from armature shaft only to the extent
that the flange of the pump carrier is not touched by
the V-belt pulley, otherwise the flange could break.

- Using a big mechanical puller (i.f. Kukko 20-20),
pull the comm. end bracket (7) until it nearly contacts
the V-belt pulley that had just been pulled from the
armature shaft to a certain degree. Continue pulling
V-belt pulley and comm. end bracket alternately until
the armature (2) is disengaged.

- Once the circlip or retaining ring (4) has been
removed, the grooved ball bearing (3) can be forced
out of the domm. end bracket.

- The inner race (10) is secured with Loctite 242 - it
must be destroyed to enable it to be replaced with
a new one.

Note:

l.)
Pulling off the V-belt pulley and the comm. end
bracket will cause the inner race (10) to get destroyed
because of its outside diameter. It must therefore be
replaced with a new one before assembling the gene-
rator. The radial seal must also be replaced.

2.)
Any attempt to pull off the comm. end bracket and
the V-belt pulley in one operation may cause the
bracket to break.
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Generator
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Generator - Dismantling
(continued from page 21)

Important
During the pulling operation the driving dog of the
armature shaft (4) must be protected against the
pressing spindle (1) of the puller.

An efficient protection will be provided if the drive
coupling (2) of the pump remains on the driving dog
and a nut (3) is inserted between spindle and pump
drive coupling.

Note:
The coupling flange (2a) is forced on the ‘armature
shaft with 55 KN in compliance with the coid-press
method. Pulling it from the shaft cannot be
recommended.

In the event that the armature mustbechanged this
operation would in any case not be necessary since
the armature is always supplied complete with
coupling flange.
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Generator
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Generator assembly

Press grooved ball bearing (3) into bearing bracket
(7) and secure with circlip (4).
Place the rotor (2) in an upright position onto the
coupling flange (2a) - Two blocks of wood should be
placed unter the drive end of the generator to give
rotor shaft clearance.
Position bearing bracket (7) with V-belt pulley (8) on
rotor shaft.
Using a hydraulic press in conjunction with a hollow
punch (12) press V-belt pulley (8) together with bearing
bracket (7) onto rotor shaft. Pressing force 14 KN
(1.4 tonnes). Make certain V-belt is flush against the
grooved ball bearing (3).

Note:
The hollow punch (12) as per sketch must be made
by yourselves.
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Generator assembly
(cont’d from page 23)

Slide a new inner race (10) onto rotor shaft and secure
with Loctite 242, after having first cleansed the rotor
shaft and inner race absolutely free of grease. When
positioning the inner race on rotor shaft, dimension
11.5 as per detail „Ymust be observed.

Fill groove of new radial seal (9) with grease and press
into pump flange, observing dimension 13 as per de-
tail „Y“.

Ensure that the seal is correctly installed, i.e. sealing
lip facing towards the pu mp.

Assemble stator (1) with bearing plate or bracket (7)
and secure with screws (5)

Reconnect armature cables

Install brushes

3 = grooved bail bearing

4 = circlip (retaining ring)

7 = bearing bracket

8 = V-belt pulley

9 = radial seal

10= inner race - secured with
Loctite 242
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Generator removal ( R 7048-50)
- Disconnect the hydraulic hoses from the l.h. cylinder,
- Loosen banjo fitting of hydraulic pressure line at the

hydraulic control valve. Slacken the clip of the
pressure line arranged in the truck on the l.h. side.

- Position the pressure line out of the way
- Clearly mark the electric cables before

disconnecting them from the generator
- Disconnect the following connections:

X91   - connector for cold start valve 9Y1
6B16 - cold start temperature sensor
X90   - connector for shutdown solenoid 9Y5
9E13 - glow plugs
X80   - servomotor

- Unplug the following connectors and withdraw the
leads from under the starter batteries:
G1N   - fuel level transmitter located underneath the
plastic cover on the filler neck of the fuel tank
6S1    - oil pressure warning switch

- Loosen crossmember at control valve and position
out of the way together with wire harness

- Disconnect connector from speed sensor 6B9
Unscrew connector from bearing plate

- Remove the six hex hd screws 8x25 - 10.9
which retain the driven disc (carrier plate) to the
coupling flange of the generator. (The driven disc is
accessible from below)

- Detach at drive motor: bracket for hydraulic pressure
line

- Detach the idler pulley bracket from the bearing plate.
- Remove cover plate from opening provided for

mounting the starter. Remove the two nuts but do
not remove screw item 2

- Remove the 7 hex hd screws which retain the
coupling flange to the engine and separate coupling
flange from engine. At first only slacken slightly the
screw (item 3) accessible from below the servomotor,
which screw must later on be removed las.

- Slacken the engine mounts right & left of engine by
undoing and removing the screws
Place a sling around the engine (generator end) and
slightly raise the engine with an overhead crane.
Under no circumstances  must the cooling fan strike
the fan shroud

- With sling attach generator to suitable lifting gear;
loosen the last screw at the flange and lower the
generator while tilting it slightly  forward at the same
time

- Remove coupling flange from generator
Lift generator out of lift truck

12 3

1

2

3

Generator
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1

Generator installation (R 7048-50)

Install generator by reversing the removal procedure.
CAUTION:
Use special care to see that polarity is not reversed
and the electric cables are always reconnected to
correct terminals. Before disconnecting the electric
cables from the generator, note the terminals to which
the cables are attached for correct installation. The
risk of reversing polareity exists especially for the
excitation field connections (F1/F2).
When the generator is used for starting the engine (in
which case the generator acts as a starter), a wrong
connection of the excitation field will produce a wrong
direction of rotation resulting in damage to the engine.

Connection between driven disc and coupling flange
of generator rotor:
Six screws 8x25 - 10.9 (1)
Torque wrench setting: 32 Nm,
Connection between driven disc and engine
crankshaft:
10 screws 10x1x25
Torque wrench setting:
Initial tightening torque: 30 - 10 Nm
1st tightening angle:  30°

total angle 60°+ 6°
2nd tightening angle: 30°

Generator
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Generator - Dismantling  (R 7048-50)

1

2

3
4

2a

5
6

7

8

9

10

11

Generator
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1    = generator housing (stator)
2    = rotor (armature)
2a  = coupling flange
3    = grooved ball bearing
4    = circlip
5    = hex hd screw M8x30
Torque loading = 23 Nm

6    = lock ring
7    = bracket, commutator end
8    = V-belt pulley
9    = RH inspection cover - brush gear
10  = LH inspection cover  - brush gear
11  = 0-ring 68x5
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1

2

3
4

2a

5 6

7

8

9

10

11

Generator - Dismantling ( R 7048-50)

- Disconnect two armature cables (A1/A2) from brush
gear.

- Push back the carbon brushes.
- Pull comm. end bracket (7) with armature (2) from

housing (stator) (1) by removing the four hex hd
screws (5).

- Pull the V-belt pulley (8) from the armature shaft.

- Using a mechanical puller (f.i. Kukko 20-20), pull
the comm. end bracket (7) from the armature.

- Once the circlip or retaining ring (4) has been
removed, the grooved ball bearing (3) can be forced
out of the comm. end bracket.

NOTE:
The coupling flange (2a) is forced on the armature
shaft with a force of something between 65 and 95
KN in compliance with the cold-press method. Pulling
it from the shaft cannot be recommended.
In the event that the armature must be changed this
operation would in any case not be necessary since
the armature is always supplied complete with
coupling flange.

Generator
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Generator assembly  (R 7048-50)

- Press grooved ball bearing (3) into bearing bracket
(7) and secure with circlip (4).

- Place the rotor (2) in an upright position onto the
coupling flange

- Two blocks of wood should be placed under the
drive end of the generator to give rotor shaft
clearance.

- Position bearing bracket (7) with V-belt pulley (8)
on rotor shaft.

- Using a hydraulic press, press V-belt pulley
together with bearing bracket onto rotor shaft.
Pressing force = 14 KN (1.4 tonnes). Make certain
V-belt pulley (8) is flush against the grooved ball
bearing (3).

Generator
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

13

10

11

12

9

14

15

16

External fan cooling

Description (R 7048-50)
The cooling fan (1) is driven directly by a V-belt placed
on generator pulley (12). The air drawn by the external
cooling fan on the generator bearing bracket is
directed to the generator (3) and the drive motor (4).

Belt tension can be adjusted by means of a tension
pulley (8) via a tension screw (10).

1 = cooling fan
2 = V-belt
3 = generator
4 = drive motor
5 = air filter
6 = filter housing
7 = spring bracket
8 = tension pulley
9 = tension pulley

bracket / tension lever
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10 = tension screw M8x55
11 = lock nut
12 = generator pulley
13 = gasket
14 = hex hd screw
15 = air hose
16 = support
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Description

The cooling fan (1) is driven directly by a V-bdit placed
on generator pulley (2). V-belt tension can be adjusted
by an idler pulley (8).

Direction of the air flow:
The air drawn by the external cooling fan (1) on the
generator bearing bracket is directed via a filter (5)
-positioned safely within the rear area - to the generator
(3) and the drive motor (4).

1 = cooling fan
2 = V-belt
3 = generator
4 = drive motor
5 = air filter
6 = filter housing
7 = frame
8 = idler pulley
9 = idler pulley retainer/tensioning lever

10 = tensioning or adjusting, screw M8 X 80
11 = lock nut
12 = generator pulley
13 = gasket
14 = hex hd screw M8 X 25
15 = air hose
16 = hydraulic pump
17 = hydraulic connection, pump
18 = support

External fan cooling
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Fan removal (1)

- Remove floor plate

- Remove air hoses (15)

- Slacken V-belt with idler pulley (8)

- Remove hex hd screws (14)

- Remove fan (1)

Fan installation (1)

- is a reversal of the removal procedure.

Note:
Inspect gasket (13). Any defective or deteriorated
gasket mus be replaced with a new one.

V-belt tensioning

Correct value = 250 - 350 N must be determined with
a V-belt tensioning tool type BT33-73F (make Conti
Hannover) If no ‘measuring instrument is avaiiable,
the belt tension can be checked by means of
conventional thumb test. A correctly tensioned V-belt
can be depressed for 10 mm at the maximum.

Adjustment is effected by turning tensioning or
adjusting screw (8) until specified belt tension is
attained, then tighten locknut.

External fan cooling
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Replacing the V-belt

- Remove floor plate
- Slacken V-belt (2) by means of idler pulley (8)
- Disconnect hydraulic connections (17), after having

first squeezed hoses tight with clamps to avoid oil
spilling

- Remove V-belt (2)

V-belt installation is a reversal of the removal
procedure. Ensure V-belt is correctly tensioned. See
„Checking and adjusting V-belt tension“.

Clean air filter

- Raise inspection cover (19)
- Remove panel (20)
- Slacken camlocks (21)
- Remove frame (7) with air filter (5)
- Blow filter with compressed air or

replace if necessary

Note:
A contaminated or clogged filter will impede ,or stop
the air flow to both the generator and the drive motor.
Overheated or burnt electrical machines are the result.
If the truck operates in a dust-laden environment, it is
therefore important to check the filter element more
frequently and in extreme cases daily. Clean filter
element if necessary.

External fan cooling
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Fan - Dismantling

- Remove oval head countersunk bolt (4) from
bracket (2)

- Remove cooling fan casing (1)
- Remove hex nut (6) from hex hd bolt (14)
- Withdraw hex hd bolt (14) with centring bush (10)

and V-belt pulley
- Remove fan wheel (5)
- Remove circlip (7)
- Drive both grooved ball bearings (8) out of bracket

(2)
- Remove spacer (9)

Fan - Reassembling

- is a reversal of thedismantling procedure.

Note:
Replace self-locking nut (6) with a new one
Torque loading = 80 Nm.

1 = casing
2 = bracket
3 = fastener
4 = oval head countersunk bolt M4 X 6
5 = fan wheel
6 = hex nut M 12 (self-locking)
7 = circlip
8 = grooved ball bearing
9 = spacer
10 = centring bush
11 = tension washer
12 = V-belt pulley half
13 = tension washer
14 = hex hd bolt M12 X 90

External fan cooling
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Operation

Electric drive motor and generator are each fitted with
eight signal wires for brush wear indication. In this
configuration four signal wires are in each case wired
in parallel.

The signal wires are cast in the carbon brush holders.
They make contact when the brushes are worn down
to a certain degree. When brushes are worn to 15
mm or less, the brush holder spring (2) causes a
short between brush holder (1) and contact bar (3)
which is electrically insulated from all metal parts. In
this state a warning lamp (7) for brush wear indication
lights.

The brush wear warning lamp 6H10 (7) will light at
different intervals, depending on whether motor or
generator brush limit wear is reached, or whether an
open circuit fault in involved.

For an explanation of the signals emitted by the brush
wear warning lamp  6H10 see page 38.

Figure 1 = contact open
Figure 2 = contact closed

Note:
When the ignition is turned ON, the brush wear
warning lamp 6H10 (7) will light and remain lighted
for 1 to 2 secs before going off. Thus the proper function
of the brush wear monitoring is under permanent
surveillance.

1 = brush holder
2 = brush holder spring
3 = contact bar
4 = plug-in cable connection
5 = thermal switch
6 = brush
7 = brush wear warning lamp 6H10

(on dash panel)

Brush wear monitoring facility
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Wiring in DC machines at brush gear
(schematic representation of wiring viewed from
drive end)

= Armature cables
= brush connection
= wire loom for brush wear monitoring (1 + 8 for thermal switch)

Connection of wires to male plug of conne tors X39
and X41 (Exterior view of contact pins)

X 39 = male plug incorporated into bearing bracket X 41 = male plug incorporated into bearing bracket

motor generator

Brush wear monitoring facility
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1G1 = generator
1M1 = motor
6H 10 = brush wear monitoring lamp
A4 = controller

9A4 = p.c.b. start/brush wear monitoring
X41 = connector (generator)
X39 = connector (motor)
X60 = connector ( A4)

X7 = connector (9A4/A4)
X25 = connector ( A4)
X29 = connector (A4)
X33 = connector

(dash panel,  6H 10)
6F 1 = fuse to 6H10 ( A4)
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What the signal emitted by the brush wear
indicator light means

A brush wear monitoring circuit is integrated into
the p.c.b. 9A4 incorporating the electronic engine
starting circuit.

The brush wear monitoring system can via the
brush wear indicator light 6H10 (7) emit different
warning singnals whose meaning is interpreted as
follows:
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1. Testing the brush holder contact for
  proper switching function

- Take out both brushes. The brush
spring (2) will now extend into the
brush housing; the contact is closed.

- Check for proper switching function
with continuity tester (10).

In the event of a malfunction slightly bend the contact
bar (3) up.

2. Checking the indicator light as well
  as the wiring

Ont the assumption that the power supply and fuse
6F1 are in order.

2.1 Automatic check:

When the ignition is turned on, the brush wear
indicator lamp (7) will go on then go off again after
about 1 sec, indicating that the system is in perfect
working order.
In the event of an open circuit fault in either drive motor
or generator wiring, the brush wear indicator lamp (7)
will light up as described under section „What the
signal emitted by the brush wear indicator light
means---.
A defective measuring circuit (p.c.b. 9A4) is proved
by the indicator lamp 6H10 (7) lighting continuously.
Change p.c.b. (also see Functional Group 08)
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2.2 Manual check:

Turn ignition on.
Place a jumper lead across contact bar (3) and brush
holder spring (2). The brush wear indicator light (7)
must light up in accordance with the signal code for
drive motor or generator.
Check the filament in the indicator light bulb and
replace with a new bulb if necessary.
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Thermal switches in drive motor and generator

One thermal switch (1) with a response temperature
of 130° C is incorporated in both drive motor and
generator for thermal monitoring. The switches (with
N/0 type contacts) are bolted to the brush holder,
whereas the switch leads are connected to the male
half (2) of a connector with pin contacts which is
mounted to the end plate or shield (the male half of
connector is also fitted with pins for connecting the
brush monitoring unit).

1 = thermal switch
(with N/0 type contacts - response
temperature 130° C)

7S4 = thermal switch in generator
7S5 = thermal switch in motor

2 = male half of connector
(fitted to end plate of motor/generator)

X41 = connector on generator
X39 = connector on motor

1M1 = drive motor
1G1  = generator

Connection of leads to connector halveswith pin
contacts X39 and X41.
(Exterior view of pin contacts.)
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Operation of the thermal switches

If a temperature of 130°C at switches 7S4 and 7S5 is
reached, the common temperature tell-tale or warning
light H2 will light up on the dash panel.

In this case the electrical machines must be allowed
enough time to cool off, otherwise this could result in
breakdown due to overheating. The fork truck must
remain immobilised until the electrical machines have
cooling air flow to the electrical machines. Wait until
the temperature tell-tale goes off before resuming
work.
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Thermal monitoring
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Checking the thermal switches

This is only possible with switches removed and
heated to the response temperature, i.e. the switches
must close at a temperature of 130° C. (Use continuity
tester.)

Checking temperature warning light as well as
the leads in the truck

On the assumption that power supply and fuse 6F 1
are in order.

A male plug (1) which must be prepared accordingly
by short-circuiting connections 1 and 8 must be
plugged into the female plug with sockets of connector
(2) X39 or X41. Turn ignition key ON. The temperature
warning light on the dash panel must light up. If the
warning light fails to light up, check bulb of warning
light H2 or check the wiring connections and the
circuit for continuity.

Changing the thermal switches

Remove thermal switch from brush holder and remove
pin contacts (1 + 8) with leads from male half of
connector with pins.
Install new switch with pin contacts.
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Insulation resistance

The insulation material used on electrical machines
must have a sufficiently high insulation resistance.
The resistance of the insulation of all windings against
housing is considered to be sufficient provided it is at
least 1.000-ohms-per-volt of voltage rating against
housing. The test should be carried out by applying a
d.c. voltage of 500 volts minimum with a current of
1mA minimum.
Digital multimeter Typ: METRAHit 16i

Example:
On this d.c.motor the resistance of the insulation
must amount to at least 190.000 ohms or 190 kilohms,
otherwise the motor and its windings must be cleaned,
dried or reinsulated.

Testing against the body
   - figures 1, 2, 3, 5 and 6

Testing armature and stator against field winding
      - figures 4 and 7

Measuring insulation resistance (earthing)

Testing the insulation resistance must be carried out
after the machine has been disconnected from its
circuit. To this end all power cables must be
disconnected from motor or generator. Testing the
insulation resistance on the electrical machines can
become necessary if:
- the coil is suspected to be shorted to the

frame of the machine
- a repair is carried out.

If one wants to find out on which winding a possible
insulation fault exists, all carbon brushes must be
lifted from the commutator and clamped with the brush
holder spring. The measurement should then be made
in compliance with the drawings.

Generator 1G1 Motor 1M1
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Turning down the commutator on a lathe

Permissible untrueness
0.02 mm up to a rated armature speed
of 3000 rpm
0.01 mm if rated armature speed
exceeds 3000 rpm

If the commutator is out-of-round turn down the
armature on a lathe. A better surface finish will be
produced at high cutting speed combined with a fine
feed.
IMPORTANT
The commutator is allowed to be turned down up to a
minimum diameter only.

7032-34 / 7038-40
Drive motor 128 mm dia.
Generator 128 mm dia.

7048-50
Drive motor 146 mm dia.
Generator 146 mm dia.

Undercutting the mica

Carefully undercut the mica with the aid of an
appropriate saw blade or a milling machine. Make
sure the full width of the mica is completely removed
also at the sides of the segments. The mica insulation
between the commutator segments must be
recessed to a depth corresponding to the width of
the mica.
Once the commutator has been turned down on a
lathe and the mica undercut, it may be necessary to
remove any burrs that may have been produced on
the sides of the segments. To this end the commutator
should be skimmed with fine emery cloth (grain 320)
after which all mica or copper deposit must be removed
with a dry air jet. Badly undercut mica or any residu-
al mica insulation producing irregularities of the
surface, as well as copper burrs on the segments
will impair the brush contact surface, causing
excessive brush wear.

1 = mica undercut properly.
2 = mica badly cut back - high mica still exists
      on the sides of the segments.

1 2
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1 = pressure limiting valve
2 = fitting, pressure gauge
3 = return line from steering
4 = return line to tank
5 = return hose
6 = pressure line to pressure gauge
7 = pressure gauge connection
8 = sealing ring
9 = pressure gauge
10 = hyd. line to attachment

Operation
To protect the product being handled and also the
attachment, a pressure regulator unit with an
adjustable pressure limiting valve (1) (f.i. when using
a clamp) is installed in an instrument panel shroud,
on the LH side.
The pressure gauge (9) displays the pressure setting.
The pressure regulator unit is connected to the lower
connection port of the control valve bank e.g. for the
function „Clamp closing on to the load“. The pressure
regulator unit I for the 3rd function is connected to
the 3rd valve block, whereas the pressure regulator
unit II for the 4th function is connected to the 4th
valve block.

Workshop Manual 7032 - 34 / 38 - 40 / 48 - 50
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Pressure limiting valve
- Adjusting range: 0 - 160 bar
- Manually adjustable

1 = rotating knob
2 = winged lock nut
3 = shims
4 = housing
5 = spring washer with screw
6 = pressure spring
7 = washer
8 = ball
9 = cushion piston
10 = cushion spring

Oil flow is from P — R.
By screwing or unscrewing the knob (1) pressure
setting can either be increased or reduced. The
adjusting range and therefore the maximum pressure
is limited by shims (3) to a setting of 160 bar.

IMPORTANT!
Regarding the maximum pressure to which the
attachment can be subjected, follow the instructions
of the attachment maker. (Identification plate on
attachment).

Pressure gauge
Installed in a shroud of the instrument panel, LH side.
1 graduation = around 25 bar

NOTE:
A drop in the pressure display with valve spool in the
neutral position is caused by overflow oil at the spool
and does not mean that there is a drop in pressure
on the attachment. To assure its holding function the
attachment is fitted with a check valve.

Workshop Manual 7032 - 34 / 38 - 40 / 48 - 50
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Fitting restrictors
1 = plug
2 = O-ring
3 = restrictor-holder
4 = valve body
5 = restrictor

The control valve blocks for the 3rd and 4th hydraulic
functions are fitted as standard with an 3.7 mm dia.
orifice (restrictor). To reduce the operating speeds of
attachments (where fitted), orifices of smaller diameter
can be incorporated.

NOTE:
When replacing a control valve block with a new one,
the restrictor must, where necessary, be reused in
the new part.
Pressure limitation for side shift clamps:
1. Secondary pressure limiting valve for con-
     nector -B-
2. Secondary pressure limiting valve for con-
     nector -A-
When fitting a 4-function spool-type hydraulic control
valve, the valve for the 3rd function is provided with
secondary pressure limiting valves.
Pressure setting = 120 bar
(adjustable pressure range = 100-150 bar)
On clamps with integral sideshift, the pressure for
the sideshift motion is limited to a maximum setting
of 120 bar in order to prevent the clamp arms from
opening automatically when the sideshift motion is
against the stop.
NOTE: Should an attachment be used on which the
pre-set pilot pressure of 120 bar is not sufficient for
assuring the function, the pressure setting of the
pressure limiting valves can be increased to 150 bar.
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Diesel engine DEUTZ - BF 4 M 1012 E
Engine power, speed, start of delivery are stamped
on engine rating plate

Total displacement 3192 cm2

Engine power 53 kW at 2200 rpm
to ISO Standard Specification 1585

Basic speed adjustment 750 + 50 / 2300 rpm

Low idle      UL 900 ± 25 rpm

High idle     OL 2200 ± 50 rpm

Valve clearance (cold engine) inlet 0.3 mm / outlet 0.5 mm)

Injector opening pressure 250 + 8 bar

Start of deliv. (°crank angle b TDC) 6.0 (see engine rating plate)

Compression pressure
(engine being at 80° C operating temp.) 28-33 bar

Engine cooling system liquid cooling / cooling system protection

Coolant temperature max. 110°C

Antifreeze-water ratio 35 to 45% coolant additive

Thermostat
coolant inlet/outlet 83°C
full open temperature 95°C

Lubrication forced-feed lubrication
SAE oil see table on Recommended fuels and lubricants

Capacities
Oil capacity without filter* approx.  8.5 litres
Oil capacity with filter* approx. 10.0 litres
Oil consumption max. 0.3% of fuel flow rate
Coolant (total capacity) 13.5 litres
Fuel tank capacity 48 litres

Electrical system 24 volts
Alternator 28 V / 55 A
Glow plug 24 V / 15 A (cold engine)

* Approximate values which may vary depending on engine model. The upper mark on the dipstick must,
however, always serve as a basis for the calculation.
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DEUTZ diesel engine

Operating according to the principle of direct injection,
the DEUTZ engines of latest design in the BF 4 M
1012 E range are liquid cooled.
Fuel injection is by means of individual pump sections.
Maximum injection pressure is up to 1200 bar. This
feature permits to achieve exhaust emission levels
which meet the EURO I-III standards.
The engine rotates in a counter-clockwise direction,
the flywheel end being the reference point for the
direction of rotation.
All bolted joints on the engines are tightened to torque
and/or angle.
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Fuel supply system

The fuel injection pump supplies fuel under pressure
(diesel oil) through the fuel filter and to the feed duct
(which is integrated into the cylinder block and
crankcase) of the individual fuel injection pump
sections. The injection pump sections direct the fuel
via the injection lines to the injectors. At the end of
the fuel duct is located the pressure-regulating valve
incorporating the bleeder bore through which the
excess fuel takes the return line to the tank.

Fuel injection pump

Each cylinder has its own fuel injection pump which
is directly driven by the  camshaft. The pump is
connected to a conventional fuel injector nozzle via
an extremely short fuel line. This injection system
allows high injection pressures of up to 1200 bar
necessary for complete combustion, thus reducing
toxic and harmful constituents present in the diesel
exhaust gas to acceptable levels. This feature enables
a low fuel consumption to be achieved at the same
time.

Engine adjustment and maintenance

For any tune-up operations that may have to be carried
out please apply to your nearest STILL Dealer who
will then place at your disposal a complete set of
technical documentations covering the KHD engine.

 DEUTZ Diesel engine
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Item    Description

   1       Oil filler  neck

   2       Coolant inlet

   3       Coolant pump

   4       Alternator

   5       Belt pulley

   6       Engine mount

   7       Fuel pump

   8       Fuel filter

Item    Description

   9       Lube oil filter

  10      Oil pan

  11      Oil dipstick

  12      Lube oil cooler

  13      Mounting facility for hydraulic pump

  14      Back leak fuel pipe with

pressureregulating valve

  15      Cylinder head

 DEUTZ Diesel engine
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Rating plate

The model A, the engine serial number B and the
performance data are stamped on the rating
plate.

Engine designation - B F 4 M 10 12 E -

Rating plate location

The rating plate C  is attached to the crankcase
and/or to the cylinder head cover.

Engine Serial Number

The engine serial number is also stamped on the
crankcase itself (arrow).

 DEUTZ Diesel engine

Workshop Manual     7048 - 50
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Changing the cylinder head gasket

- Determine cyklinder head gasket
- Place spacers on sealing surface of crankcase with

integrated liners and set dial gauge to  „ 0 „ .

- Position dial gauge on piston at gauge points and
determine max. piston projection.

NOTE: All pistons must be gauged.

- Watch gauge points !
  BFM 1012        90 mm dia.    - see figure

- Compare max. value with table and deter-
   mine appropriate cylinder head gasket.

Piston projection     Marking of
                           cylinder head gasket
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

0.43 - <  0.64 mm       1 notch
0.64 - <  0.74 mm       2 notches
0.74 -    0.85 mm       3 notches

Workshop Manual     7048 - 50
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Cylinder head gasket

- Position cylinder head gasket.

NOTE:
Sealing surfaces for cylinder head gasket must be
clean and free of oil. Watch out for dowel sleeves.

- Position cylinder head
- Tighten cylinder head   bolts to specifications

Initial tightening torque:
1st stage .......................... 30 Nm
2nd stage ......................... 80 Nm
Tightening angle .............. ..90°

Observe tightening order for cylinder head bolts.

NOTE:
Cylinder head bolts may be reused
max. 5x after having been loosened !

Cylinder head

Workshop Manual     7048 - 50
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Turn crankshaft at the generator shaft with a size
24 ratchet wrench.

Cylinder numbering

The cylinder must be counted starting from the
flywheel (Fig. 4 ).

Valve adjustment/Diagram

Crankshaft position 1:
Turn crankshaft until cylinder 1 overlaps both valves
(exhaust valve not yet closed, intake valve starts to
open). Adjust valve clearance as shown in the
adjustment diagram, black marking. To check the
adjustments, mark the respective rocker arm with
chalk.

Crankshaft position 2:
Turn crankshaft further one full turn (360°).
Adjust valve clearance as shown in the adjustment
diagram, black marking.

1 2 3 41G1

Not adjustable Adjustable

Workshop Manual     7048 - 50
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Checking and adjusting valves

Checking/Adjusting valve clearances  *
- Slacken off breather valve and swing to one side.

- Remove rocker cover.
- Position crankshaft as per schematic.

Using a 24 mm ratchet, turn engine at generator
shaft anti-clockwise.

- Before adjusting valve clearance, allow engine to cool
down for at least 30 minutes. The oil temperature
should be below 80°C.

NOTE:
The valve clearance is to be increased by 01. mm at
every cylinder head gasket renewal. The standard valve
clearance is to be adjusted after completion of 50
hours of operation.
- Check valve clearance 1 between rocker arm/tappet

contact face 2 and valve stem 3 with feeler gauge 6
(there should be only slight resis-tance when feeler
blade is inserted).

Permissible valve clearance:
Intake 0.3 mm
Exhaust 0.5 mm
- Adjust valve clearance if necessary:
- Release locknut 4.
- Use screwdriver 7 to turn setscrew 5 so that the

correct clearance is attained after locknut 4 has
been tightened.

- Check and adjust valve clearance on all remaining
cylinders.

- Replace rocker cover (use new gasket if needed).

Tightening torque of screws = 9 Nm.
- Swing breather valve back into position and  secure.

* after 50 hours of operation then every 1500hours

Workshop Manual     7048 - 50
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 3 13/16"  

TS

Lo + A/100

070

EP
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Injection pumps

Adjusting injection pump timing
        (commencement of delivery)
Commencement of delivery is adjusted separately for
every single cylinder by inserting a calibrated shim
between injection pump section and roller tappet.
Injection pumps
BOSCH injection pumps of the type PF 33 are used
on the new DEUTZ 1012 series engines. This injection
pump configuration allows high injection pressures
combined with extremely short fuel lines. This ensures
hydraulic stiffness of the injection system which, in
turn, creates the precondition for reducing the
concentration of noxious particles in the exhaust gas
emissions to an insignificant level. The cavitation
produced in the fuel injection lines due to the high
pressures involved, and the trickle or after-injection
of the injectors are prevented by a restrictor of 0.7
mm in dia. incoporated in the delivery valve.
Determining shim thickness for injection pump
replacement
The old injection pump with shim is not required for
such purpose. In the event of injection pump
replacement without applying any modifications to the
engine, injection pump re-timing is simplified. On the
nameplate is indicated under column „EP“ a code for
the injection pump of every cylinder.

Example:
The injection pump of cylinder 3 is to be replaced on
a BF4M1012 engine.

Procedure:
Read off EP code for cylinder 3 from nameplate under
column „EP“, e.g. 070.
(Reading sequence: line 1 = cyl. 1, line 2 = cyl. 2
etc.

          Continued on page 13
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Determining shim thickness
- Take corrected injection pump installation dimension

(EK) from table 1 according to EP code (see example
070), e.g. EK = 111.725  mm

- Take code for injection pump length A from new
injection pump, e.g. 53

- Standard dimension of injection pump on this engine
will always be Lo = 109 mm

Determine theoretical shim thickness (Ts).

FORMULA
Ts  =      EK      - ( Lo   +   A/100) mm
Ts  =  111.725   - (109  +  53/100) mm
Ts  =  111.725   -  (109 +  0.53) mm
Ts  =  111.725   - 109.53 mm
Ts  = 2.195 mm

Select shim thickness (Ss) to  table 2 Table  2

Table 1

Workshop Manual     7048 - 50
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Injection pumps

Installing the injection pumps into the crankcase

Installing the injection pumps into the crankcase
- Turn injection pump linkage lever to stop position
- Position roller tappet on base circle. Lightly oil O-

seals and receiving bore in crankcase. Insert in-
jection pump.

- Position flange.

NOTE: Chamfer must face injection pump body.

- Tighten bolts evenly with a torque of 5 Nm.
- Loosen bolts again by 60°.
- Turn injection pump several times with torque wrench

by 5-15° clockwise and counter-clockwise, while
determining mean friction torque (RM).

Example: 4.6 Nm + 5.0 Nm + 4.8 Nm.
Mean friction torque = 4.8 Nm

- Turn injection pump with mean friction torque
RM 4.8 Nm + 1 Nm = 5.8 Nm counter-clockwise
and hold in position. Tighten bolts alternately with a
torque of 7 Nm, 10 Nm and 30 Nm.

Gauging control rod travel with injection pump
fitted
- Undo locking screw from locking device. Turn locking

device.
- Gauge from locking device to stop position of  control

rod.
- Gauge from locking device to start position of control

rod.Difference between stop and start positions
equals control rod travel.

Example:
stop position                 =   30.5 mm
start position                 = 13.4 mm
control rod travel            = 17.1 mm
Min. control rod travel 0  =    16.8 mm

- Remove locking device, pointer and graduated disc.

1 = injection pump
2 = shim
3 = roller tappet

1 = special tool with governor removed
2 = timing chest cover
3 = control rod guide

Gauging control rod travel for governor
adjustment
- Gauge control rod travel from timing chest cover  to

stop position.

Difference in dimension   = 0.8 ± 0.5 mm
It is mandatory to indicate this dimension when
replacing or repairing the governor.
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Glow plugs

The glow plugs are supplied with 24 volt battery voltage
via the glow relay 9K3 and the main circuit fuse 9F4
(both components are arranged on the contactor
control panel).

The period of preglowing/glowing after start-up is
dependent on engine temperature which is sensed
by the coolant temperature sensor 6B11. This
information is supplied in the form of a signal to p.c.
board 9A4 „engine starting via generator“ which
determines the length of the time during which relay
9K3 remains energized.

For reference values see table below.

                                          +20°C     -20°C
preglowing                            3 sec.    16 sec.
glowing after start-up            30 sec.  150 sec.

Checking/replacing glow plugs

A glow plug can be checked for failure by measuring
the amount of current it draws. A tong tester must be
used for measuring the current. Open the core of the
tong tester and close it around the supply wire
between glow relay and glow plugs. All 4 glow plugs
are connected in series, and in the case of 20°C feature
a current draw of approx. 15 A/glow plug. This results
in a total current draw of approx. 60 A. When the
engine has reached its operating temperature, power
consumption will drop to abt. 9 A/glow plug. The
internal resistance of the glow plug amounts to around
2.7 - 3.1 ohms.

Removal

- Disconnect the starter batteries- Remove cover plate
from fuel lines

- Remove bleeder valve
- Remove sheet-metal support of the glow plug cables

- Remove cylinder head cover
- Using auxiliary tool 114 010, loosen cable connector

on glow plug
- Remove return fuel pipe from injector
- Remove supply line from injector
- Remove clamping pad for injector (Torx tool E10)
- Remove injector
- Remove glow plug

Installation Fit new pencil-type glow plug and tighten
to a torque of 10+5 Nm. Insert injector with new seal
which must be lubricated with grease. Position
clamping pad and tighten bolts to 16+5 Nm. Assemble
parts, fit cylinder head cover. Tighten bolts to a torque
of 9 Nm.

114010

Workshop Manual     7048 - 50
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Measuring compression pressure

Injectors have been removed, valve clearance has been
checked.

- Insert connector with new special seal

- Fit clamping pad. Tighten bolt.

- If necessary, screw on adapter for connector.

- Connect compression tester. Turn engine via
  generator.

  Compression pressure: 28 - 33 bar

The measured compression pressure is dependent
on the starting speed during the measuring process
and also on the altitude of the engine site.
Therefore it is difficult to specify precise limit values.
It is recommended to use the compression pressure
measurement only for comparison of compression
pressure of all cylinders in one engine. If a difference
in pressure in excess of 15% is determined, the
cylinder unit concerned should be dismantled to
establish the cause.

NOTE: Fit injector with new special seal and tighten
with a torque of 16 ± 5 Nm. Secure injection lines
with a torque of 30 ± 1.5 Nm. Tighten cylinder head
cover with a torque of 9 ± 1 Nm.

Adapter for injector bore

Workshop Manual     7048 - 50
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Changing alternator belt

BEWARE:    Check, tension and change belts
                   only with the engine off
- Slacken off bolts 1, 2 and 4
- Move alternator in respective direction by

   turning bolt 3
- Remove and replace belt
- Move alternator in opposite direction by turning bolt

3 until correct belt tension is achieved
Tension .................... 400 N
Retension ................ 250 ± 50 N

- Tighten bolts 1, 2 and 4

NOTE: Allow engine to run for 15 minutes then
retension belt.

Changing coolant / fuel pump belts

BEWARE:  Check, tension and change belts
                 only with the engine off
- Slacken off the two bolts left & right of the fan shroud

and push air flow directing ring back, allowing the
belt to be moved past the fan blade in order to get it
off

- Insert square wrench in square and push away from
the engine until correct belt tension is achieved.

Tension ....................  400 Nm
Retension ................ 250 ± 50 N

- Tighten bolts 1 and 2
- Install new alternator belt
- Install fan shroud; there must be a gap of 3 mm

between air flow direction ring and fan

NOTE: Allow engine to run for 15 minutes then
retension belt.

Workshop Manual     7048 - 50
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Checking V-belt tension with KRIKIT
tension gauge

BEWARE: Check, tension and change belts
                 only with the engine off
- Use Krikit 1 V-belt tension gauge to check  V-belt

tension
- Lower indicator arm (1) into gauge
- Position gauge on V-belt (2), midway between the

pulleys, with flange (3) on bottom of gauge against
the edge of belt

- Apply even pressure to button (4) at right angles to
V-belt (2) until the spring is heard or felt to disengage

- Lift gauge carefully without altering position of
indicator arm (1)

- Read off the value: Turn the gauge sideways to see
the exact spot where the top of the black indicator
arm (1) intersects scale (5) Krikit 1

Workshop Manual     7048 - 50
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Arranged within the turbocharger turbine housing, the
turbine wheel and the compressor wheel are fitted to
a common shaft.
The exhaust-gas energy of the engine, whose volume
is dependent on the load to which the engine is
subjected, drives via the turbine the compressor of
the turbocharger.
The energy thus fed into the compressor increases
the pressure of the combustion air of the engine, and
thereby the quantity of oxygen in the cylinders. Due
to its ability to give more complete combustion of the
fuel, a turbocharged engine, compared to a naturally
aspirated version, provides higher engine performance
with equal installation volume and virtually the same
proper weight.

Removal and installation of exhaust
turbocharger

- Remove air cleaner
- Loosen and remove housing flange, muffler   end

(1)
- Remove charge-air manifold bolts from charge air

pipe  (2)
- Withdraw charge-air manifold from the top (linkage

between charge-air manifold and compressor
housing is established by a plug-in element
provided with an ‘O’ ring)

- Loosen lubricating oil supply and drain pipes (3)
- Detach from turbine housing, flange exhaust

manifold end  (4) - Remove exhaust turbocharger

Installation
Installation is a reversal of the removal procedure.

Workshop Manual     7048 - 50
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Externally cooled engine

On engine with external cooling system,  the
heat exchanger and compensator reservoir are
separately arranged.

1 = thermostat housing
2 = coolant pump
3 = lube oil cooler
4 = cylinder cooling
5 = cylinder head cooling
6 = vent connection from cylinder head
7 = compensator reservoir
8 = heat exchanger
9 = compensation line to coolant pump

Workshop Manual     7048 - 50
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Coolant pump

The coolant and fuel pumps are driven directly from
the crankshaft via a V-belt.
The coolant pump housing is linked to the thermostat
housing via a plug-in element provided with ‘O’ rings.
In the event of repair work, coolant pump and
thermostat housing must first be removed as one unit
and then separated from the plug-in element.
During assembly, first the plug-in element with its ‘O’
rings must be plugged into the coolant pump and the
thermostat housing. Then the pre-assembled coolant
pump must be provided with a new gasket and
installed together with the thermostat housing
(provided with ‘O’ rings).
The coolant pump shaft constitutes also the shaft for
the fan cooling both engine and radiator.
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Thermostat

The coolant pump housing is interconnected with the
thermostat housing by means of a plug-in element
provided with ‘O’ rings.

In the event of repairs, the coolant pump housing
and the thermostat housing must be removed from
the engine as one unit. After that both components
must be separated from the plug-in element.

Reassembly must be carried out in reverse order
of disassembly in which case the ‘O’ rings and other
seals/gaskets must be replaced with new items.

The temperature-sensitive element of the
thermostat can be exchanged using a special tool.

NOTE:  If an improper tool is used, the sealing
element between cylinder head and pump is liable
to get distorted, resulting in engine malfunction.

The coolant thermostat opens when the coolant
temperature has reached 83°C and is full open when
the temperature has risen to 95°C.
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Changing oil filter

Since the oil of the lube oil cooler (approx. 1 litre)
will also run out when changing the oil filter
cartridge, it is indispensable to catch the oil in a
drain pan of adequate capacity.

Oil pressure warning switch 6S1

The oil pressure warning switch 6S1 is connected
to the lube oil cooler via a pipe joint.

In the event of lacking oil pressure the oil pressure
warning light 6H2 will come on.
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Fuel pump

The fuel and coolant pumps are driven directly from
the crankshaft via a V-belt.
The diesel fuel is supplied by the fuel pump via the
fuel filter on the lube oil cooler to the injection pumps
in the crankcase.
Of the commercial type, the fuel filter can be changed
if necessary.
The fuel pump is mounted on a mobile retainer and
serves as a tensioner for the V-belt.
To tension the V-belt slacken the fuel pump retainer,
insert a square wrench in square (8) and push away
from the engine until correct belt tension is achieved
then tighten retainer.
The fuel pump incorporates two spring-loaded valves,
permitting self-bleeding of the entire circuit.

1 — lube oil cooler
2 — fuel pump
3 — fuel filter
4 — line to fuel pump / filter
5 — fuel line to injection pumps
6 — fuel pump retainer
7 — V-belt
8 — square for 1/2"  socket with ratchet

2

3

4

5

6

7

5
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Fuel system

The fuel system consists of the following components:
1 = fuel tank (made of plastics) mounted inside

left-hand frame section
2 = fuel level transmitter 6B3

located near the filler neck.
The switch closes when the amount of fuel
in the tank has dropped to a residual quantity of
around 5 litres in which case the low fuel warning
light 6H3 will light up

3 = supply line to fuel tank
4 = screwed fitting (M16x  1.5) on fuel pump
5 = return line from injection pumps

6H3
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Air filter

The air filter cartridge need not be renewed unless
the air filter warning light (1) lights up on the
instrument panel.

- Raise engine hood.

- Loosen clamps (2) on air filter.

- Screw off wing nut (3).

- Remove air filter cover (4).

- Screw off hexagon nut (6).

- Take out filter cartridge (5) and replace with a
   new one.

NOTE: The filter cartridge must also be
changed in the event of damage or every 2
years at the latest.
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Air cleaner system

The air cleaner system provided for filtering the dust-
laden combustion air drawn by the engine comprises
a two-stage type filter (5) consisting of a cyclonic
pre-cleaner and an additional safety cartridge (7) which
are integrated into one housing. The function of the
safety cartridge    is to prevent the ingress of dust
during main filter cartridge (6) replacement and/or in
the event that damaged main filter cartridges are
accidentally used. The safety cartridge is so fixed
that it will remain in the filter housing when the main
cartridge is changed.
NOTE: The engine must on no condition be operated
without main cartridge, i.e. only with the safety
cartridge since the latter is unsuitable for this task.
Never clean and reuse safety cartridges.

Safety cartridges must be replaced:
- after five air cleaner services
- after two years at the latest
- if after carrying out service work on the main cartridge

the red signal of the service indicator is fully visible
again

- in the event of a defective main cartridge

The safety cartridge is accessible after removal of
the main cartridge. Undo hex. nut and remove safety
cartridge. Install new safety cartridge, insert and
tighten hex. nut.

1
2

3

4
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Exhaust gas system

 1 - hex. hd. bolt  M8 x20   8.8
 2 - tension washer
 3 - sheet-metal retainer
 4 - exhaust gas silencer
 5 - exhaust pipe
 6 - silent block
 7 - hex nut  M8
 8 - washer
 9 - hex. hd. bolt  M8 x 35   8.8
10 - pipe
11- silent block
12- hex. hd. bolt  M8 x 35   8.8
13- washer
14- pipe
15- pipe
16- pipe clip
17- pipe clip

The exhaust gas system is available in several
variations:

- Horizontal exhaust pipe, standard equipment
- Exhaust pipe of the upswept type
- Exhaust gas purifier in conjunction with a standard

overhead guard
- Exhaust gas purifier in conjunction with a sheet-

metal cab or canvas cab
- „2-way“ catalytic converter in conjunction with a

horizontal exhaust pipe
- EWR 30 exhaust gas purifier of the make ETB

(design without lighting)
- EWR 30 exhaust gas purifier of the make ETB

(design with lighting)
- EWR 30 external regenerating system of the make

ETB
- Replacement filter for EWR 30 exhaust gas purifier

of the make ETB

  View Y

View  Z

Chassis
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Functional Group 15

Diesel engine applicable to:

Maker: MB Type: OM 601

Total swept volume CM3 2299
Output KW (PS) 41 (56)
Rated speed rpm 2650
Bore mm 89
Stroke mm 92.4
Firing order 1-3-4-2

Direction of rotation

(when looking at flywheel) left
Coolant system capacity approc. 6.5 litres

Oil system capacity

with filter change 7 litres
Injection pump in-line type injection pump

with governor
Make Bosch
Adjusting start of delivery 15° + 1° after TDC
Injection nozzles four-hole type
Make Bosch
Injection pressure stat. (bar 150+8
Compression ratio 22:1
Max, rated torque 157 / 2000 - 2800
Engine dry without flywheel approx. 155 kg
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Functional Group 15 applicable to:

Diesel engine OM 601

Tickover speed
(idle speed rpm 970+30
High tickover rpm 2650+40
Fuel / diesel
fuel tank capacity 36 litres
Fuel / diesel
fuel tank capacity, reserve 4 litres
Electrical system 24 V
Starter / Maker Bosch
Alternator Bosch 28 V / 55 A
Valve clearance automatic hydraulic adjustment

Compression pressure (bar) normal = 28 bar minimum = 18 bar

(engine at 80°C operating permissible differenze between the various

temperature) cylinders = 3 bar at the max.

Operating temperatures

Cooling water 70 - 95° C
Cooling water, max. for short periods 150° C
Fuel consumption
for vehicle output g / kWh 272
at n = 4000 rpm
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Engine removal and installation

Note: Engine removal requires the comlete power unit
to be removed first after which the engine can be
separated from generator.

- Remove floor plate from leg compartment.
- Disconnect then remove starter battery from lift truck.
- Srew off and remove battery support plate.
- Slacken fan belt. Remove fan and dismount air hose.
- Clearly mark the electric cables before discon-

necting them from the generator.
- Separate all plug and socket connections.
- Disconnect hydraulic connection at pump, after

having first squeezes hydraulic lines tight with
clamps and plugged connecting piece with a suitable
plug to avoid oil spillage.

- Remove overhead guard as well as engine hood,
seat, air filter, air hose (generator ventilation) and
steering column.
(See ,Overhead guard removal�, Functional Group
1).

- Remove contactor panel or support (do not
disconnect hydraulic lines) and set aside.

- Drain engine cooling water into a suitable container.
- Detach and remove radiator hoses.
- Detach and remove exhaust hose of muffler.
- Detach and remove fuel line (air fitter end).

- Remove air filter from filter housing.
- Detach air hose clean air end and remove hose.

- Slacken the three anti-vibration mounts by means
of which the power unit is fixed in place.

- Using a hoist of sufficient capacity lift power unit
  out of lift truck (see figure).
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Removal & installation

- Position power unit in place on mounts in frame
- Place 2 stop washers on the two front mounts and 1

washer on the rear mount.
- Insert mounting bolts (see sketch) and

assembl � e power unit with anti-vibration
mounts.
Torque mounting bolts to M

A
= 80 Nm

Install remaining components in reverse
order of removal.
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Lubrication system

The lubricating oil is drawn from the oil pan by a
gear-type pump which is driven by the crankshaft.

The pump supplies the oil to the gallery via a
combined full-flow and bypass filter which is either
of the vertically arranged or suspended type,
depending on design. An oil cooler can be
connected to this type of filter. The engine oil can
be drawn off through dipstick guide tube.

Checking engine oil level

When carrying out this check the truck should
possibly stand on level ground.

- Withdraw oil dipstick and wipe with a
clean rag

- Push oil dipstick in as far as it will go and
withdraw again. The oil level must be shown
between the top an bottom mark of the
dipstick

Should the oil level only reach the bottom mark,
top up oil in compliance with the maintenance
service instructions.
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Engine maintenance

Change engine oil and filter

NOTE:
Change engine oil and filter only when engine at nor-
mal operating temperature

- Unscrew nuts (1) on oil filter cover and take off cover

- Remove drain plug (2) of oil sump and allow oil to
 drain off completely

- Install drain plug of oil sump with new sealing ring
  and tighten to a torque of 20 Nm

- Renew filter element (5)

- Renew rubber seal (4)

- Install oil filter cover (3) and tighten nuts to a torque
  reading of 25 Nm

- Remove oil filler cap (6)

- Fill up with a fresh supply of engine oil OM  acc. to
  STILL Recommended Fuels and Lubricants

Filling capacity (with filter renewal) =approx. 7
litres

Once the engine crankcase has been refilled with
engine oil check for leaks during a trial run of the
engine. Next, turn off the engine. Wait for about 2
minutes and then check engine oil level with dipstick
(7). Top up oil if necessary
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Cooling system

The engine has a recirculating type cooling system
(closed cooling system with circulation pump).
Integrated into the engine are cooling chambers for
trouble-free operation with tinned radiator. Hoses exist
only between radiator and engine. Water pump and
thermostat for temperature control are grouped
together in a tripartite aluminium die cast housing
mounted to the lateral RH side of the engine.

Heating system

Cooled water

Radiator circuit above 100°CCoolant curcuit schematic

Fuel
Heat exchanger

Fuel

By-pass circuit up to 85° C

The coolant thermostat controlling the supply of water
to the engine is arranged in the vicinity of the radiator.
A low coolant capacity ensures that the engine is
warmed up very quickly. Located on the coolant water
pump. a suction type fan has been provided for diffe-
rent applications.
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  1 Radiator
  2
  3 Stop
  4 Washer
  5 Shock absorber
  6 Support
  7 Tension washer
  8 Hex hd screw M 8x12 8.8
  9 Hex hd screw M10x20 8.8
10  Tension washer
11 Tension washer
12 Socket hd screw M10x20
13 Lock ring
14 Washer
15 Compensation

reservoir
16 Cap
17 Rubber seal
18 Signal transmitter
19 Circlip
20 Support
21 Bush
22 Hex hd screw M8x35 8.8
23 Hex Ind screw M8x20 8.8
24 Washer

25 Look ring
26 Nut M8
27 Socket Ind screwMl0x20x8.8
28 Tension washer
29 Hose
30 Venthose
31 Clamp
32 Coolant hose
33 Coolant hose
34 Coolant hose
35 Coolant hose
36 Coolant hose
37 Clamp
38 Clamp

40 Clamp
41 Screw
42 Washer
43 Lock ring
44 Nut M8
45 Plug
46 Bracket
47 Clamp
48 Hex hd screw M8x20 8.8
49 Lock ring
50 Nut M8
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Cleaning air filter

The air filter cartridge need not be cleaned unless
the air cleaner warning light (1) lights up on the
instrument panel.

- Raise the engine hood
- Detach clips (2) at air filter
- Remove air filter cover (3)
- Remove filter cartridge (4)

Dry cleaning

- Blow the cartridge with compressed air max. 5
bar) from inside to outside until freed from all dust.
Clean the filter housing.

Wet cleaning

Wash cartridge in luke-warm water to which a filter
rinsing agent has been added. Reinstall filter
cartridge only when completely dry

Caution:
Never wet filter cartridge with oil or petrol!

- Before installation, carefully check the filter
cartridge for irreproachable condition. Replace if
necessary.
Filter cartridge may only be cleaned a maximum
of three times. Change the cartridge every 2 years
or in the event of damage.�

Cleaning oil-bath air cleaner
        (after 100 hours at the latest)

(Engines fitted with an oil-bath air filter
        combined with a dry-type air cleaner)

- Loosen clamp and remove oil container (item 6 =
lower part of filter housing) of oil-bath air filter (5)

- Remove any oil sludge that my have deposited on
the container bottom.; clean container and filter
cartridge (7) with diesel fuel.

-   Fill oil container with a fresh supply of engine oil
    OM up to the oil mark.
-   Reassemble filter.
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Air filter system

Due to the standard mounting arrangement for the air
intake system which is located within the rear
counterweight, water splashes, dust particles and dirt
increasingly gain acces into the air filter system.

To remedy this problem, simply relocate the air intake
assembly to a more favourable area within the RH
side of the truck, between rear counterweight and
engine bonnet.

The below listed existing components as well as the
conversion parts added to these components - each
of which is marked with an (X) for identification - will
be necessary for the conversion.

Item Description

1 - air filter housing (part supplied by MB)

2 - hose clips - Part No. 523193 - (X)

3 - hex. hd. screw - Part No. 501037 -
     M8x25 8.8 Torqued to MA = 23 Nm

4 - lock ring - Part No. 500951 -

5 - pipe clip - Part No. 522249 -

6 - tension washer - Part No. 519694 -

7 - hex. hd. screw - Part No. 501071 -
     M10x20 8.8 Torqued to M

A 
= 46 Nm

8 - rain cap - Part No. 147.869 - (X)

9 - flange, welded type - Part No. 366167 - (X)

10 - air hose - Part No. 147867 - (X)

11 - reworked: cover plate, welded type -Part No.
      366169 -
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1 =  Kraftstofftank

2 =  Kraftstoffilter

3 =  Kraftstoffschlauch (Ansaug)

4 =  Kraftstoffschlauch ( Rücklauf)

5 =  Schale

6 =  Tankdeckel

7 =  Tankgeber

8 =  Spannbänder

9 =   Verschlußschraube
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Fuel system

The delivery pump draws the fuel via a precleaner
from the tank and forces it through the main filter to
the injection pump.

The fuel is pressed through delivery lines to the
injectors. Finely atomized, it is injected into the
combustion chamber where it gets mixed with the
air heated by high compression, ignites and burns.

1 = fuel tank
2 = fuel filter
3 = fuel hose (suction)
4 = fuel hose (return line)
5 = cup
6 = cap
7 = tank transmitter
8 = fixing straps
9 = plug
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Muffler removal

- Remove floor plate
- Remove batteries and battery suport Remove
  external fan
- Detach manifold from engine by removing 2 screws
- Detach tailpipe and remove
- Loosen muffler fixing and remove
- Withdraw silencer from front end of truck by pulling
  it in the direction of forward travel

Muffler installation

Introduce muffler (1) at front end and install to
anti-vibration mounts on frame

Secure it to the frame using the 2 nuts (7) M8 DIN
980 and 2 tension washers

Torque loading = 46 Nm

Position manifold on engine and secure by means of
hex hd screw M8x55 8.8 and nut

Position exhaust hose first on muffler (1), then on
engine exhaust manifold and tighten

Install tailpipe on muffler (standard model) and secure
with clamp (8) 54 DRM. Align tailpipe - it must not
protrude beyond the side frame contour

Mount exhaust pipe to muffler (exhaust unit of the
upswept type) and secure with clamp (8) 54 DRM

In this operation insert exhaust pipe into
counterweight and align.

Standard

Upswept
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TECHNICAL DATA

Type 1.8-l.-engine
Bore 81.0 mm
Stroke 86.4 mm
Capacity 1800 cm3

Compression ratio 9.0:1
Engine output 36 kW at 2800 rpm
Fuel LP Gas
Weight of engine, with standard equipment 111 kgs
Coolant capacity approx. 6.5 litres
Oil system capacity

without filter change 2.5 litres
with filter change 3.0 litres

Valve clearance, engine warm
inlet 0.25 ± 0.05 mm
exhaust 0.45 ± 0.05 mm

Firing order 1-3-4-2
Ignition timing 9° before TDC (at 1200 rpm static only)
Spark plugs

Bosch W 175 T 30
Beru 175/14/3A
Champion NBy

Plug gap (electrode gap) 0.6 - 0.8 mm
Ignition system TSZ-H
Speed limiting 3200 rpm
Exhaust gas values 0.1 % by volume at the max, at 950 rpm

idling speed 900 ± 50 rpm
max. rpm full load 1950 ± 50 rpm

NOTE:

Coolant thermostat starts to open at 75° C.
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Type: Liquid Spark Ignition
(Otto) engine

Manufacturer: Volkswagen
Model: 026.2

The generator unit is resiliently mounted at three
points. There is no solid connection to frame or
transmission.

Advantages:
- Low noise level
- No transmission of noise
- No transmission of vibration

Construction features 4
stroke Otto engine
4 in-line cylinders
Block is grey iron casting
Sheet steel sump
Light metal head
5 bearing crankshaft

Valve control via toothed belt through upper cam shaft
and cup tappets

Water cooling - pressurised closed system with se-
parate expansion tank.

Drive for radiator fan from crankshaft.

Engine lubrication - pressure circuit with oil pump and
replaceable filter.

Electronic engine speed control.

Engine speed limiter.

LPG operation.

Dry air cleaner with paper element.

The engine number is on the left of the block.
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Engine starting - General hints
Before starting check the oil level, coolant and fuel
supply.
The engine can only be started if the direction switch
is in neutral. As soon as the engine fires, release the
key or starter button right away, the starter must not
run with the engine.
If the engine has to be restarted or if the engine remains
at rest, this can only be done if the key is turned fully
back. The restart cut out in the start switch prevents
the starter motor coming in with the engine running,
and thus being damaged. As far as possible do not
allow the engine to run hot whilst standing. Avoid high
rpm and full throttle until the engine has reached nor-
mal operating temperature.

Starting the engine
Before starting the engine, consult para. �Stopping
the engine---.
Move direction selector to neutral position.
Open main fuel valve of replacement cylinder by slowly
turning the star-shaped handle in an anticlockwise
direction. (Turning the valve too fast may cause ice
formation of the LP Gas fuel system).
Do not depress accelerator.
Turn ignition switch key to the right: Engine oil
pressure and battery charge warning lights will glow.
Turn key further to the right: The engine will start.
Engine oil pressure and battery charge warning lights
must go off. If not, stop engine immediately - turn
ignition key to the left.
If engine fails to start, make a second attempt.
If cooling water/air cleaner warning lights should glow,
stop engine immediately! Truck needs servicing.

CAUTION!
When operating the engine indoors or in confined
spaces:. Poisonous fumes! Adequate ventilation
should be provided to disperse the exhaust gases
into the air.

Stopping the engine
Do not turn off the engine immediately after full load
operation, as otherwise heat will build up within the
engine. Allow the engine to idle for a few minutes
before turning it off. Remove ignition key.

NOTE:
The electrical braking is inoperative when the engine
is turned off. When parking on an incline, always
apply parking brake to prevent truck from rolling away.
Trucks operating on LP Gas fuel systems must never
be parked near inspection pits, cellars,
entrance-halls, radiators or other heat source. Liquid
gas being heavier than air, it will tend to build up on
the ground and may form explosive fuel/air mixtures.
Gas cylinders must be protected against excessive
heat. Valves should be closed when the gas cylinder
is not in use, e.g. during rest and meal breaks, or if
work is to be interrupted for any length of time, at
the end of each shift etc.

Never attempt to tow start the engine!
No mechanical link between drive wheels and
IC engine.

Fuel
LP Gas
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Warning lamp for three phase alternator

The warning lamp lights up when truck is switched
into operational condition. It should go out after the
engine fires.

If warning light for the generator lights up during
operation: Stop the engine immediately and check
the vee belt. If the vee belt is torn or inadequately
tensioned, put the fault right. If the vee belt is OX, the
trouble probably lies in the generator or regulating
switch.

Important!!

The engine must not be run with the battery
disconnected, as the alternator will be damaged.

Warning lamp for coolant temperature

This lamp lights up when the coolant reaches around
110° C or more. In this case immediately stop the
engine and check whether:

- there is enough coolant present
- fan is operational
- vee belt is ok
- vee belt for coolant pump is ok

Warning lamp for air filter

This lights up when the filter element has to be
changed.

Warning lamp for oil pressure

This lights up when truck is switched into operational
condition. It should go out after the engine fires.

If the oil pressure warning lamp lights or flickers in
operation:

- Stop the engine - because in this event engine
  lubrication can be interrupted.
- Check engine oil level.

Occasional flickering of the oil pressure lamp with a
hot engine at tickover is unimportant if the lamp goes
out again when the revs pick up.
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Topping up engine oil

Remove the cap in the cylinder head cover and add
oil.

Check level with dipstick.
The oil should not be above the �max.� mark.
Screw cap on again.
The difference in oil quantity between the �max.� and
�min.� marks is 1.0 litre.

Engine: Changing oil, checking for leaks

Drain the oil when engine is warm by removing the
drain plug (arrow).
Always fit a new seal when putting plug back and
tighten plug firmly but do not overtighten (30 Nm).

Engine oil filling:
with filter change 3.0 litres
without filter change 2.5 litres

Check level with dipstick. The oil should not be above
the �max� - mark.

Use only HD oils designated �SE� according to the
API system.

As the operating ranges of neighbouring SAE grade
oils overlap there is no need to change the oil if the
temperature varies for short periods.

Do not run engine at full throttle for long periods when
using SAE 10 W single grade oil if the temperature is
above the range shown.

When engine is working continuously in very dusty
conditions or in areas where the average temperature
is below about -20° C, the engine oil should be
changed at shorter intervals.

No additives of any kind should be mixed with HD
oils.
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Cooling system

The cooling system must be filled with a mixture of
water and our ,G 10* additive. G 10 prevents frost
and corrosion damage, furring, and also raises the
boiling point of the water. For these reasons the
cooling system must always be filled with additive all
the year round. Especially in countries with tropical
climates the coolant, with its higher boiling point, aids
operational safety at high loadings.

The cooling system contains around 6.5 litres of
coolant (11 1/2 pints).

Checking coolant level:

The coolant level in the expansion bottle should be
checked at regular intervals.

With a cold engine the fluid level in the expansion
bottle should be seen between the min. and max.
marks; with a hot engine the level should stand out
above this. For checking the coolant level the cap on
the expansion bottle need not be removed as the bottle
is translucent.

Topping up the coolant:

CAUTION!! Do not if possible remove the cap with a
hot engine - Risk of scalding.
The cooling system is pressurised.

So that the protection against corrosion is
maintained, and so that the cooling system does not
fur up, the proportions of the coolant mixture should
not be altered by topping up with just water even in
the warm period of the year. For topping up use a 60/
40 water/antifreeze mixture. Fill with cold mixture only
when engine is cold to avoid engine damage.

Do not fill above the max. mark. Excess coolant will
be forced out of the relief valve in the cap when it
warms up.

Screw down the cap tightly.

NOTE:
In the closed cooling system there is seldom any
coolant loss so normally it does not have to be
topped up.
Noticeable loss of coolant means leakages must
be sealed. In this case the cooling system should
be checked without delay.

* Anti freeze with a Glycol base and anti -
corrosion additives.
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Draining and filling Cooling System

Draining cooling system:

Note:

The coolant contains G 10 additive so it must be
drained into a container and kept for reuse.

- Open cap on reservoir.

- Loosen vent screw and unscrew until vent bore lies
above connection - arrow -.

- Drain coolant by detaching hose at thermostat - 1
and lower hose - 2

Filling cooling system:

- Put coolant into reservoir until it comes out at vent
screw.

- Close vent screw.

- Add coolant until level is up to max. mark on reservoir.

- Close reservoir.

- Run engine until fan cuts in or, on system with
mechanical fan the hose between coolant pump
and radiator is warm.

- Check level in reservoir and top up if necessary.

- When engine is warm the level must be just above
the max. mark and between min. and max. marks
when engine is cold.
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Installing toothed belt

- Instal 1 toothed belt on crankshaft sprocket and
intermediate shaft sprocket.

- Secure crankshaft pulley with 1 screw (note
position).

- Mark on. camshaft sprocket must align with cylinder
head cover.

- Align TDC marks on pulley and intermediate shaft
sprocket.

- Install toothed belt on camshaft sprocket.
- Tension toothed belt by turning tensioner in direction

of arrow. It should be possible to twist the toothed
belt through 900 with thumb and forefinger in middle
between the camshaft sprocket and the intermediate
shaft sprocket.

- Tighten nut on tensioning roller.
- Turn crankshaft two full turns and check the setting.
- Remove pulley from crankshaft.
- Fit lower belt guard.
- Install top part of belt guard, V-belt pulleys and

V-belt.
- Cheek ignition timing and adjust if necessary.

Note:
For repairs which require the toothed belt toothed belt
to be removed only from camshaft sprocket, the belt
should be adjusted as follows:
- Set crankshaft to TDC on No. 1 cylinder.

- Align mark on camshaft sprocket with cylinder head
cover.

- Fit and tension belt.
- Check that distributor rotor is pointing to No.. 1

cylinder mark on distributor housing. If this is not
the case the distributor should be turned until the
marks are aligned or distributor removed and
installed again,

- Turn crankshaft two complete turns and check that
camshaft and crankshaft marks are aligned with
reference points.

- Check ignition timing and adjust if necessary.
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Note:
When an exchange head
with camshaft is fitted, it
is not neccessary to
adjust the valves
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Checking cylinder head for distortion

Wear limit: 0.1 mm

- Screw guide pins from 3070 into holes 8 and 10.

- Install head, insert the other 8 bolts and tighten by
hand.

- Remove pins with tool from 3070 and insert two
remaining bolts.

- Tighten bolts in three stages in sequence shown.

Tightening torgue: engine cold

Stage 1 = 40 Nm
Stage 2 = 60 Nm
Stage 3 = 1/2 turn further in one movement

(180°) with normal spanner

Note:
To loosen bolts, reverse the tightening sequence.

The cylinder head bolts do not need tightening during
the Standard Service or after repairs.
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Introduced   from
1.84

Engine code letters 026.2

Distributor Part No.  026 905 205 G

Ignition timing*  9 + 1° before TDC

Marks

Speed rpm  925 ± 25

Vacuum hose off

Centrifugal advance**
Begins rpm 850�1200

rpm 1600
degrees 4�8

Ends rpm  4500
degrees 27�31

Vacuum advance**
Begins mbar 160�200

(mmHg) (120�150)

 Ends mbar 310
(mmHg) (230)
degrees 13�17

firing order 1�3�4�2

Spark plugs Bosch W7D, W7DC
(tightning torque: 20 Nm  ) W8D***, W8DC***

Beru 14�7D, 14�7DU, RS 35
14�8D***, 14�8DU***

Champion N8Y,N7YC,N10Y***,N9YC***

Electrode gap mm 0,6�0,8

*    Note adjusting conditions
**  Speed = engine speed
*** Mainly short distance operation

Workshop Manual 7032 - 34 / 38 - 40 / 48 - 50
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SAFETY MEASURES FOR TC1-H SYSTEM

In order to avoid injuries to persons or damage to the
ignition system the following must be noted when
working on vehicles with the TC1-H system.

- The ignition must be switched off before any ignition
wiring including HT and test appliance leads is
disconnected or connected.

- When engine is to be turned at starter speed without
starting (e.g. when checking compression) pull HT
lead (terminal 4) out of distributor and earth it.

- A starting boost with quick charger is only
permissible for 1 minute at a maximum of 16.5 Volts.

- Ignition must be switched �off before washing engine.

- When electric and spot welding is required, the
battery must be disconnected completely.

- Vehicles which have a defect in the ignition system
or where this is suspected, may only be towed with
the TC1-H switch unit disconnected.

- Do not connect a condenser to terminal 1 (-) -

- Use only rotor arms with 1 kOhm (Designation: R1)
even for radio interference suppression.

- For suppression, only 1 kOhm resistors may be
used in the ignition HT leads and plug connectors
with 5 kOhrn.

INSTALLING DISTRIBUTOR

- Set flywheel to TDC on cylinder No. 1.

Note:
When engine is removed, the mark on the belt
pulley must be in line with the arrow on the toothed
belt guard.

- Mark on camshaft sprocket must be in line with
cylinder head cover.

 Ignition
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ADJUSTING IGNITION TIMING

- Minimum engine oil temperature 60° C.

- Vacuum hose pulled off.

- Connect ignition tester and rev counter.

- Start engine and run it at idling speed.

- Check timing.

Checking with TDC sensor:

The ignition timing is shown directly on the tester.

Specified: 9 ± 1° before TDC
Checking with stroboscope:
Direct flashes on to timing marks. Ignition timing
mark must be in line with reference mark on clutch
housing.

- Adjust timing by turning the distributor.

- Correct idling setting if necessary.
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CHECKING DISTRIBUTOR

- Minimum engine oil temperature 60° C.

I. Checking centrifugal advance with TDC
   sensor (Specified readings - page)

- Connect ignition tester and rev counter

- Pull vacuum hose off vacuum unit on distributor

- Start engine and set speed to idling

- Note the indicated angle = basic angle

- Increase speed slowly. Start of advance is
shown by the higher number of degrees

- Compare speed with figure given for start of
advance

- Set engine speed to next test speed

- Read off advance angle on tester

- Work out centrifugal advance angle

   Advance angle reading
-  Noted basic angle
=Centrifugal advance angle

- Repeat check at other test speeds

II. Checking centrifugal advance with
   stroboscope (Specified readings - page)

- Connect rev counter and stroboscope

- Check ignition timing and adjust if necessary

- Pull vacuum hose off vacuum unit on distributor

- Start engine and let it idle

- Flash the timing mark

- Note the indicated angle = basic angle

- Increase speed slowly. Start of advance
is shown by the movement of the mark

- Compare speed with figure given for start of
advance

- Increase engine speed to next test speed, �bring
mark back� until timing mark and reference mark
on clutch housing are in line. Read off advance
angle.

- Work out centrifugal advance angle:

   Advance angle reading
-  Noted basic angle
= Centrifugal advance angle

- Repeat check at other test speeds
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Ill.  Checking vacuum unit for leakage

- Connect vacuum tester and pump to vacuum unit.

- Switch tester to through flow.

- Build up a vacuum of approx. 500 mbar with pump,

- Switch tester so that vacuum is held on. the vacuum
unit side.

- Set vacuum to 450 mbar on tester. The vacuum must
not drop more than 10 % in one minute. Otherwise
the vacuum unit or the hose is leaking.

IV. Checking vacuum advance angle
(Specified readings - page)

- Connect ignition tester, rev counter and/ or
stroboscope.

- Check ignition timing and adjust if necessary.

- Connect vacuum tester and pump to advance unit.

-Switch tester to through f low.

- Start engine and let it idle.

Checking with TDC sensor:
- Note indicated advance angle = basic angle

Checking with stroboscope:
Direct flashes on to timing mark.

- Note indicated advance angle = basic angle

- Build up vacuum with pump until the timing mark
starts to move.

- Read off vacuum value and compare with test value
for start of advance.

- Increase vacuum further to the test value for end of
advance.

- If necessary reduce speed to idling.

Checking with TDC sensor:

- Read off advance angle and work out vacuum ang-
le:

Advance angle reading
- Noted basic angle
=Vacuum advance angle
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Checking with stroboscope:

- �Bring mark back� until timing mark and reference
mark on clutch housing are in line.

- Read off advance angle and work out vacuum
advance angle:

Indicated advance angle
-Noted basic angle

      =Vaccum advance angle

- Increase vacuum further. The ignition timing mark
must not move further.

CHECKING TCI-H IGNITION SYSTEM

Checking with V.A.G 1451

- Check in accordance with tester instructions for use.

Checking with V.A.G 1315 A

Note:
As the internal resistance of the tester and the ambient
temperature have a large influence on the tester, the
V.A.G tester 1315 A should b used for these tests.

The readings given are for ambient temperatures from
0° to 40° C.

Caution

In order to avoid destroying the electronic
components, the �Volt� button should be pressed
before connecting the test leads to the tester.

I. Checking TCI-H switch unit

- Coil OK.

- Press clip and pull connector off TCI-H switch unit.

.

- Connect voltmeter between contacts 4 and 2 in
connector.

- Switch ignition on.

- Specified reading: approx. battery voltage

- Otherwise, find and eliminate break with aid of
current flow diagram.

- Switch ignition off.

- Attach connector to TCI-H switch unit again.

- Press clip and pull connector off Hall sender on
distributor.
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- Connect voltmeter between terminal 1 (-) and
terminal 15 (+) on coil.

- Switch ignition on.

Specified reading: at least 2 Volts,
dropping to 0 after 1-2 seconds

Otherwise renew TCI-H switch unit and check whether
sealing compound has come out of coil. If so, renew
coil as well.

- Earth centre wire in connector on distributor briefly.
- The voltage must rise briefly to at least 2 Volts.

Otherwise locate break in centre wire and eliminate
or renew switch unit.

- Switch ignition off.

- Connect voltmeter to outer contacts of Hall sender
connector on distributor.

- Switch ignition on.

Specified reading: at least 5 Volts

Note:

If the fault remains although the readings are as
specified, the TCI-H switch unit should be renewed or
a break in the wire between Hall sender and switch
unit located and eliminated.
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II. Checking Hall sender

TCI-H switch unit ok.

Coil ok.

Wire between TC1-H switch unit and distributor ok.

Connectors and sockets on distributor, Hall sender
and M-H switch unit ok.

- Pull HT lead off terminal 4 on distributor and earth it
with an extension wire.

- Pull rubber boot of connector on TCI-H switch unit
back but leave connector attached.

- Connect voltmeter between contact 6 and 3.

- Switch ignition on.

- Turn engine slowly by hand in normal direction and
watch tester indication.

Specified reading: alternating between
0 and at least 2 Volts

Otherwise the Hall sender is defective and must be
renewed.

- Insert two screwdrivers through opposite slots to
the circlip and lever rotor carefully off.

Note:

After installing, check rotor for freedom of movement
by turning the shaft. If rotor is bent it must be renwed.
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SPEED LIMITER (M 828)

A - Checking resistance

- Connect ohmmeter and check resistance. Specified:
5 ± 1 kOhm

B - Checking limiting speed

- Disconnect solenoid linkage.

- Note the limiting speed on speed limiter or on engine
identification plate.

- Start engine and increase speed by hand until speed
limiter operates.

- Compare given speed with actual speed ± 100 rpm.
Renew speed limiter if necessary.

Note:

When an engine has a speed limiter (M 828) and an
electronic speed control unit, the operating speed of
the limiter must be 400 rpm higher than the set
�Max. governed speed without load� of the electronic
speed control unit.
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Checking plug connectors

Specified:
without radio (not screened) 1 ± 0.4 kOhm

Check ignition leads
Figure
in kOhm

Lead between ignition
coil and distributor
(including connector) 0
Lead between distributor
and spark plug
(including connector) 1 ± 0.4

Checking ignition coil

- Disconnect all wiring from ignition coil

A - Checking primary resistance

- Connect tester between terminal 1 and terminal 15
(+) on coil.

- Measure resistance. Specified resistance:
0.52 - 0.76 ohm
Renew coil if necessary

B - Checking secondary resistance

- Connect tester between terminal 1 and terminal 4
on coil

- Measure resistance. Specified resistance:
2.4 - 3.5 kOhm
Renew coil if necessary

Note:

If the specified readings are obtained, but there is no
high voltage at the ignition coil, try replacing the
ignition coil.
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Checking compression

- Minimum engine oil temperature 30° C

- Throttle fully open

- Take HT lead (terminal 4) out of distributor and earth
it

- Check compression with V.A.G. 1381

Note:
See instructions on use of tester

- Operate starter until tester shows no further increase
in pressure

Compression pressures:

Pressure in bar
New wear limit
10-13 7.5

Permissible difference between cylinders:
max. 3 bar
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L.P. Gas Equipment

Installation and Operation of L.P. Gas Equipment

CAUTION! L.P. gas is flammable!

a) Do not park trucks next to heating
radiators indoors or in garages. When
parking the
truck, immediately close the stop valves
on L.P. gas tanks or cylinders.
L.P. gas cylinders must not be replaced
inside garages. The L.P. gas equipment
must be
inspected regularly for leaks.

b) When replacing L.P. gas cylinders or
working on any part of an L.P. gas truck,
smoking and the use of open flames in
the vicinity is strictly prohibited.

Unauthorized persons must not be allowed in
the vicinity of L.P. gas trucks.

All pertinent safety and fire prevention rules must be
observed strictly and without exception.

STI LL GmbH will not be liable for any damage or
injury incurred as a result of failure to observe official
regulations and all due safety precautions.

IF FIRES ARE CAUSED BY L.P.G., ONLY USE
CARBON SNOW EXTINGUISHERS!
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Design and Operation

Liquid gas is fed to the engine by an IMPCO  L.O.
gas fuel system. Operation is described below.

Before starting the engine, open the stop valve on the
L.P. gas cylinder. When the ignition is switched on,
the electromagnetic shutoff valve opens and the still
liquid fuel flows under the tank storage pressure first
through a filter installed ahead of the shutoff valve
and then to the concerter (a twostage vaporizer and
pressure regulator). The filter is intended to trap any
impurities remaining in the fuel from previous handling
and storage and thus prevent them from entering the
fuel system. In the pressure regulator the tank storage
pressure is reduced to approximately atmoshperic
pressure by the primary regulator. On starting the
engine, the liquid fuel passes into the vaporizer, in
which is is converted to vapor by expansion and by
heat supplied from the engine cooling system. The
vaporized fuel then enters the vacuum chamber
through the secondary regulator and is drawn into
the fuel-air mixer as a function of the air intake velocity.

As soon as the engine is cranked, the vacuum
produced in the mixer causes the air venturi and
integrated gas metering valve to drop, thereby
compressing the spring. At the same time, the
respective ports open to allow supply of air from the
mixer inlet and of the gaseous fuel from the feed tube
to pass to the engine intake pipe. Velocity of the
intake air controls the opening of the air venturi and
gas metering valve. In this way, the mixing ratio is
controlled as a function of engine speed and load to
ensure a homogeneous gas-air mixture. This mixture
is drawn into the engine cylinders, compressed and
ignited.

Storage pressure in the L.P. gas cylinder ensures
spontaneous availability of fuel when starting the
engine. Moreover the dry vaporized state �of the fuel
prevents wetting of the spark plugs. Cranking speed
is sufficient to produce an ignitable fuel-air mixture,
therefore no starting aids are required. When the
engine is stopped, the vacuum in the mixer
diminishes, closing the filter-shutoff valve.
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Air filter system

Due to the standard mounting arrangement for the air
intake system which is located within the rear
counterweight. water splashes, dust particles and dirt
increasingly gain acces into the air filter system.

To remedy this problem, simply relocate the air intake
assembly to a more favourable area within the RH
side of the truck, between rear counterweight and
engine bonnet.

The below listed existing components as well as the
conversion parts added to these components - each
�of which is marked with an (X) for identification - will
be necessary for the conversion.

Item Description

1 - air filter housing (part supplied by VW)

2 - hose clips - Part No. 502548 - (X)

3 - hex. hd. screw - Part No. 501037 -
M8x25 8.8 Torqued to MA = 23 Nm

4 - lock ring - Part No. 500951 -

5 - pipe clip - Part No. 525329 -

6 - tension washer - Part No. 519694 -

7 - hex. hd. screw - Part No. 501071 -
M10x20 8.8 Torqued to MA = 46 Nm

8 - rain cap - Part No. 014744- (X)

9 - flange, welded type - Part No. 366166 - (X)

10 -air hose - Part No. 147868 - (X)

11 -reworked: cover plate, welded type -Part No.
366169 -
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Functional Group 15 applicable to:
Diesel engine type VW - ADG (0.28.B) 1.9 litres
Capacity 1896 c.c.
Output 33 KW at 2600 rpm

Engine idle speed 800 rpm (when delivered by VW)
1150 + 50 rpm

High idle 3100 rpm (when delivered by VW)
2450 +30 -20 rpm / 2800 +50 rpm (without p.c.b.)

Electrical system 24 V
Alternator Bosch 28 V / 55 A
Valve clearance hydraulically adjusted

Injection pump with speed
limiter and solenoid stop Bosch distributor type injection pump
control

Compression pressure (bar) Specified pressure 34.0 bar
(with engine at 80°C operating Wear limit 26.0 bar
Temperature) Max. permissible pressure difference   5.0 bar

Operating temperatures
Cooling water 95°C

Cooling water max. temporarily (5 min) up to 105°C

Thermostat Opening starts approx. 70°C
Ends approx. 85°C

Thermoswitch closes the circuit
to the temperature warning lamp 110 + 3°C
when the coolant temperature
reaches

sealed pressurized water cooling system
Cooling (with separate expansion tank and

pressure relief valve)

provides protection from freezing and corrosion.
Coolant Use a mixture of 60% water and 40% coolant

additive G11 to top up the system (sufficient up
to cold startina limit temneraturel
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Functional Group 15 applicable to:

Diesel engine type VW - ADG (0.28.B) 1.9 litres

Lubrication system capacity
with filter change 4.5 litres
without filter change 4.0 litres

Difference in oil quantity
between �max� and �min� marks 1.0 litre
on the dipstick

Max. permissible engine oil 130°C in oil sump
temperature

0.025 to 0.5 litres / hr.
Oil consumption (at 2000 rpm)

Engine weight 130 kgs.
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Engine number

The engine number is stamped on the cylinder
block between the injection pump and the vacuum
pump.

The engine number is also shown on the vehi-
cle data plate on the toothed belt cover.

NOTE: the engine type designation has been changed
by the manufacturer from 028.B to ADG.

Removal and installation of generator unit

NOTE:
The removal of the engine requires the removal of the
complete generator unit.

Removing
- Disconnect battery earth
- Remove cap from expansion tank or radiator and

drain coolant into a suitable container
- Disconnect electric wiring
- Disconnect Bowden cables such as that of cold

starting aid

Installing
- If the fuel pipes are detached at the injection pump,

ensure that the unions for fuel supply and return
pipes are not interchanged. The return pipe has a
smaller inside diameter and is marked---OUT---on
the hexagon part

- Install engine mounting free of strain (align by rocking
engine)

- Filling with coolant (see page 25)
- Adjusting cold start accelerator cable (see page 28)

For removal and installation also refer to description
page 11/Functional Group 15 dealing with the
Mercedes Benz engine.
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Partially dismantling and assembling engine

  1 - Upper toothed belt guard
  2 - 45 Nm
  3 - Camshaft sprocket Loosen from camshaft taper

by inserting a drift through the hole in the toothed
belt guard and hitting with a hammer

  4 - 10 Nirn
  5 - Rear toothed belt guard
  6 - Injection pump Removing and installing, servicing

and adjusting (see page 8)
  7 - Clip Loosen with a coin
  8 - Tensioner Adjusting toothed belt tension (see

page 8) To tension, turn to right
  9 - Toothed belt Removing and installing (see page

7) Adjusting tension
10- 25 Nirn
11 - Alternator belt - kern l a -Check tension by

pressing with thumb Deflection: New belt approx.
2 mm Used belt approx. 5 mm Adjust tension
at tensioning nut - item 2a -

12- Coolant pump belt - item la -Cheek tension by
pressing with thumb Deflection: New belt approx.
2mm Used belt approx. 5 mm Adjusting V-belt
(see page 24)

13- Double pulley
14- Lower toothed belt guard
15- Renew securing bolt for toothed belt sprocket

Oil threads and head contact surface Use
retainer 3099 to slacken and tighten Tightening
method: 90 Nm + 1/4 turn (90�) Turning the ex-
tra 900 can be done in several stages

16- Toothed belt sprocket
17- Intermediate shaft pulley
18- Injection pump sprocket

Removing (see page )
19- Console
20- Bracket
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Cylinder head

1 -Filler cap

2 - Cap

3 - 10 Nm

4 - Dished washer

5 - Sealing washer, upper

6 - Cylinder head cover

7 - Crankcase breather

8 - Gasket for cylinder head cover
Renew only if damaged

9 - Cylinder head bolt Note instructions and
sequence when loosening and tightening (see
page 17)

10- Sealing cone, lower

11 - Injector pipes
Tighten to 25 Nm
Use special tool 3035 to remove
Always remove set complete
Do not alter shape

12- Cylinder head Removing and installing (see
page 14) If renewed, fill complete system with
fresh coolant

13- Gasket for cylinder head Note marking (see
page 16) If renewed, fill complete system with
fresh coolant
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Note:
Always renew gaskets and seals

1 - Exhauster

2 - 20 Nm

3 - Cylinderblock

4 - Gasket

5 - Oil filter bracket

6 - Sump

7 - O-ring

8 - Oil filter
Loosen with strap wrench e.g.
Hazet 2171 -1
Note instructions on filter when installing

9 - 20 Nm

10 - Coolant pump
Servicing (see page 24)

Removing and installing toothed belt

Removing
-    Remove, upper belt guard and cylinder head cover.

- Turn crankshaft to TDC on No. 1 cylinder
- arrow -

- Fix camshaft in position with setting bar.

- Align bar as follows.
Turn camshaft until one end of bar touches cylinder
head. Measure gap at other end with feeler Take
half of measurement and insert feeler of this
thickness between bar and head. Now turn
camshaft so that bar rests on feeler. Insert se-
cond feeler of same thickness between other end
of bar and head.

- Hold injection pump sprocket in position with
drift.

- Loosen tensioner

- Remove vibration damper and coolant pump
pulley.

- Remove lower toothed belt guard.
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Installing

Check TDC mark.

Loosen camshaft sprocket bolt half a turn and free
sprocket on taper by tapping with hammer (using
a drift through the hole in the rear toothed belt
guard).

Fit toothed belt and remove pin from injection pump
sprocket.

Tension belt (by turning tensioner to the right with
a pin wrench, e.g. Matra V 159 - arrow -).

Scale value: 12 ... 13

measured between camshaft gear and injection
pump sprocket.

Tighten camshaft sprocket bolt to 45 Nm.

Remove setting bar.

Turn crankshaft two turns in normal direction and
check that toothed belt tension complies with
specification.

Install Vee belt, toothed belt guard and cylinder
head cover

Checking point of injection pump (see page 10)

Tensioning toothed belt

Remove upper toothed belt guard.

Measure tension of belt between camshaft and
pump sprockets with tester VW 210 and note
reading.

Turn crankshaft one complete turn and measure
tension again.

Compare average of 1st and 2nd reading with
specification.

Specification:
Scale value: 12 ... 13

If necessary tension belt to specification by turning
tensioner (e.g. with Matra-V 159 pin wrench - arrow
- by turning to right).

Install toothed belt guard.
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Removing and installing injection pump

Removing
- Set crankshaft to TDC for No. 1 cylinder and fix

camshaft and setting bar Align setting bar as
follows:

Turn camshaft until one end of the setting bar
touches the cylinder head. Measure the gap at
the other end with feeler gauge. Insert feeler gauge
one half of this thickness between the setting bar
and cylinder head. Now turn the camshaft so that
the setting bar rests against the feeler. Insert a
second feeler of the same thickness at the other
end between the setting bar and cylinder head.

- Remove toothed belt from camshaft and injection
pump sprockets.

- Loosen FIP sprocket nut but do not take it right
off.

Removing injection pump sprocket

- Loosen FIP sprocket nut.

- Slacken off puller legs and offer up puller.

- Align puller legs with sprocket holes and tighten.
- Tension sprocket with puller.

- Loosen sprocket on taper by tapping on puller
spindle (hold sprocket at the same time to prevent
it falling).

- Detach all fuel pipes from the pump and cover
openings with clean cloths.

Note:
Use open ring spanner - 3035 - to loosen injector
pipe unions.

-   Disconnect wire from stop control.
- Detach accelerator and cold start accelerator

cables.
- Remove securing bolts from bracket - 2 -(3bolts).
- Remove bolt from rear support - 1
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Note:

Loosen the lower and right-hand securing bolt on
the bracket from the front.

Important

On no account should the bolts holding the
pump head be loosened - arrows -.
Loosening bolts allows the head to move and
causes breakage of the distributor plunger.

Installing
-    Install injection pump and align centrally in

the elongated flange holes.
Tightening torques
Pump mounting bolts: 25 Nm
Fuel pipes: 25 Nm
Injection pump sprocket: 45 Nm

Important

Do not interchange the feed and return pipe
banjo bolts. The inside diameter of the bolt
for the return pipe is smaller and the
hexagon head is market �OUT�.

1

Install injection pump sprocket and fix position
with pin 2064.

Loosen camshaft sprocket bolt half a turn and
free from the taper by tapping with a hammer
(using a drift through the hole in the rear toothed
belt guard).

Check that MC mark on the flywheel is aligned
with reference mark.

Install toothed belt and remove the pin from the
injection pump sprocket.

Tension toothed belt (turn tensioner to the right
using a pin wrench, e.g. Matra-V 159 - arrow -).
Scale value: 12 ... 13 measured between camshaft
and injection pump sprockets.

Tighten camshaft sprocket bolt to 45 Nm.

Remove setting bat

Turn crankshaft two complete turns dockwise and
check belt tension again as to specified value.

Check ignition pump timing - page 10.

Check and adjust idling speed and maximum
engine speed.
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Checking and adjusting static injection pump
timing

Checking and adjustment conditions

- Toothed belt tension OK.

- Cold start accelerator knob must not be pulled
out (FIP operating lever on stop).

- Set engine to TDC on No. 1 cylinder.

Engine installed:
Turn crankshaft until TDC mark on flywheel is in
line with the boss on the bell housing.

Engine removed:
- Fit adjusting tool as illustrated.
- Set adjusting tool to 112.8 mm (with 028.B, ADG,

24 V design) or 108.5 mm with ADE. The reference
point is the graduation on the left of the vernier
scale - arrow A -.

- Turn crankshaft to align MC mark on flywheel with
the tip of the adjusting tool - arrow B

Checking and adjusting

- Unscrew plug from injection pump head.

Note:
Always fit a new washer when installing the plug.
Tightening torque 15 Nm.
If leaks occur, the plug can be tightened to a
maximum of 25 Nm.

- Install adapter and small dial gauge (measuring
range 0 ... 3.0 mm) in place of the plug and preload
gauge to about 2.5 mm.

- Turn crankshaft slowly anti-clockwise (opposite to
normal rotation) until the dial gauge needle stops
moving.

- Turn crankshaft clockwise (normal rotation) until
the TDC mark on the flywheel is aligned with the
reference mark.
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Checking and adjusting

Read off point of injection on the dial gauge: with
028.B ADG:

Test figure  = 0.93 ... 1.07 mm stroke
Setting figure  = 1.00 ... 0.02 mm stroke

with ADE:
Test figure  = 0.83 ... 0.97 mm stroke
Setting figure  = 0.90 ... 0.02 mm stroke

Note:
If the value is within the specified tolerance,
adjustment is not required.

- To adjust, loosen the three screws on the bracket
and the screw holding the rear support.

- Adjust the point of injection by turning the
pump to give the setting value.

- Tighten bolts to 25 Nm.

Checking valve timing

- Remove upper toothed belt guard as well as
cylinder head cover.

- Check toothed belt tension.

-   Set crankshaft to TDC on No. 1 cylinder - arrow -.
The setting bar must fit in the slot on the camshaft.
If the setting bar cannot be inserted, adjust valve
timing as follows:

- Turn crankshaft so that the setting bar can be
inserted and align the setting bar as follows:

Turn the camshaft until one end of the bar touches
the cylinder head. Measure the gap at the other
end with the feeler gauge.
Take one half to the measurement and insert a
feeler gauge of this thickness between the bar
and cylinder head. Now turn the camshaft so that
the setting bar rests on the feeler gauge. Insert a
second feeler gauge of the same thickness at the
other end between the setting bar and cylinder
head.
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Checking valve timing

- Loosen camshaft gear bolt half a turn. Free gear
from taper by inserting drift through hole in rear
toothed belt guard and by striking drift with a
hammer

- Fix pump gear with pin 2064.

- Check TDC position, if necessary turn
crankshaft until MC mark on the flywheel is
aligned with the boss on the bell housing.

Note:

To adjust the injection pump gear and the TDC
mark on the flywheel, it may be necessary to
remove the toothed belt.

- Remove pin.

-  Tension toothed belt and tighten camshaft gear
bolt to 45 Nm.

- Remove setting bar.

- Check injection pump timing (see page 10).
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Stopping leaks from injection pump adapters

1 - Washer
2 - Valve
3 - Adapter

- Loosen pipe union
- Tighten adapter to 45 Nm
- Tighten injector pipe to 25 Nm

If this does not stop the leak, install new adapter
and washer.

Important
When fitting new adapters, do not Interchange
the pressure valves.

Adjusting idling speed and governed speed
(without load)

- Engine oil temperature at least 60°C.

- Cable for cold starting aid must not be pulled
out.

- Engine speed can be measured with V.A.G. 1367
ignition tester using TDC sender or VW 1324
adapter

Adjusting idling speed or min. governed
speed (without load)

- Adjust speed with idling adjustment screw (fig. 2
- arrow) as given on identification plate for idling
speed or min. governed speed without load.

- Lock adjusting screw.

Adjusting governed speed (without load)

-  Open throttle fully and set engine speed with
adjusting screw (fig. 3 - arrow) as given on
identification plate for governed speed without
load.

- Lock adjusting screw.
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Removing and installing cylinder head

Notes:

The cylinder head can be removed and installed with
engine in situ.

If a replacement cylinder head with camshaft is
installed, the contact surfaces between the bucket
tappets and the cam face must be lubricated after
installing the head.

The plastic caps for protecting the open valves must
not be removed until immediately prior to fitting the
cylinder head.

When renewing the cylinder head the complete
coolant must be renewed.

Checking compression pressure (see page 17)

1 - Cap

2 - Upper seal

3 - Dished washer

4 - Cap

5 - 10 Nm

6 - Cylinder head cover
Only renew if damaged

8 - Cylinder head bolts
Note instructions and sequence when
tightening and loosening (see page 17)

9 -    Crankcase breather

10- Injector pipes
Tighten to 25 Nm
Use 3035 to remove
Always remove injector pipe set complete
Do not change shape of bend
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Removing and installing cylinder head

11 - Cylinder head
Dismantling and assembling valve gear
(see page 18)
Checking for distortion. Do not rework
Installing (see page 17)

12- Lower seal

13- Cylinder head gasket
Note markings
After renewing the complete coolant
must be renewed

14- Glow plug
Tighten to 30 Nm

15- Injector
Tighten to 70 Nm

16- Rear toothed belt guard
To remove cylinder head, remove secur
ing bolt on head and push guard back
slightly

17- Toothed belt
Removing and installing
Adjusting tension
(see page 9)

18 - Upper toothed belt guard

19 -Tensioner
Adjusting toothed belt tension
(see page 9)
To tension, turn to the right

20 - 45 Nm

21 - Spreader clip

22 -Camshaft sprocket
To loosen cam sprocket taper, insert drift
through toothed belt guard hole and
strike with a hammer.
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Checking cylinder head

Checking cylinder head for distortion
- see Fig. 1 -

Max. 0.1 mm

Note:

Do not rework Diesel engine cylinder heads.

Cylinder head gasket markings

- see Fig. 2 -

Part No. = black arrow

Notches/holes = white arrow

Depending on the piston projection a cylinder head
gasket of the appropriate thickness is installed. When
renewing the gasket, cheek the identification marks
and install gasket with the same marks.

Installing cylinder head

Notes:

Before installing cylinder head, turn crankshaft to
TDC.
Then turn crankshaft back until all pistons are
uniformly below TDC.
After securing the cylinder head, turn the camshaft
sprocket so that the cams for cylinder No. 1 face
upwards uniformly. Before fitting toothed belt, turn
crankshaft to TDC.

Important Always renew cylinder head bolts.

- Position cylinder head gasket on fitted pins.

-  To centre, screw guide pins from 3070 into the
outer holes on the intake side.

- Fit cylinder head, install the remaining eight
bolts and tighten by hand.
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Installing cylinder head
- Remove the guide pins using the toot from 3070

and replace these with the cylinder head bolts.
- Tighten cylinder head bolts; reverse sequence

when loosening (see Fig. 1).
- Tighten all bolts one after the other in

three stages (engine cold)
Tightening torques:
Stage I = 40 Nm
Stage II = 60 Nm
Stage Ill = 1/2 turn (180°) further, with normal
spanner, without stopping (2x90° )turns is also
permissible)

- Run engine until warm (oil temperature above 50°C)
and tighten bolts 1/4 turn (90°) further with a nor-
mal spanner in one movement and without
loosening them first (watch sequence).

Attention:
There is no need to retighten the cylinder head
bolts after 10 hours running.

Checking compression pressures
- Min. engine oil temperature 30°C.
- Disconnect wire from stop control at injection

pump and insulate it.
- Remove injector pipes with slotted ring spanner

3035.
Screw in adapter VA.G. 1323/2A in place of the
injectors.
Place old heat shield between adapter and cylinder
head.

Note:
See instructions for use when using compres-
sion tester.
- Operate starter until tester shows no further

pressure increase.

Compression pressure for V.A.G. 1381 and
VW 1323
(gauge pressure)
Specified value: 34.0 bar
Wear limit: 26.0 bar
Max. permissible pressure difference      5.0 bar

Important
Always fit new heat shields between cylinder
head and injectors.

Fitting position for heat shields (see Fig. 2):
Arrow points to cylinder head

Tightening torques:
- Injector pipes = 25 Nm
- Injectors = 70 Nm
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Servicing valve gear

Note:
Cylinder heads which have cracks between the
valve seats can be used further without reducing
engine service life, provided the cracks are small
and not more than 0.5 mm wide.

1 - Bearing caps
Watch bore offset (see page 19, Fig. 3) Before
installing camshaft, fit caps to determine
correct installation position. For installing
sequence, removing and installing camshaft -
see page 21 -

2 - 20 Nm

3 - Camshaft
Checking axial play - see page 19, Fig. 2
Removing and installing - see page. . .
Measure radial clearance with Plastigage
Wear limit= 0.11 mm
Run-out: max. 0.01 mm

4 - Bucket tappets (hydraulic)
Before installing, check axial play on
camshaft Oil contact surface Do not
interchange After removing, keep contact
surfaces downwards Checking - see page 21 -

5 - Valve cotters
Use 2037 to remove and install If cotter is
jammed, loosen by lightly tapping assembly
tool spindle with a hammer

6 - Valve spring seat, upper

7 - Outer spring
Use 2037 to remove and install

8 - Inner spring
Use 2037 to remove and install

9 - Valve stem seal
Renewing - see page 20 -

10 -Valve spring seat, lower
Use 3047A to remove and install

11- Valve guide
Checking wear
Renewing
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Servicing valve gear

12 - Oil seal
Remove: Remove toothed belt Loosen
camshaft sprocket bolt half a turn. Free
camshaft from taper by inserting a drift
through hole in the rear toothed belt guard
and tapping with a hammer Remove rear
toothed belt guard. Unscrew bearing cap
and press oil seal from the camshaft.

13 - Cylinder head

15 - Lower seal

Checking camshaft axial play

max. 0.15 mm Measure with tappets
removed and bearing caps 1 and 5 fitted.

Important

Exhaust valves must not be reworked: They may
only be ground in.

Position of camshaft bearing cap
- see Fig. 3 -
Note off-set. Before installing the camshaft,
fit bearing caps to determine correct
installation positions.
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Renewing valve stem oil seals

(with head on)

- Remove camshaft and tappets.

- Move piston of cylinder concerned to TDC.

- Remove valve springs.
The valves then rest on the piston crown.

- Pull valve stem seal off

- see Fig. 2 -

- Installing valve stem seals.
- see Fig. 3 -
Fit plastic sleeve - A - on the valve stem.
Oil valve stem sea) - B -, place it in the
tool and push it down carefully onto the
valve guide.

Important

To prevent damaging the valve stem seal, always
use the plastic fitting sleeve.
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Removing and installing camshaft

Removing
- With cylinder head installed, rotate engine

until No. 1 cylinder is at TDC.
- Removing and installing toothed belt

- see page 6 -
- Removing bearing caps 5, 1 and 3. Loosen nuts

of caps 2 and 4 alternately and diagonally

Installing

- Cams for No. 1 cylinder must be pointing
upwards.

- Oil contact surfaces.
- Install caps 2 and 4, watching offset, and

tighten alternately and diagonally
- Install caps 5, 1 and 3.
- Locate No. 5 cap by tapping lightly on the

end of the camshaft.

Checking hydraulic tappets

Notes:
Place removed tappets with cam contact surface
downwards on a clean surface.

Renew tappets complete (cannot be adjusted or
repaired).

Irregular valve noises when starting engine are
quite normal.

- Start and run engine until warm.

- Increase engine speed to approx. 2500 rpm for 2
minutes. If the tappets are still noisy, locate
defective tappet as follows:

- Remove cylinder head cover

- Rotate crankshaft until cam of tappet to be
checked is pointing upwards.

- Press tappet down with a wooden or plastic
wedge (see Fig. 2). If free travel in excess of 0.1
mm is felt before the valve opens, renew tappet.

Important
When new tappets have been installed, the
engine must not be started for about 30
minutes (valves will strike pistons).
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Removing and installing parts of lubrication
system

Notes:
Always renew all gaskets and seals.

Checking oil pressure Oil capacity:
without filter 4.0 Itrs.
with filter 4.5 Itrs.

1 - Cap
2 - Seal If damaged, renew
3 - Dipstick Difference between min. and max.:

1.0 ltr
4 - O-ring
5 - Oil pressure switch 0.3 bar, 25 Nm Brown
6 - 20 Nm
7 - Crankcase breather
8 - Oil filter bracket
9 - Gasket
10 - O-ring
11 - Oil cooler Coat contact surfaces to oil filter

bracket outside sealing ring with AMV 188
100.02 Ensure clearance to adjacent
parts If metal particles, as caused by partial
seizure of main and conrod bearings, are
found in the engine oil, renew oil cooler.

12 - 25 Nm
13 - Oil filter Loosen with strap wrench e.g.Hazet

2171-1 Tighten by hand Note instructions on
filter

14 - Gears
15 - Oil pump cover with pressure relief valve
16 - 10 Nm
17 - Sump
18 - Drain plug - 30 Nm
19 - Baffle plate
20 - Suction pipe
21 - Baffle plate
22 - 10 Nm Apply AMV 188 100.02 before

installing
23 - Oil jet

For piston cooling
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Oil pump

Checking oil pump backlash - see Fig. 1 -

New: 0.05 mm
Wear limit: 0.20 mm

Checking oil pump axial play - see Fig. 2 -

Wear limit: 0.15 mm

Checking oil pressure and oil pressure switch
-see Fig. 3 -

Remove 0.3 bar oil pressure switch (brown
insulation).
Screw it into the tester and connect up blue
wire - 1-
Install tester in place of oil pressure switch.
Connect test lamp - 2 - to wire - 1 - and battery
positive (+).
Touch wire - 3 - (brown) to earth(-)
Test lamp must light up.
Start engine and increase engine speed slowly.
At 0.15 . . . 0.45 bar, the test lamp must go
out, otherwise renew oil pressure switch.
Increase engine speed further. At 2000 rpm and
an engine oil temperature of 80°C oil pressure
should be a minimum of 2.0 bar.
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Removing and installing
part of cooling system

Notes:
Coolant hoses are secured either with spring

clips or screw type clips. When carrying out
repairs spring clips can be replaced by screw
clips.

The spring clips are fitted with normal pliers e.g.
Hazet 789-5.

Renew gaskets and/or seals.

Coolant hose connection diagram(see page 25)

Draining and filling cooling system (see page 25)

Anti-freeze mixing ratios (page 25)

1 - 20 Nm
2 - Pulley
3 - Spacer washer

* Adjust belt tension by varying the number
of washers between pulley halves.

* To centralize the individual parts screw in
one guide pin (M8x30), fit the remaining
two securing bolts and then remove guide
pin.

4 - Vee belt for coolant pump
Check tension by thumb pressure
Belt deflection:
New belt: approx.2 mm
Old belt: approx.5 mm

  5 - Coolant pump
Check that shaft rotates easily

  6 -  O-ring
  7 -  to top of radiator
  8 -  10 Nm
  9 -  Clip
10 - Coolant temperature warning switch (F 14)

* Switching temperature 110°C
11 - Glow plug system sender (G 27)
12 - Cap
13 - Oil cooler

Removing and installing (see page 22)
14 - from bottom of radiator
15 - Thermostat

Checking: Warm thermostat up in water
� Opening starts approx. 70°C
� Ends approx. 85°C
� Opening stroke - min. 7 mm

16- Gasket
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Hose connection diagram

1 - Expansion tank
2 - Radiator
3 - Coolant pump mreth thermostat
4 - Cylinder head/block
5 - Heat exchanger for heating
6 - Oil cooler

Draining and refilling with coolant

Note:
The cooling system must be filled with a mixture of
water and our coolant additive G 11 or a coolant ad-
ditive with the TIL-VW 774 A specification (shown on
the container), or a phosphate-free anti-freeze agent
with a glycol basis and anti-corrosion additives. The-
se coolant additives prevent freezing and corrosion
damage, the formation of scale and in addition, they
raise the boiling point of the water.
For this reason, the cooling system must be filled all
the year round with this mixture. Due to the high
boiling point, the coolant is an aid to operational
efficiency when the engine is operating on full load,
particularly in tropical climates.

Recommended mixture ratios

Frost protection  G 11 Water
down to

- 25°C 40% 60%
- 30°C* 50% 40%

*) for countries with cold climates

Draining - see Fig. 2 -
- Open the expansion tank cap.
- Drain the coolant: from coolant hoses - 1

- or coolant pump flange - 2 -.

Filling - see Fig. 3 -
- Fill system up to mark on expansion tank.
- Close expansion tank.
- Run engine until thermostat opens.
- Check coolant level and if necessary top

up. When the engine is at normal operation
temperature, the coolant level should be on
the max. mark, and when the engine is
cold, the coolant level should be between
the min. and max. marks.
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Servicing injection systern
� Secure all fuel hoses with hose clips
� Check valve timing - see page 11
� Adjust engine speed
� Observe cleanliness rules
� Servicing fuel filter
� Always renew seals

1 -     from fuel filter

2 -     25 Nm

3 - Fuel return pipe
To the fuel tank

4 - 25 Nm
Banjo bolt for return line is marked
---OUT-

5 - Fuel cut-off valve, 40 Nm
Must click when ignition is switched on
and off

6- Injection pump
Removing and installing - see page 8 -
Adjusting pump timing - see page 10 -
If a pump is defective it must be re
newed as an injection pump tester is re
quired in order to repair

7- Injector, 70 Nm
Removing and installing
Remove injectors with 27 mm socket

8 - Heat shield
Renew
Fitting position - see page 17 -

9 - Injector pipes, 25 Nrn
Use 3035 to remove
Always remove complete pipe set
Do not alter shape

10 - 15 Nrn
May be tightened to max. 25 Nm if leaks
occur

11 - Connection
Removing, installing and sealing
- see page 13 -

12 -    Securing clip

13 -    Shock absorber

14 -    Bracket

15 -    Console

16 -    Injection pump gear - see page 9 -

17 -    45 Nrn
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Servicing fuel filter

1- 25 Nm
2- Seal
     If damaged, renew
3 - Fuel filter - upper part
4 - O-ring
     Renew

Coat with Diesel fuel before installing
5 - Fuel filter

Remove using oil filter wrench, e.g. Matra
W 167
Tighten by hand

6 - Water drain plug
Slacken off and allow approx. 100 cm3

fluid to drain off
7 - From fuel tank
8 - Bleeder screw

Slacken off when draining water
9 - To fuel injection pump

Cleanliness rules when working on the injection
system

Caution

When working on the fuel system, the following ---5
rules- for cleanliness should be complied with
carefully:

* Thoroughly clean connections and the
adjacent area before detaching.

* Place parts which have been removed on a clean
surface and cover them up with foil or paper.
Do not use fluffy cloths!

* Opened components should be covered carefully
or sealed off if the repair cannot be completed
immediately.

*   Use clean parts only.
Unpack spare parts immediately before they are
installed. Do not use parts, which have been kept
unpacked (e.g. in the tool box etc.).

* When the system is open:
Do not use compressed air if avoidable.
Where possible, avoid moving vehicle.

Furthermore, ensure that no Diesel fuel runs onto
the coolant hoses. If it does, the hoses must be
cleaned immediately. Hoses which have already been
affected by Diesel fuel must be renewed.
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Adjusting cable for cold starting aid

- Place washer - 1 - on cable and secure it
with retaining washer - 2 -

- Move lever to 0- position - arrow -.
Pull inner cable taut and secure it to mounting
pin - 3 - with clamp type bolt.

Note:
On engines without a cable for the cold starting aid
the lever on the pump is fixed in the 0-position.

Testing glow plugs
Test conditions:
Engine cold
Battery voltage ok
Voltage present at glow plugs.

Checking current draw
-    Connect current supply to test appliance.
-    Place glow plug wire in current clamp.
- Pull wire off engine temperature sender.
- Hold ignition key in glow plug position for

max. 15 seconds.
- Read off current draw.

Current draw approx. 48 A glow plugs ok.
Current draw below 48 A, see -

�Checking glow plugs�.

Checking glow plugs
After stabilization on the rapid glow system the
current draw from glow plugs is approx. 12 A per plug.
If glow plugs show a current draw of about

36 A = one glow plug is defective
24 A = two glow plugs are defective
12 A = three glow plugs are defective

0 A = all glow plugs are defective

Notes:
The glow plug tightening torque of 25 Nm must not
be exceeded, otherwise the ring gap between the
glow pin and thread will be squeezed together. The
glow plugs can fail prematurely due to this.
If no defects are found but the engine is still hard to
start, the glow plugs should be examined while
glowing.

Glow plugs with burnt electrodes
Burnt electrodes in glow plugs are frequently caused
by faulty injectors. Damage of this nature is not due
to faults in or on the glow plugs. When damage of
this nature is found - arrow - it is not sufficient merely
to renew the glow plug. The injectors must also be
tested for nozzle breaking pressures and leakage.
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FUNTIONAL GROUP 20

Elevating mast

Mast support fixing bolts Torque loading = 385 Nm

Support roller bolts Torque loading = 140 Nm ± 15 Nm (7032 - 34 / 7038 - 40)

Support rollers Torque loading = 270 Nm ± 30 Nm (7048 - 50)

Line failure safety device Torque loading = 20 Nm 2 Nm

Chain max. permissible stretch 3% to be checked to UW

Lowering speed max. permissible = 0.6 m/sec
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MAST TYPES: All mast types are clear-view masts. The section of the mast Is an I beam. Fork carriage and
mast sections are guided by support rollers which also take up side loadings - the previous side thrust rollers
are thus not fitted.

Telescopic: When the mast is
raised, the inner section will extend
beyond the height of the load. When
operating in areas of l imited
headroom, the lift height of the
inner section must be taken into ac-
count.

Full free-lift: During the lift ing
operation, the extending mast
section will not exceed the height of
the load. When operating in � areas
of limited headroom, the lift of the
inner section need not be taken into
account.

Triple full free-lift: Has similar
features to full free-lift mast, but
with an extended lift height for the
same overall closed height. When
operating in areas with limited
headroom, the lift of the inner
section need not be taken into

account.
Removal of mast
1. Secure the truck so that all mast removal work
    can be done.
2. With mast vertical, secure above with
    wire rope or chain.
3. Take off forks or attachment.
4. Loosen hoist cylinder hoses.
5. Pull out till cylinder pins from fixings on mast.
6. Screw out mast support fixing bobs.
7. Pull out mast from the front.

Installing the mast This is done in reverse order.
IMPORTANT!
Torque requirement for mast mounting bolts:
1) Bolt without aftertreatment (black bolts) = 295 Nm
2) Electroplated bolts (bright bolts) = 275 Nm
NOTE: To reduce wear the running tracks on which the
rollers roll must be greased more or less frequently,
depending on operating conditions. Correct grade of
lubricant: Extreme pressure, adhesive type lubricant
STILL Part No. 147 873
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Description of Operation

The two external cylinders lie in the profile of the I
Beam outer mast.
They are connected hydraulically by a flexible hose
fine.
Both piston rods are connected at the top to the
crossmember of the inner mast.
When the cylinders are pressurised both piston rods
go out and lift the inner mast.
Travel is limited by cylinder stroke. The lift chains are
fixed to the outer mast, run over chain sheaves on
the inner mast and are fixed at the other end to the
fork carriage. Thus the ratio of inner mast to fork
carriage travel is 1 : 2.
A lowering valve built into the pipework provides for a
minimum lowering speed of 0.6 m/sec.

1 = stop

The stop prevents the fork carriage coming out and
tipping forward (see page 15).
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Oil flow in mast

The oil enters at the lowering valve (1), whence it
goes via flexible hose lines to the cylinders. The line
failure safety device in the r.h. cylinder prevents the
load dropping too quickly if pipe fractures.

1 = lowering valve SB 29 C - 55/150

2 = orifice block

3 = hose failure safety device
LB 3 C 0.8 - 40
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Chain adjustment

The lift chains are tensioned equally by the adjusters
( 1 ).

The centre of the upper fork carriage rollers must
remain 2 mm (see dimension �X�) inside the inner
mast section when piston is fully extended (to
cylinder stops).

Under no circumstances must tyre wear be
compensated for by adjusting the lift chain tension!

When adjusting the chains, make sure that at least 2
mm clearance is maintained between block on
carriage and stop on inner mast (see page 15).

Important!

The chains must be inspected for wear, damage and
undue stretch (3 % at the maximum) in compliance
with the regulations of UVV (German Society for the
Prevention of Accidents):

Dimension �X�

    2.0/2.0 tonnes X = 15
3.0 tonnes X = 10

Dimension �Z�

    2.0/2.5 tonnes Z = 375
3.0 tonnes Z = 415
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Description of operation

The mast has 3 cylinders.

The central cylinder provides the high free lift, extending
within the inner mast but not exceeding the overall
height of the mast.

The two outer cylinders are tucked into the I beam
section of the outer mast.

The piston rods of these cylinders are firmly secured
to the inner mast.

When the cylinders are pressurised the central
cylinder first goes out to its stop because of its greater
piston area.

Then the two outer cylinders go out and lift the inner
mast.

A lowering valve mounted in the pipework provides a
max. lowering speed of 0.60 m/sec.

1 =  stop
preventing the fork carriage coming out and
tipping forward (see page 15)
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Oil flow in mast Hi-Lo 2.0/2.5 tonnes - overall
lowered height = 1800 - 2350 mrn

The oil enters at the lowering valve (3), whence it is
directed to the two outer cylinders. The oil then flows
via an adapter (1) and a pipe through the 1.h. outer
cylinder into the centre cylinder.

Because of differential piston areas the centre
cylinders goes out first.

First stage of lift only moves up the carriage to
accomplish free lift

Second stage
of lift causes the inner section to be

raised

The line failure safety device built into the r.h. outer
cylinder prevents the load dropping too quickly if a
pipe fractures.

1 = adapter

2 = line failure safety device
LB 4 C 1.5 - 90

3 = lowering valve
SB 29 C - 55/150

4 = orifice block

5 = line failure safety device
LB 3 C 8.0 - 40

6 = adapter
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Oil flow in mast
Hi-Lo 2.0/2.5 tonnes
overall lowered height = 2400 - 3250 mm

The oil enters at the lowering valve (4), whence it is
directed under pressure to the two outer cylinders.
The oil then flows via an adapter (1) and a pipe into
the centre cylinder.

The two outer cylinders are fitted bottom with a line
failure safety device each (2), and the adapters top
with a line failure safety device each (5) which prevent
the load dropping too quickly if a pipe fractures.

1 = adapter

2 = line failure safety device
LB 3 C 0.8 - 40

3 = line failure safety device
LB 4 C 1.5 - 90

4 = lowering valve
SB 29 C - 55 /150

5 = line failure safety device
LB 3 C 0.8 - 40

6 = orifice block
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Oil flow in mast
Hi-Lo 3.0 tonnes

The oil enters ant the lowering valve (3), whence it is
directed to the two outer cylinders. The oil then flows
via adapter (1) and pipe through the LH outer cylinder
(cylinder tube) before it enters the centre cylinder.

Fitted in the RH outer cylinder, a line failure safety
device (2) prevents the load dropping too quickly if a
pipe fractures.

Note:
The RH outer cylinder incorporates a piston rod.

1 = adapter

2 = line failure safety device
LB 3 C 1.2 - 63

3 = lowering valve
SB 35 C - 70/180

4 = orifice block

5 = line failure safety device
L134C-2x10- 130
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Chain adjustment

The lift chains are tensioned equally by the adjusters
( 1 ).

The centre of the upper fork carriage rollers must
remain 2 mm (see dimension �X�) inside the inner
mast section when piston is fully extended (to
cylinder stops).

Under no circumstances must ryre wear be
compensated for by adjusting the lift chain tension!

When adjusting the chains, make sure that at least
2 mm clearance is maintained between block on
carriage and stop on inner mast (see page 15).

Important:

The chains must be inspected for wear, damage and
undue stretch (3 % at the maximum) in compliance
with the regulations of UVV (German Society for the
Prevention of Accidents).

Dimension �X�
2.0/2.5 t X= 15
3.0 t X= 10

Dimension �Z�
2.0/2.5 t Z = 375
3.0 t Z = 415
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Description of operation

The mast has 3 cylinders.

The centre cylinder provides the high free lift, extending
within the inner mast but not exceeding the overall
height of the mast.

The two outer cylinders are tucked into the 1 beam
section of the outer mast.

The chains for lift 11 (second stage of lift) are secured
at the top of the outer mast and at the bottom of the
inner mast.

When the cylinders are pressurised the centre cylinder
first goes out to full stroke because of its greater
piston area.

Then the two outer cylinders go out and lift the middle
mast. This lifts the inner mast in the ratio of 1 : 2 via
the chain connections.

A lowering valve installed in the pipework provides a
max. lowering speed of 0.6 m/sec.

1 = stop
preventing the fork carriage coming out
and tipping forward (see page 15)
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Oil flow in mast

Oil enters at the lowering valve, whence it is directed
under pressure to the two outer cylinders.

The oil then flows via an adapter (1) and a pipe through
the LH outer cylinder (cylinder tube) before it enters
the centre cylinder.

Because of differential piston areas the centre cylinder
goes out first. When this has reached full stroke, the
two outer cylinders go out simultaneously.

- First stage of lift only moves the carriage to
accomplish free lift

- Second stage of lift causes the inner section to
be raised

The line failure safety device (2) built into the r.h. outer
cylinder prevents the load dropping too quickly if a
pipe fractures.

1 = adapter

2 = line failure safety device
LB 3 C 1.2 - 63

3 = lowering valve
SB 35 C - 70/180

4 = orifice block

5 = line failure safety device
LB 4 C - 2 x 2.0 - 130
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Chain adjustment

Outer chains:
The outer chains are adjusted equally by the adjusters
(3) until the three mast sections are flush.

Centre chains:
The chains are tensioned by the tensioners (2).

The centre of the upper fork carriage rollers must
remain 2 mm (see dimension -X-) inside the inner
mast section when piston is fully extended (to
cylinder stops).

Under no circumstances must tyre wear be
compensated for by adjusting the lift chain tension!

When adjusting the chains, make sure that at least 2
mm clearance is maintained between block on
carriage and stop on inner mast (see page 15).

Important:

The chains must be inspected for wear, damage and
undue stretch (3 % at the maximum), in compliance
with the regulations of UVV (German Society for the
Prevention of
Accidents).
Dimension -X
2.0/2.5 tonnes X = 15
2.0 tonnes X = 10
Dimension �Z�
2.0/2.5 tonnes Z = 445
3.0 tonnes Z = 485
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Carriage stops

When adjusting the chains to take up any slackness,
care should be taken that. with mast lifted to maximum
height, the piston extends to its full stroke always
inside the hoist cylinder.

IMPORTANT!
At full lift the fork carriage should never touch its
mechanical stops. At least 2 mm clearance should
therefore be maintained between block on carriage
(4) and stop (5) on inner mast.

1 =fork carriage
2 = inner mast section
3 = support roller
4 = block (welded to carriage)
5 = stop (on inner mast cross member)

NOTE:
Where masts of big overall lowered height are fitted.
the amount of clearance can easily be checked by
sticking a small amount of kneading mass on block
hem 4 then raising the fork carriage to maximum
height, and with the aid of a vernier caliper measuring
the thickness of the kneading mass.
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Montage

7032 - 34 / 7038 - 40

 Roller Dim. � A � Dim. � X �
   dia.  over up to
 89.8   � 91.2 1.4
 90.3 91.2 91.7 1.4
 90.8 91.7 � �

7048 - 50

Roller Dim. � A � Dim. � X �
   dia. over up to
 105.2 � 106.6 1.4
 105.7 106.6 107.1 1.4
 106.2 107.1 � �

NOTE: Dimension W� must be measured at the point
where the sliding surfaces on which run the guide
rollers graduate into the radius.

1 = support roller
2 = shim
3 = countersunk screw

Torque loading = 140 Nm ± 15 Nm
(for 7032-3417038-40 models)
Torque loading = 270 Nm ± 30 Nm
(for 7048-50 models)

Lateral clearance:
Carriage assy - inner mast
min. 0.3 mm, max. 1.3 mm at the tightmost spot,
otherwise 1.8 mm at the max.

Inner mast - (central mast) - outer mast

Upper roller: min. 0.3 mm,
max. 1.3 mm at the lightmost spot,
otherwise 1.8 mm at the max.

Lower roller: min. 0.3 mm,
max. 1.3 mm at the tightmost spot,
otherwise 1.8 mm at the max.

Gabelträger

seitliches Spiel

Workshop Manual 7032 - 34 / 38 - 40 / 48 - 50

lateral clearance

fork carriage
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Checking the clearance

Using a feeler gauge determine the side clearance
and dimension -X-.

Dimenson -X- = 1.4 mm serves as a standard value
when fitting a guide roller of the next larger size during
the run in period, i.e. on a new mast section
(dimension -A- = 90 + 1) the material of the mast
channel will in the beginning get rolled in the area
where the guide or load rollers run.

At the end of a certain run in period whose length
depends on the operating conditions, dimension -X-
will thus hardly get changed any further.

In order to reduce wear to a minimum it is essential
that the running surfaces of the guide rollers be
lubricated with grease at regular intervals!

The illustrations on the right show how to check
dimension �X�.

Fork carriage - inner mast

- Raise the fork carriage
- Place a chock under the forks
- Lower the carriage until the weight of the forks is on
   the chock. The guide rollers will come to rest against
  the side opposite the running surface.
- Dimension �W� can at this stage be measured.
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Removal of outer cylinders
Hi-Lo (full free lift) and triple masts

- Bring the mast to the vertical position
- Raise the fork carriage
- Extend outer cylinder pistons by approx. 20

cm
- Place a chock between the upper cross

member of the outer mast and the upper cross
member of the inner mast or, for the triplex mast,
between the upper cross member of the outer
mast and the upper cross member of the middle
mast

- Remove securing ring (or circlip) from upper
piston fixing (cross member)

- Completely lower the mast, allowing the
system to become non-pressurized

- Disconnect upper and lower hydraulic
connections

- Remove the fixing clamp

- Should the piston fail to lower by gravity, assist

with a screwdrifer or similar tool.

Note:
Adapter fitting (1) is secured and sealed with Loctite
275 retaining fluid. Only the adapter on the triple,
3-tonne mast needs to be torqued to 30 Nm. On all
the other Hi-Lo and triple masts the outer cylinders
are secured and sealed with Loctite 242.

Cylinder head (2) is fixed with Loctite 242 (three spots
on cirmumference to ensure even spread).

On all cylinders piston cover (3) is secured and sealed
with Loctite 275 on the whole su rf ace.

Torque loadings for piston cover (3) vary
according to piston diameter, viz.:

dia. 32 = 150 + 30 Nm
dia. 37 = 150 + 30 Nm
dia. 46 = 500 + 100 Nm
dia. 52 = 500 + 100 Nm
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Cylinder removal - Telescopic mast

- Bring the mast to the vertical position
- Extend hoist piston (by around 20 cm)

until the upper fixing is accessible for
circlip removal

- Remove circlip from upper piston fixing
- Place a chock between the upper cross

member of the outer mast and the upper
cross member oft the inner mast

- Completely lower the mast, allowing the
system to become non-pressurized

- Disconnect lower hydraulic connection
- Remove the fixing clamp

Changing the packing

- Grip cylinder body firmly in a vice
- Screw off cylinder head with �C� spanner B52-55.

If cylinder head will not move, preheat with a
flame.

The cylinder head is secured with Loctite 242
(3 spots on circumference for even spread).

1 = double wiper
2 = V seal
3 = cylinder head
4 = bleeder screw
5 = 0-ring seal
6 = guide bush
7 = piston cover
     secured with Loctite 275
     Torque loading = 500 + 100 Nm
8 = piston
9 = cylindertube
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Central cylinder - Hi-Lo/Triple mast

The cylinder is a single acting plunger cylinder
(plunger piston).
Cylinder tube and base are welded together. The
cylinder head is screwed onto the tube and secured
with Loctite 242.
The sealing between tube and head is by �0� ring.
The sealing between head and piston is by V seal.
A piston cover screwed into the piston and fixed with
Loctite 275 acts as a lifting stop. A line failure safety
device screwed into the cylinder base prevents the
load dropping too quickly if a pipe fractures.

Dismantling the central cylinder

- Raise the fork carriage, place a chock beneath
it, lower the carriage until its weight is on the
chock, unhook the lift chain at the carriage

- Disconnect the hydraulic connection at
the base of the cylinder

- Take off the clamp from cylinder
- Lift out the hoist cylinder
- Grip cylinder body (tube) in a vice - at

the base - otherwise tube may distort
- Screw off cyi. head with �C� spanner

B68-75, DIN 1810.
If cyi. head will not move, preheat with a flame

- Withdraw piston from cylinder body or
tu be

- Clamp the piston in a bench vice fitted with soft
jaws and screw off sheave fork. The sheave fork
is secured with Loctite 242

- Pull the cylinder head off the piston

Note:
Do not remove piston cover when replacing
packing!

1 = double wiper
2 = U seal
3 = cylinder head
4 = bleeder screw
5 = �0� ring
6 = guide bush
7 = piston (piston rod on 2.0/2.5-tonne models)

(piston tube on 3.0-tonne model)
8 = cylinder tube
9 = piston cover is secured and sealed with Loctite

275 on the whole surface
Torque loading = 1.000 + 200 Nm
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Lowering valve

The lowering valve provides a constant lowering speed,
whatever the load - even if a pipe bursts.

Operation:

As the load is lowered, the sliding orifice, due to the
medium flowing through it, is moved to the metering
position thus forming an annular restrictor inside the
control piston, whose resistance against flow in
conjunction with the pre-loading of the piston control
spring (adjustable) determines the amount of flow.

Note:
Max. permissible lowering speed (with rated load):
0.6 m. sec.

Hoisting, direction of flow F --->B

Free unrest
Free unrestricted flow with low resistance is made
possible by the sliding orifice at this stage retreating
from the metering position (orifice effect inoperative
in this direction).

Lowering, direction of flow B ---> F

Flow is constant over a wide range as a result of the
self adjusting balance between the internal pressure
differential and the pre-load position on the piston
control spring.

Control edges

Sliding orifice
in metering position

Control

Pistonspring

Sliding orifice
(restrictor) in
unrestricted
flow direction
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Line failure safety device

The illustration shows the position of the line failure
safety device in the cylinder base.

Torque loading MA = 20 + 2 Nm

1 = piston cover

2 = cylinder base

3 = line failure safety device

Operation:

The safety device for hose failure, a safety restrictor,
prevents uncontrolled and abrupt dropping of the load
in the event of hose or pipe failure.
The hose failure safety device is a plate valve whose
valve disc is raised off the valve seat by spring action
in the neutral state, thereby maintaining an open
through-flow cross section of variable width.
The through-flow resistance and the backpressure
action at the valve disc in the throughflow dixection
B - F (operating or actuating direction) generate a
force which during normal operation does not
exceed the spring counterforce: the valve remains
open. If in the event of a burst in the hydraulic feed
pipe or hose the through-flow increases due to the
driving load, the flow forces will exceed the spring
force and the valve will close immediately. The valve
plate contains an orifice hole through which oil can
flow from B to F, irrespective of the magnitude of
the load, thereby gradually lowering the load to the
ground.

Valve disc
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Cushioning device for cylinder

Fitted to Hi-Lo and Triple-stage masts, the function
of the cushioning device is (during transition from 2nd
to 1 st stage of lift) to hydraulically slow down the
piston rod of the r.h.* outer cylinder just before it
reaches the end of its stroke. This feature reduces
the hydraulic/mechanica( shock normally encounte-
red when the load is lowered completely.
On Hi-Lo and 3-stage masts it is in each case the
r.h.* cylinder which is provided with such a device.

OPERATION
When the piston rods are pressurised the piston (2)
by the force of compression spring (4) is, during the
hoisting operation, moved towards the cylinder bottom
until the snap ring (5) is against piston cover (1).
Flowing from chamber A, the oil under pressure
continues to pass via restrictor orifice (3) through
chamber B until hydraulic balance has been achie-
ved.
During the lowering operation, first piston (2) will
(before the piston rod has reached the end of its
stroke) contact the cylinder bottom. Piston (2) is
shifted in direction of the piston rod, whereas the
hydraulic fluid under pressure is directed from
chamber B to chamber A

1 = piston cover
2 = piston
3 = restrictor
4 = compression spring
5 = snap ring

via restrictor orifice (3) causing mast movement to
be hydraulically slowed down through hydraulic
balance.

References to the �left or �right� of the truck are in the
sense of a person in the driver�s seat facing forwards
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Telescopic mast

Hi-Lo & Triplex masts

The Fork carriage - Removal

Tilt mast to vertical.

Remove forks or attachment (where fitted).

Raise the fork carriage just enough to enable the lift
chains to be disconnected. Place a suitable sting
around the carriage and secure it to a hoist.

By moving the hoist control valve lever into its fully
lower position lower the inner mast completely.

Disconnect the lift chains from the fork carriage by
removing the anchor screws.

Remove the socket-head cap screw from stop on
inner mast.

Using hoist, carefully slide the carriage off the upper
end of the inner mast assembly.

Assemble carriage to mast in the reverse order of its
removal.

Adjusting the guide rollers:

Carriage/inner mast - See Functional Group 20.

Adjusting the carriage stops:

Refer to Functional Group 20
1 = socket-head cap screw
2 = lock washer
3 = shim
4 = guide roller
5 = countersunk head screw
6 = hex hd screw
7 = lock washer
8 = left support, Part No. 323 950
9 = right support, Part No. 323 951

Workshop Manual 7032 - 34 / 38 - 40 / 48 - 50
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Changing the guide roller shafts

The shafts are welded to the roller retainer with a 5
mm circumferential flat-lap weld.

The welding operation is performed using a lime-base
electrode.

Material of roller retainer and shaft: St 52 - 3.

The above figure shows the position of the upper shaft
on the LH roller retainer.

The figure below shows the position of the lower shaft
on the LH roller retainer.

The position of the shafts on the RH roller retainer is
mirror-inverted.
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Changing the guide roller shafts

Before welding the shafts (2) onto the roller retainer
(1) note the position of the notch.

The figure on the right shows the RH roller retainer.

LH rolle retainer mirror-inverted.

1 = roller retainer

2 = shaft, Part No. 297 992

Tele- Hi-Lo Triplex
scopic

A B C
2,0/2,5 t 73 + 0.2 380 + 0.5 45+1
3,0 t 73 + 0.2 450 ± 0.5 44 ± 1
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Dimension diagram (DI N 15 173)

class Rated Rated Shape a b c
2

e h
3

i
2

q
load load centre of permissible

distance forks 0 deviation   0 +1
kg mm - - 1 +0,8 -1,5   0

1 --> 999 400 A 76 331 16 16 305 13 8
B 114 0

2 1.000 --> 2.500 500 A 76 407 16 16 381 13 8
B 152 1

3 2.501 --> 4.999 500 A 76 508 21,5 19 476 16 10
B 203 0

4 5.000 --> 6.300 600 A 127 635 25,5 19 597 -1,5 19 12
B 254

Workshop Manual 7032 - 34 / 38 - 40 / 48 - 50
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Bild 1

Bild 2
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Fitting For Part No. see spare
parts catalogue

For Part No. see spare
parts catalogue

Install shim plates
under stop plate,
as required

Stop plate
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Figures 1 to 4 show the installation of the fork arm
wear protection on 2.0/2.5-tonne models fitted with
Hi-Lo and Triplex masts.

For fork arm wear protection on Telescopic mast
fitted model see spare parts catalogue, Functional
Group 22.

Fitting

For Part No. see spare
parts catalogue

For Part No. see spare
parts catalogue
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Fig. 4
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For Part No. see spare
parts catalogue

Protection against fork wear

Installation
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Design:
to DIN 15 174/15 175

Material:
Heat-treatable steel

1 = positioning lock

2 = pressure spring

3 = fork arm

4 = spring mounted stop
      or retaining pin

5 = roll pin

Definition, fork arm dimension diagram

Example: Definition of a fork arm shape A suitable
for the rated load class 2,
having a width �b� = 130 mm,
a thickness   �s� = 45 mm and
a length    �l� = 1150 mm:
Fork arm complying with DIN 15 174 - A2 - 130 x
45 x 1150

Shape A short fork shank Shape B long fork shank

Parking position
to DIN 15 175
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Class Rated Rated Shape a c
1

h
1

h
2

m
1

m2 i
1

load load centre of fork permissible
distance arm +1 devia-

kg    mm 0 +3 tion max max min

1 --> 999 400 A 76 17,5 394 307 28 26 14
B 114 432 +1

2 1.000 --> 2.500 500 A 76 17,5 470 383 31 29 14
B 152 546 0

3 2.501 --> 4.999 500 A 76 23,0 568 478 40 38 17
B 203 695 +1,5

4 5.000 --> 6.300 600 A 127 27,0 743 599 0 47 45 20
B 254 870

For the rest,
dimensions and
data same as
for shape A

Fork suspension hook
either with round end
or chamfered, thus
allowing for a clearance

Detail W

Detail V

Workshop Manual 7032 - 34 / 38 - 40 / 48 - 50

Fork arm dimension diagram

Shape A Shape B
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Removal

See Functional Group 20, page 3 �Removal of mast�.

1 = pivot block

2 = ball-and-socket joint GE 40 - 2RS

3 = conical-head lubricating nipple
DIN 71412 BM 8 x 1

4 = locking ring

5 = hex hd screw
M 20 X 60 8.8

6 =  circlip
40 x 1,75 D IN 471

7 =  conical-head lubricating nipple
DIN 71412 AM 8 x 1

Telescopic
Hi-Lo

Triplex
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Assembly

The mast pivot blocks are bolted to the power axle
by 4 hex hd bolts (1) and 4 locking rings (2), torque
loading M

A 
= 385 Nm

max. side play outer mast in relation to mast pivots
is 0.6 mm.
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Dismantling

Grip the cylinder in a vice.

Remove screw union from cylinder head (thread
protrudes into the bore).

Knock down cylinder head (8) a bit with a plastic
punch.

Press in the spring ring (10) with a probe through
the small hole in the cylinder and lever out with a
screwdriver (see figure).

With a strong pull on the cylinder rod pull the head
(8) out of the body.

Grip piston rod in vice (with protective jaws).

Remove eyebolt.

 1 = hex nut
 2 = piston guide ring
 3 = piston seal
 4 = piston
 5 = piston rod
 6 = circlip
 7 = grooved seal
 8 = cylinder head
 9 = 0-ring
10 = spring ring
11 = wiper seal
12 = washer
13 = hex nut
14 = tilt cylinder eyebolt
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Assembling

- Check all parts for wear and clean as a matter
of course.

- Piston (4) is sealed with Loctite 242.

- Hex. nut (1) or spacer are secured with
Loctite 242 and torqued to
MA = 450 Nm.

- Install piston guide ring (2) and piston se a 1 (3).

- Provide cylinder head (8) with new sealing material.

- When inserting the cylinder head into body ensure
cut out in cylinder head points towards connection
hole.

Important! During assembly observe dimension �X� !
X = 65 + 8 mm.
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When carrying out repairs on the tilt cylinders be
careful not to modify the tilt angle as set at the
factory, as this would otherwise impair stability.

a = forward tilt

ß = backward tilt

Tilt angle

 Distance Tilt angle Mast type    Height, mast lowered
 L   Stroke fwd bwd

 442   119 6  8 Tele/Hi-Lo with front screen

 442   119 6  8 Tele/Hi-Lo 1850-2100

 418   143 6 11 Tele/Hi-Lo 2150-2700

 442   119 6  8 Tele/Hi-Lo 2750-3250

426   135 6 10 Hi-Lo 2150 - 2700 f.h.l.

 450     85 3  7 3-stage (triplex) 1850-3250

h = lowered height (HiLo & 3-st.m. h = hl)
hi = overall lowered height
h2 = free lift on telesc. mast (160 mm)
h3 = rated lift
h4 = height, mast extended
h5 = free lift (HiLO & 3-stage masts)

f.h.l. = fitted with flex. hose line
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 Distance Tilt angle Mast type     Height, mast lowered
 L   Stroke fwd bwd

 449   158 6  11 Tele/Hi-Lo 1850 - 2750

 481   98 3  7 Tele/Hi-Lo 2800 - 3250

 481   98 3  7 T3-stage (triplex) 1850 - 3250

 467   136 6 8.5 Tele/Hi-Lo up to 2700 f.s.

 492     87 3  6 3-stage (triplex) up to 2550 f.s.

 Distance Tilt angle Mast type     Height, mast lowered
 L   Stroke fwd bwd

 449   168 6  11 Tele/Hi-Lo 1850 - 2450

 457   160 6  10 Tele/Hi-Lo 2500 - 2750

 489   104 3    7 Tele/Hi-Lo 2800 - 3250

 489   128 6    7 Tele/Hi-Lo up to 2750 f.s.

Mast tilt angle (dimension L)

R 7048 - 49

R 7050

f.s. = front screen


